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Abstract
Contextual information is comprised of a variety of different and heterogeneous sources of information. The dominant design approach for building context aware pervasive systems is a bottom
up one. The crucial shortcoming of being of a bottom up nature is that the design of the system
starts at the sensor layer. Subsequently a static, design-time configured, so called activity and
context recognition chain is being build up on top of the sensor layer, used to infer contextual
information out of the delivered sensor data. The definition of the system is performed during
design time and is then kept static throughout its lifetime.
The incredible and irresistible rise of available smart gadgets with integrated sensing capabilities makes this approach antiquated. For a widespread use of context aware pervasive computing
sensing ecosystems, new methodologies have to be discussed to revise the static and predefined
nature of currently existing approaches.
The vision of this thesis is to carve the way to rethink and change the bottom up paradigm
towards a goal oriented, dynamic, top-down configuration of a context aware system. A goal
oriented methodology takes a so called recognition goal as input for a dynamic, self-organizing
and adaptive system configuration during runtime. The goal oriented approach will revise the
currently dominating methods and help to overcome the complexity crises of today’s availability
of trillions of sensing devices that can be used for Activity and Context recognition. Reducing the
complexity of installing, configuring, optimising, and maintaining the sensing infrastructure in
a goal oriented manner will help to make Activity and Context recognition systems successfully
accepted and beneficial on a broader, open ended scale. The goal oriented sensing approach
follows an open world assumption, where sensing devices are assigned to goals according to their
capabilities of contributing to the specified goals. A goal oriented sensing system can dynamically
react and adapt to changes in the sensing ecosystem. This ensures, that at each point in time,
the best selection of sensing entities is used according to the stated recognition goal.
The core contributions of this thesis are novel methodologies and algorithmic solutions to (i)
define semantic Activity- and Context Relations, (ii) to formulate, translate and process Recognition Goals, that (iii) can be semantically matched to the available sensing infrastructure and
dynamically configured during runtime, accompanied by (iv) making use of multiple sources of
sensor information to reason the Activities and Contexts of the users.
The findings and contributions of this thesis are expected to induce a methodic shift away
from predefined and static context aware systems towards their goal oriented and dynamic configuration and adaption during runtime based on a stated recognition goal.

i

Kurzfassung

Wissen über Kontext setzt sich aus einer Vielzahl von unterschiedlichen und heterogenen Informationsquellen zusammen. Beim dominierenden Designansatz zum Bau von Kontext bezogenen, pervasiven
Systemen, geht man von unten nach oben vor. Der entscheidende Nachteil dieses Designansatzes besteht darin, dass als erstes mit der Auswahl der nötigen Sensoren begonnen wird. Im Anschluss wird
die so genannte Aktivitäts- und Kontexterkennungskette, aufbauend auf der Sensor Ebene, definiert,
um Kontextinformation aus den Sensordaten zu extrahieren. Die Systemdefinition wird während der
Entwicklung des Systems festgelegt und ist von diesem Zeitpunkt an statisch und unveränderlich.
Durch den unaufhaltsamen Anstieg an verfügbaren, intelligenten Geräten mit integrierten Sensoren
ist dieser statische Ansatz bereits antiquiert. Für den weit verbreiteten Einsatz von kontextbezogenen,
allgegenwärtigen sensor-basierten Systemen müssen neue Methoden diskutiert werden, um die statischen
und vordefinierten Eigenschaften der derzeit bestehenden Ansätze aufzubrechen.
Die Vision dieser Arbeit soll den Weg ebenen, um den von unten nach oben orientierten Ansatz in eine
zielorientierte, von oben nach unten durchzuführende Konfiguration des kontextsensitiven Systems zu
ändern. Eine zielorientierte, auf sogenannten Erkennungszielen basierende Methodik wird verwendet, um
die dynamische, selbstorganisierende und adaptive Systemkonfiguration zur Laufzeit zu ermöglichen. Der
zielorientierte Ansatz wird die derzeit dominierenden Verfahren neu bewerten und verändern. Dies wird
dazu beitragen, die Komplexitätskrise der heutigen hohen Verfügbarkeit von Milliarden von Sensoren,
die zur Aktivitäts- und Kontexterkennung verwendet werden können, zu überwinden. Die Reduzierung
der Komplexität bezüglich Installation, Konfiguration, Optimierung und Wartung von sensor-basierten,
kontextsensitiven Systemen durch einen zielorientierten Ansatz wird die Akzeptanz und die Nützlichkeit
dieser Systeme auf einer breiteren, offeneren Basis zeigen und erhöhen. Der zielorientierte Ansatz verfolgt
eine offene Sicht der Dinge, in der Sensoren im Rahmen ihrer Möglichkeiten den definierten Erkennungszielen zugeordnet werden können. Ein zielgerichtetes Kontexterkennungssystem kann dynamisch auf
Änderungen in der Sensorinfrastruktur reagieren und sich darauf einstellen. Dies stellt sicher, dass zu
jedem Zeitpunkt die beste Auswahl an verfügbaren Sensoren eingesetzt wird, um das Ziel zu erreichen.
Die Kernbeiträge dieser Arbeit sind die Entwicklung neuer Methoden und algorithmischer Lösungen
für (i) semantische Aktivitäts- und Kontextbeziehungen, (ii) die Formulierung, sowie das Übersetzen
und Abarbeiten eines Erkennungsziels, (iii) die semantische Abbildung des Erkennungszieles auf die
verfügbare Sensorinfrastruktur zur Laufzeit, begleitet von (iv) der Nutzung mehrerer Sensorinformationsquellen, um auf die Aktivitäten und den Kontext von Personen zu schließen.
Die Erkenntnisse und Beiträge dieser Arbeit werden einen methodischen Paradigmensprung, weg von
vordefinierten und statischen Kontexterkennungssystemen hin zu deren zielorientierter, dynamischen
Laufzeitkonfiguration und Anpassung einleiten.
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1. Introduction

“To notice the simplest, but the true relations of things
assumes that very deep knowledge is required.”
Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (1742-1799)
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1. Introduction

1.1. Recognition Systems: State of the Art and Limitations
Recognition Systems as they can be seen nowadays are limited in their dynamics, flexibility and adaptability due to the fact that they depend on a static and predefined
sensing infrastructure. The dominating design paradigm for recognition systems is still
a bottom-up one (be referred to Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4).
This approach was suitable in times where the sensing devices were rare, thus had to be
deployed with the recognition system to work properly. Throughout the lifetime of the
deployed recognition system, the static and predefined sensing infrastructure must work
properly. Any failure or change in the sensing infrastructure will result in a breakdown
of the recognition system. The assumption, that the predefined and static sensing infrastructure will continuously work is the Achilles’ Heel of this kind of systems (be referred
to Section 2.3). None of today’s proposed frameworks and middlewares (be referred to
Section 2.3) addresses these limitations nor takes the vast availability of already deployed
sensing entities that can be used for an Activity and Context recognition into account.
As a consequence, there still are strict requirements imposed on the designers and
engineers of recognition systems. Sensors have to be deployed at design time of the
system for a specific purpose. During runtime, the recognition system requires exactly
the same set of sensors as initially defined. These constraints limit the widespread use
of context recognition systems. Any change in the sensor infrastructure or in the sensor
characteristics results in a degraded recognition performance or in the complete fail of
the system.
These essential drawbacks of static and predefined Activity and Context Recognition
systems limit their widespread use. In summary, state of the art activity and context
recognition systems share the following identified limitations:
• Static, a-priori assumption about sensor availability and characteristics that makes
today’s recognition systems fragile to any kind of unexpected changes and failures.
• Fixed, designed-time defined and static sensor setup resulting in a complete system failure if one sensing component fails (sensor exhibits faults, degrades, or fails
completely).
• Missing adaptability to changes in the sensing infrastructure as it is being defined
during design-time of the system in a bottom-up style.
• Missing ability to use additional sensing resources discovered at runtime.
• Pre-trained, not adaptable, statistical models i.e., Activity Recognition Chain (be
referred to Section 2.2.3) having a limited set of labels or being more precise, Activity Classes. This is basically unusable in large scale, real world applications.
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• Missing ability to cope with changes in sensor parameters (e.g., sample rate, resolution, accuracy).
• Missing adaption to changes in the sensor data streams due to e.g., sensor rotation
or misalignment that results in degradation of the recognition performance. Sensors
always have to be worn and fixed at an exactly defined position. As a result they
tend to be user-specific (sensitivity to changes in body proportions, clothes, etc.)
• Missing runtime evaluation metrics that characterise the quality of the delivered
sensor data streams.
• Missing reuse or parallel use of already deployed sensors and trained models as
building blocks for new Recognition Systems.
• Missing integration of / or replacement of sensors with new (better) available ones
making it impossible for the Recognition System to adapt to future circumstances
and to cope with short term changes and long term trends in sensor infrastructure.
• Missing dynamic sensor(-self) characterisation that enables the machine read- and
processable quantification of sensor abilities.
• Missing (self-)managed interaction and configuration in the Recognition System.
• Missing Ensemble Coordination Architecture for specific and dynamic sensor selection.
• Missing ability to reuse and adapt the Recognition Architecture to different domains
and different recognition purposes.
• In a broader sense, state of the art approaches are not suited to enable large scale,
open-ended, smart (AmI) environments, as new sensors are added or new context
needs to be recognized that requires specific retraining for each sensor and context.
After roughly 10 years [Bao and Intille, 2004] of sensor based Activity and Context
Recognition, the above described limitations are still not solved. Systems are built
bottom-up starting with the sensor layer and subsequently infer high level information
out of the delivered sensor data. Taking the static nature of these dominant recognition
architectures into account, and the fact that billions of deployed sensors are already out
there that can be utilized for Activity and Context recognition, we have to radically
rethink the traditional approach (be referred to Section 2.3). Overcoming the presented
limitations will result in a dynamic, self-organizing and adaptive Activity-and Context
recognition system. These systems will smooth the way to integrate them as building
blocks into various Ambient Intelligent Scenarios (e.g., implicit energy management as
presented in Chapter 6). The vision is that of pervasive but transparent, 24/7 always on,

4
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always present recognition systems, that provide the appropriate information, assistance
and support to users at appropriate moments, proactively and in a natural way. The key
mechanism to achieve this is to recognize the user’s activity and the user’s context from
body worn and ambient smart sensing devices. Considering realistic settings, no static
assumption can be made about the availability, placement, and characteristics of sensors
as, in addition to other information sources, they become dynamically available/unavailable at unpredictable points in time.
To address these challenges, new and innovative generic principles, algorithms and
system architectures have to be developed to reliably recognize complex activities and
contexts despite the absence of static assumptions about sensor configurations.

1.2. Shift from Instrumented to Opportunistic Sensing
Today’s ICT1 has undergone a dramatic shift and evolution that can be divided mainly
into three epochs [Ferscha, 2012, Lukowicz et al., 2012, Ferscha, 2007]: (i) Connectedness, Late 90s to Early 2000s, that was motivated and characterized by embedded,
hidden, invisible, and autonomic networked information and communication technology
that connect everything with everything; (ii) Awarness, Early to Mid 2000s, emerged
with sensor based recognition systems as well as knowledge-representation and processing
technologies, being able to capture data of a collection of sensors and interpret them to
become aware of the context or situation [Schilit et al., 1994, Dey, 2001]; (iii) Smartness,
Mid 2000s to Present, building on connectedness and awareness, tries to utilize (ontological) semantics of systems, services and interactions to give meaning to situations and
actions and are often referred to as highly complex, orchestrated, cooperative, and coordinated “ensembles of digital artifacts” [Ferscha, 2012, Castellani and Hafferty, 2009].
A fourth epoch is on the horizon that can be characterized as a Socio-Technical Fabric where pervasive ICT will be weaving social and technological phenomena into the
“fabric of everyday life societies” [Ferscha et al., 2011]. This is manifested in dynamic
networks of many that are constantly working, acting and reacting in parallel, where
the control tends to be highly dispersed and decentralised. Coherent behaviour arises
from competition and cooperation and the overall behaviour of the system is the result
of a huge number of decisions made every moment by many individuals (be referred to
[Castellani and Hafferty, 2009] and Section 2.1.3.4).
Summing up, we identified three Aware ICT paradigms: (i) Context-Aware ICT (seminal work by [Dey, 2001]), (ii) Activity-Aware ICT (seminal work by [Philipose et al., 2004]),
1
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and (iii) Socially-Aware ICT (seminal work by [Pentland, 2005, Ferscha et al., 2012]).
The identified epochs and Aware ICT architectures are of course interwoven and a snapshot in time, as for sure they will not be the end of innovation and research (e.g.,
upcoming Attention-Aware ICT [Ferscha, 2014, Ferscha et al., 2014] or Emotion-Aware
ICT [Tkalčič et al., 2013]).
Looking at all these works, the sensor signal acquisition is performed by instrumenting
sensors that have to be deployed and are then kept static and fixed. The “aware”
recognition architecture approach is, one way or another old, as it depends on sensor
deployment and the static setup of recognition chains (be referred to Section 2.2.3) to
infer high level information out of the delivered sensor data.
A transition, or being more precise, a paradigm shift, entitled Opportunistic Sensing, is the vision to reverse this traditional, bottom-up context recognition paradigm,
towards the selection of sensors that are already out there in the ecosystems of the
users. Opportunistic Sensing Architectures have to take advantage of the available sensing infrastructure [Roggen et al., 2009]. These sensors must be coordinated and must
self organize into goal oriented sensor ensembles to efficiently collect information relevant to the Activities or Contexts to recognize. Opportunistic Sensing encompasses
principles supporting autonomous operation in open-ended environments, such as selfconfiguration, autonomous evolution, and self-improvement, that are identified as the
key to large scale intelligent environments. Opportunistic sensing addresses limitations
of current Activity and Context recognition architectures (be referred to Section 1.1)
such as application specific sensor deployment and the assumption of stationary environments and sensors. It addresses real-world deployment issues in mainstreaming
smart environments by exploiting any possible, available and suitable sensor, relaxing
constraints on sensor placement thus increasing user acceptance, and raising robustness
to unpredictable changes in open-ended environments.
As a consequence, and to achieve the opportunistic system behaviour, a directive is
needed to guide the adaption process in a top-down style towards a defined recognition
purpose of the opportunistic system during runtime. It is of essential nature for an
opportunistic sensing system that is acting in an uncontrolled environment, to know,
which sensors it has to utilize. This directive is referred to as Recognition Goal (be
referred to Chapter 4), encapsulating an abstract formulation of what the opportunistic
sensing system should achieve, or being more precise, has to sense for, but not how.
This is contrarily to current recognition architectures where, if we really can talk about
a goal, it is hardcoded and unchangeable in the overall system. To be able to formulate
and express a recognition goal in an abstract style like: how many people are in the
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room, which activities are performed, or if people are attentive or socially interactive,
we have to define a formalized approach on how a goal can be composed (be referred
to Chapter 4) to select the appropriate sensors from the available set of sensors in the
sensing ecosystem. Dependent on the available sensing ecosystem, the stated recognition
goal can then be fulfilled to various extents or not, and the opportunistic sensing system
can dynamically react to changes in the sensing infrastructure in reconfiguring the the
selected sensing ensemble.

1.3. Recognition Goals: The Essence of Opportunistic Sensing
The core contribution of the thesis is a formalized approach on how recognition goals
can be stated to an Opportunistic Activity and Context Recognition system. The recognition goals are an abstract formulation of the expected system behaviour in terms of
Activities and Contexts it has to recognize. The definition of the goal itself, and its processing, is split in three fundamental categories: (i) the formal and syntactical definition
of the goal itself (be referred to Chapter 4), (ii) an ontological knowledge base capturing
domain knowledge to process, reason and substitute the stated recognition goals on a
semantic level (be referred to Chapter 3), and (iii) a semantic engine implementing algorithms capable of mapping, reasoning and substituting the stated recognition goal to the
available sensors in the ecosystem of the user (be referred to Section 4.3.1). The abstract
recognition goal is dynamically translated into a coordinated sensing mission (including
the necessary machine learning and pattern recognition methodologies), resulting in a
goal-oriented sensing ensemble (be referred to Section 4.5.3), that is autonomously executed by the opportunistic sensing system. The goal-oriented sensing ensemble then
provides the relevant information to the Users or Applications (Pervasive/Ubiquitous
Computing Systems, Device Ecologies2 , Sustainable AmI Environments, Implicit or Explicit triggering of Missions) in a self-organized style according to the stated recognition
goal from the available and selected sensing ecosystem. In this theses, and based on the
findings in Chapter 2, a goal is defined as follows:
A goal is a high level directive that defines and specifies in an abstract way,
what a system should do and how it should behave.
The definition is, by intent, kept very general, flexible and abstract allowing its processing
best fitting to the currently available sensing ecosystem. This allows the opportunistic
sensing system to make best use of available sensor, to autonomously configure itself to
2

relates to the notion of “social” devices, capable of interacting with each other and with users in an
intelligent context-aware style.
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use the appropriate and available resources in a top-down style and to work over long
periods of time despite changes in the sensing infrastructure. Individual sensing entities
and activities (be referred to Section 4.5.1) can be combined and aligned in spontaneous
sensor ensembles according to the information demands, expressed in form of recognition
goals, stated from the users or applications.

1.4. Goal Orientedness: Benefits and Pitfalls
In this Section the Benefits and Pitfalls of Goal Oriented Sensing that were identified
throughout the thesis are summarized.
Benefits
• Goal-oriented, dynamic, top-down configuration of Activity and Context Recognition Systems to revise today’s dominating static and bottom-up design principles.
• Dynamic change of the “recognition purpose” of the system based on stated recognition goals that direct the autonomous configuration of the system.
• Dynamic runtime selection, instantiation, and combination of the available sensing
infrastructure to sensing ensembles directed by the goal.
• Dynamic, goal-oriented (re)-use or change of building blocks of the Activity and
Context Recognition Chain (be referred to Section 2.2.3).
• Combination of, and cooperation between the sensing, signal processing, feature
extraction and classification stages under dynamically changing conditions.
• Dynamic reconfiguration of sensing ensembles based on (i) changes in the goal
and/or (ii) changes in the sensing ecosystem.
• Dynamic selection and continuous reevaluation of the best set of sensors (i.e., sensing ensemble) that can fulfill the goal.
• Processing of multiple and parallel goals with (even) overlapping sensing ensembles.
• Semantically and dynamic combination of sensors based on knowledge reasoning, translating and matchmaking between the goal and the heterogeneous, selfdescribed sensing ecosystem.
• Overcomes the static and predefined nature of today’s Activity and Context recognition systems to work in uncontrolled and open-ended environments.
• A Goal-oriented Sensing Architecture results in sensing systems that are elastic,
resilient and antifragile against changes in the sensing ecosystem.
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Pitfalls
• The Goal is not describable at all as it can not be broken down to a formalized,
computer processable formulation.
• Goal definition may be to imprecise to exactly formulate the demands of the user
or application. This can be seen in two dimensions: (i) the expressiveness of the
goal formulation itself is to weak, or (ii) users and applications do not have the
ability to utilize the goal’s expressiveness capabilities.
• As a consequence of the dynamic goal processing, substitution and reasoning steps,
the configured system may result in unexpected performance in terms of runtime
and recognition especially in uncontrolled and open-ended environments.
• Imprecise or missing Domain Knowledge in the modelled knowledge base (be referred to Chapter 3) can highly effect the precision and accuracy of the goal processing steps and thus the resulting sensing ensembles.
• The semantic matchmaking process that dynamically coordinates and forms sensing
ensembles may result in diverse ensembles having the same matching performance
(be referred to Section 4.3.1). Selection has then to be based on a-priori knowledge
or rules.
• Goals can be fulfilled at specific points in time, but as the sensing infrastructure may
change, also the satisfiability of goals may change (from fulfillable to not fulfillable).
The question arises on how long the goal oriented system has to wait before a goal is
definitely identified as not to be fulfillable (e.g., using a timeout), that is especially
critical in asynchronous environments.
• Multiple goals can stated to the system that are processed in parallel. These goals
can be conflicting dependent on the needed system resources and available sensors
in the ecosystem. Which goal(s) to process further has to be decided based on
conflict resolution strategies (be referred to Section 4.5).
• Dynamic goals can change over time. This can take place from one second to the
next. As the reconfiguration of the system needs time, this can result in unstable
system configurations when goals are changing at high rates compared to the needed
reconfiguration time of the system.
• The satisfiability of goals in the presented approach still depends on supervised
trained sensing artifacts. As this is a minor aspect for the goal-orientedness, as
novel sensing artefacts can be dynamically exchanged or included in the system, it
limits the adaption to the livelong changing of human behaviour on the sensingentity level.

1.5. Research Challenges
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1.5. Research Challenges
Research Challenge: Goal Orientedness
• Is there evidence in nature that makes it worth thinking about adopting a goal
oriented approach for Activity- and Context recognition systems?
• Are goal oriented approaches promising and preferable compared to bottom-up
architectures for Activity- and Context recognition systems?

Research Challenge: Activity and Context Modelling
• How can domain knowledge be used in an autonomous and adaptive activity and
context recognition system?
• Which Relations between Activities and Contexts can be identified as beneficial
for an autonomous and adaptive activity and context recognition system?
• How can the identified Relations be represented and reasoned in an autonomous
and adaptive Activity and Context recognition system?
• In which form has the knowledge base to be processed for goal translation and how
can this be defined and formalized?

Research Challenge: Recognition Goal
• How can a recognition goal be formulated and presented?
• How can a recognition goal be be translated to a machine readable representation to be further processed by an autonomous and adaptive activity and context
recognition system?
• Which technologies are applicable for goal representation, composition and translation?

Research Challenge: Combining Sources of Information
• How can the recognition output of different sensors be combined to fulfill a recognition goal?
• How can the output of different combined sensors be quantified?
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1.6. Contributions
The vast majority of Activity- and Context recognition systems are nowadays of a static
and predefined nature. They heavily depend on specialised, customised legacy sensing
hardware, that needs to be deployed and maintained. The needed components and
processing steps to recognize and classify semantic Activity- and Context patterns are
fixed at design time of the system.
The incredible pervasion of the environment with smart, digital artefacts especially in
the domain of wearable computing makes the static and predefined setup of Activityand Context recognition systems antiquated and obsolete. It is expected that there will
be 40 - 80 billion connected objects by 2020. These objects are not only used by people
to consume data, but contribute observed data through their smart phones, their tablets,
their fitness trackers, and their smart watches, just to mention a few popular one. As
a matter of fact, the market for wearable technology is currently exploding. All these
devices can be seen as data delivering entities that can be used for Activity and Context
Recognition on an individual, group, or community level.
The core contribution of this thesis is the development and evaluation of methodologies
to revise the currently dominant bottom-up design of Activity and Context recognition
systems. The proposed approach is a goal oriented, top-down configuration of Activityand Context recognition systems. These systems dynamically adapt to the available
sensing ecosystem directed by a stated recognition goal. This guarantees a flexible,
dynamically adapting, stable sensing system that does not depend on a predefined and
static sensing ecosystem.
Regardless of changes in the sensing ecosystem during runtime, a goal oriented system uses reasoning and semantic matchmaking capabilities to configure the best set of
sensors at each point in time, needed to fulfill the stated recognition goal.
The research challenges are focused on (i) elaborating the benefits of goal oriented
approaches, (ii) the definition of a novel Activity- and Context Model for goal oriented
sensing, and (iii) the goal oriented combination of different sources of information. The
developed concepts were implemented in a realtime system to proof the feasibility of
the developed methodologies. An application scenario for implicit energy management
based on goal oriented Activity and Context Recognition was evaluated. Last but not
least, an outlook towards the use of goal oriented sensing in terms of collective adaptive
systems by using wearable smart technology was given.

1.6. Contributions
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In the following, the key contributions towards the vision of a goal oriented sensing
architecture, were a goal is defined as: A goal is a high level directive that defines and
specifies in an abstract way, what a system should do and how it should behave, are highlighted and summarized. The belonging published contributions and their connection to
the chapters of the thesis are presented in Section 1.8.

• Goal Orientedness
– Bringing goal oriented approaches and top-down system dynamics to Activity
and Context Recognition Systems.
– Going beyond state of the art AWARE -Recognition Architectures overcoming
static, a-priori assumptions about sensor availability.
– Semantic Goal Formulation, Processing, and Reasoning approach using TexTivitypredicates to dynamically direct the autonomous Activity and Context Recognition System configuration and adaptation during runtime.
• Semantic Modelling
– Revised understanding and modelling of Activity and Context as an interwoven Network of Relations, embodying the knowledge base for semantic goal
statements, processing and translation.
– Semantic Matchmaking capabilities to match the stated goal to the capabilities of the available sensing ecosystem for dynamic ensemble generation. This
includes overcoming the 1:1 matching limitations between the goal and the
sensors in the ensemble discovery process using Semantic Context Relations.
• Machine Learning
– Goal Oriented approach to dynamically configure High-Level Recognition Models (HMM, Evidential Network) for Composed Activities based on an ontological knowledge base with different and varying sources of information.
• Recognition Architectures
– Developed a conceptual framework to induce a paradigm switch from Static to
Dynamic, Adaptable, Goal Oriented Architectures inspired and incorporating
findings in Nature.
– Dynamic runtime selection, instantiation, combination, and reevaluation of the
available sensing ecosystem based on the specified Recognition Goal.
– The developed concepts and methodologies are all implemented as a Reference
Architecture for Goal Oriented Sensing.
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Based on an open world assumption, where new and unforeseen smart sensing and

acting devises are expected to appear in the future, the developed, goal oriented methodologies for Activity- and Context recognition systems are kept as generell as possible.
This ensures that the concepts and their manifestations in terms of implemented architectures are future proof, as they can easily be adapted to prospect application domains.
Future smart environments will have to dynamically adapt to the users intents or goals.
An essential criteria for the success of these environments will be their capabilities to
dynamically select and autonomously adapt the needed resources according to the goals
of the people. The presented contributions of this thesis are seen as pioneering work
towards this complex and challenging goal.

1.7. Thesis Outline
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1.7. Thesis Outline
The contributions of this thesis are structured in the following way:
Chapter 2, Targeting the Goal, introduces, motivates, and rigorously evaluates the effectiveness of a goal oriented approach ranging from early philosophic statements towards
state of the art application areas. The benefits of the goal oriented approach are clearly
identified, and a methodic shift towards goal oriented Activity and Context Recognition
systems is elaborated in detail. Being based on a goal oriented sensing approach, Activity and Context recognition systems become elastic, resilient and antifragile against
changes in the sensing ecosystem and unexpected malfunctioning of sensing components.
Chapter 3, Context as a Vital Element, identifies the necessity of a common knowledge
base for goal oriented systems to empower goal formulation, translation, processing,
substitution and matchmaking. It pinpoints the close relation of Activity and Context
and reformulates traditional approaches towards an interwoven, semantical construct.
This so called TexTivity construct is formalized and modelled in an domain dependent
ontology that allows reasoning and substitution of the stated recognition goal on various
different levels.
Chapter 4, Describing System’s Behaviour or How to formulate a Recognition Goal,
isolates the vital contextual attributes needed to formulate a recognition goal for an
activity and context recognition system. Based on the identified context literals, the
syntactical structure of a recognition goal and the useful combination of multiple goals
is presented. A semantic engine is defined that is capable of matching the available
sensing ecosystem to the stated recognition goals. Finally, a general framework for a
goal oriented sensing architecture is presented and discussed.
Chapter 5, Combining Sources of Information, studies the dynamic formation of a
recognition model out of the semantically interwoven Activity and Context relations
modelled in a common knowledge base in form of an ontology. Based on the stated
recognition goals, specific and related parts of the modelled relations in the ontology are
extracted and translated into a pattern recognition model. The discussed and evaluated
models are (i) a hidden Markov Model (HMM) as a representative of a pure machine
learning approach, and (ii) an Evidential Network based on the DempsterShafer theory
(DST) of evidence as a more modelling and reasoning based approach.
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Chapter 6, Smart Implicit Energy Management, is identified as a possible application
case for a goal oriented sensing system, as the number of available sensing artifacts in
smart homes is continuously increasing and dynamically changing over time. A system
that makes use of sensor information to implicitly manage physical entities that consume
power, has to deal and adapt to the varying sensing ecosystem over time. A goal oriented
sensing system builds a robust and flexible platform for an out of the lab, real- world
setting that has to deal with (i) different users, (ii) different sensors, and (iii) different
environmental conditions.
Chapter 7, Collective Adaptive Systems: A Goal Oriented Vision, opens the horizon
to use a goal oriented approach on a large scale. The envisioned scenario is exemplarily based on the upcoming, smart watch epoch. I see smart watches as the ultimate
unobtrusive and pervasive devices, as mankind is used to wear it since ages. The need
for new forms of organzing and interfacing on a communication technology level will
arise, resulting in a highly organized and interconnected adaptive nerve system that will
structure an superorganizm based only on the local knowledge of each component and
the goal.
Chapter 8, At a Glance: Lessons Learned, closes this thesis with a reflection on identified relevances and limitations of the goal oriented sensing approach especially concerning
today’s limitations of machine learning and reasoning methodologies in combining different sources of information. Last but not least, outlook and future work provide the
connection of the results of this thesis to possible new research topics related to the
research field of goal oriented sensing in pervasive computing.

1.8. Published Contributions
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1.8. Published Contributions
The schematic presented in Figure 1.1 illustrates the core contributions partitioned to
the belonging area of research. It links the Chapters and the Published Contributions
to an interwoven, global picture of the findings that are presented in this thesis.

Figure 1.1.: Published contributions with their corresponding Area of Research.
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“It is not enough to know the principles, one needs to
know how to manipulate.”
Dictionnaire de Trevoux, quoted by Michael Faraday
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2.1. Thinking in Goals
The complexity of systems in general and the understanding of the world as we see
it today, ranging from biological, to chemical, to social structures representing highly
interwoven, dynamic and complex ecosystems, needs new paradigms to be represented
in ICT1 . A methodic shift from the nowadays dominant static system design towards
an dynamically configuration is the solution proposed in this thesis. The configuration is directed by a specific objective entitled goal, providing a solution to handle the
fast raising complexity of nowadays systems. The handling and managing of this complexity goes far beyond the administration of individual software environments. The
integration of a vast heterogeneity of devices into a large scale cooperative network, as
everything gets accessible via the internet concerning the “Internet of Things Metaphor”
[Mattern and Floerkemeier, 2010] will be a major concern in the coming years.
This massive raise of complexity appears to be approaching the limits of human
capability, yet the march toward increased interconnectivity and integration rushes
ahead unabated [Kephart and Chess, 2003]. Nevertheless this march could make the
dream of pervasive computing becoming true. Trillions of devices connected all over
the world using standardized communication protocols e.g., Internet Protocol Suite
(TCP/IP) [Cerf and Cain, 1983] serving billion users worldwide. The drawback of this
march yields in the expectable problem that programming language innovations have
extended the size and complexity of systems that architects can design but this will
not bring us through the rising complexity crises. Architects are less able to anticipate and design interactions among components, leaving such systems to be delt with
at runtime. Soon systems will become, or are already, too massive and complex for
even the most skilled system integrators to install, configure, optimize, maintain, and
merge. There will be no way to make timely, decisive responses to the rapid stream
of changing and conflicting demands [Kephart and Chess, 2003]. Future systems have
to manage themselves according to stated goals of users or system components. New
components have to integrate as effortlessly as a new cell establishes itself in the human body [Nami and Bertels, 2007, Kephart and Chess, 2003]. This process has to be
directed by an abstract goal specification that encapsulates all necessary information
to dynamically build the best system configuration out of the accessible hardware and
software ecosystem.
The remaining parts of this Section 2.1 present insights into philosophic aspects (Section 2.1.1), answering the question if human behavior is motivated by, and follows goals.
1
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Section 2.1.2 if there are hints that evolution is a goal oriented process or not. Following
the philosophic, human-being tackling motivations for this thesis, selected application
areas are presented in Section 2.1.3 that already use goal oriented methodologies. Finally Section 2.1.4 summarizes the findings and closes with an detailed analysis of the
expected contribution and its added value to the scientific community.

2.1.1. Philosophical Aspects
The principle of goal oriented behavior is already discussed in the ancient world. Also
not explicitly stated as goal orientedness, and has its origins in various philosophic
directions. The philosophy of happiness in the ancient world as one example, is based
on the fundamentals of Socrates [Kaufmann, 2000]. The theory deals with the nature
of happiness and the ways of attaining it. The paths on how to achieve happiness,
regardless of what happiness really is, are not defined. This is obviously as they can
vary on a large scale for each individual. The only thing that is defined is, that at a
final state the individual should attain happiness. This clearly gives evidence for a goal
oriented strategy. At a random point in time, individuals are seeking for happiness.
They develop a plan on how to achieve it. This plan consists of an arbitrary number
of steps or actions. As each individual is self aware [Maslow, 1943], it can evaluate the
positive or negative effects of the taken actions after each step to finally reach the goal
of happiness.
In modern philosophy, Jeremy Bentham [Schofield, 1977] defined the happiness principle. This principle pushes happiness to a more global level. There, happiness is not
seen from the viewpoint of an individual but rather as global, mankind affecting state:
It is the greatest happiness of the greatest number that is the measure of right and
wrong (greatest happiness principle). This deals with the fact that actions taken by
an individual can affect others in positive or negative ways. In this theory, named
Utilitarianism [Mill, 1879], a utility value is used that has to be maximized to achieve
overall happiness. This problem is usually defined as maximizing happiness and reducing
suffering also based on Plato’s The Republic [Plato, 2002] where Socrates argues that
individual desires must be postponed in the name of the higher ideal. This clearly is
a goal oriented problem. Making it even more complex, there is not a single goal that
has to be achieved (e.g. maximize happiness), but multiple ones (here: maximize happiness, minimize suffering) that is clearly a multiobjective goal programming problem
[Charnes and Cooper, 1967].
The Categorical Imperative, as defined by Immanuel Kant [Kant, 1993], stating:“Act
only according to that maxim whereby you can, at the same time, will that it should
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become a universal law ” can be seen as a goal oriented metaphor. The goal is defined as
to only act to that maxim, that the behavior will become a universal law. This includes
the self awareness [Maslow, 1943] principle to evaluate with a, lets call it utility function,
how well the actions in terms of a universal law would be. After the evaluation, only
actions should be done that satisfy the maxim and are beneficial for beings.
The above presented examples, to be specific, (i) the Happiness Principle and (ii)
the Categorical Imperative show that goal oriented behavior, even if not directly identified as such, is already tackled in the ancient philosophy. This ranges from Socrates
(469BC-399BC) [Kaufmann, 2000] to the modern philosophy of Immanuel Kant (17241804) [Kant, 1993] and Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) [Schofield, 1977]. The findings
provide basic frameworks of social interaction in a goal oriented way. As this goal oriented behavior seems to be quite successful, manifested in philosophy now for at least
2000 years, it is worth thinking about implementing these ideas in technical advanced
ecosystems.
Looking closer at human activities, Maslow revolutionized and redefined the process
of how we see human behavior. In [Maslow, 1943] he stated that: “Classifications of
motivations must be based upon goals rather than upon instigating drives or motivated
behavior.” He states, that all people in our society have a “high evaluation of themselves”, therefore being self-aware regarding the achievement of their needs respectively
their goals. A post-hum published extension of Maslow’s famous hierarchy of needs
[Maslow, 1971], with the bottom to top levels: (1) physiological needs, (2) safety and security, (3) love and belonging, (4) esteem needs, (5) cognitive needs, (6) aesthetic needs,
(7) self actualization, and (8) transcendence presents the goal hierarchy of human beings.
In real life, one can not climb the ladder to self actualization or transcendence presents
as linearly as described by Maslow. Moreover, goals can be conflicting or overlapping
so that a sharp separation, as done by Maslow, can be tricky. The ordering of the goals
in a hierarchical form is also discussed controversially as love and belonging may be of
the same importance as safety and security for some people. Humans follow goals that
originate from the difference between the target-state and the actual-state of a person
[Heckhausen and Heckhausen, 2010], is the quintessence for this work. People know in
a very abstract way what they want to achieve but not how. Multiple strategies may
be in place on how humans can achieve their goals. Self-awareness is a key factor to
rearrange the strategies dynamically based on the success of taken actions and changing
circumstances thus directly influencing human behavior to finally achieve a goal.
In addition to Maslow, the Two-Factor theory (or Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene Theory and dual-factor theory) is worth mentioning [Herzberg, 2008]. The theory, that at-
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tempts to model job satisfaction, is formulated as a goal oriented problem containing
two groups of factors for satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Both groups of factors act
independently of each other. The theory states that individuals are seeking for gratification of psychological needs that have to do with achievement, recognition, responsibility,
advancement and the nature of work, called the satisfaction principles. This view accompanies Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Additionally to Maslow, Herzberg added a second
dimension, the dissatisfaction principles, as an independent phenomena. As both factor
groups are independent, both have to be optimized to achieve overall satisfaction. It
is not enough to just raise the satisfaction factors. In addition also the dissatisfaction
principles have to be cut down. Also this theory is clearly identified as a goal oriented
one. Additionally to Maslow, were only one goal of people is identified in terms of satisfying their personal needs, the Two-Factor theory adds the dimension of minimising the
dissatisfaction factors in life, that is very similar to the happiness principle described
before, but for a single individual.
The redefinition of thinking on how human behave, that is clearly identified to be
goal oriented, is a third example that additionally motivates the shift from predefined
and fixed arrangements of digital artifacts [Gershenfeld, 1999] towards a goal oriented
dynamic configuration and strategy planning process.

2.1.2. Goals in Evolution Theory
The origins of the term evolution2 are in the early 17th century from the latin meaning
of evolutio(n)-“unrolling” from the verb evolvere. Early senses related to physical movement, first recorded in describing a tactical “wheeling” maneuver in the realignment of
troops or ships. Current senses stem from a notion of “opening out” and “unfolding”,
giving rise to a general sense of “development.” For the purpose of this work, evolution
is defined as a process of development in the case of different kinds of living as follows:
I the process by which different kinds of living organisms are thought to
have developed and diversified from earlier forms during the history of the
earth.
II the gradual development of something, especially from a simple to a more
complex form: the forms of written languages undergo constant evolution.
The question that is discussed in here, is wether evolution follows goals and is therefore a goal oriented process or not. Literature clearly states [Hall and Halgrimsson, 2014]
2
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that evolution is a process of natural selection by changing inherited characteristics of
biological populations over successive generations. The process of altering individuals is based on (i) variation and (ii) mutation [Darwin, 1872] and results in specialized populations for particular niches and perhaps raises the emergence of new species
[Hall and Halgrimsson, 2014].
The goal of the natural selection process is the “survival of the fittest” [Stucke, 2008],
that is widely misunderstood as to shape the individual characteristics to be best fitting,
which would imply that the natural selection process and the evolution process are self
aware processes instead of just being a process. The evolution process is seen, more or
less, as a simple situational adjustment. This process does not even necessarily lead to
a “better” individual and can also result in devolution, meaning changing into a more
“primitive” form [Caneiro, 1972].
Still there is a considerable discussion and ongoing effort to understand how evolution
has taken place. With the words of Giuseppe Sermonti: “Science has taken on the wager
. . . and lost. Now the theory of evolution is without a theory [Sermonti, 2005].”
Concluding, as long as the process of natural selection and the evolution theory in
general acts on the assumption that evolution is just a simple, unquantified process
based on variation and mutation, without any kind of self awareness just relying on
the “survival of the fittest” principle, I agree that there are no arguments that these
processes are goal oriented. It is just that individuals with an advantage compared to
others will succeed. As a result, the inferior individual will be extinct after a period of
time. From a more technical point of view this process only takes features into account
which are beneficial for the current situation in terms of survival of the individual.
There is no systematical planning on how features are selected, nor methods to preserve
knowledge on features that are not useful in the current situation, but might be in
future ones. I see evolution, that is basically founded on philosophy and not on science,
as a process of making individuals best fitting into a current situation and this is not
working toward “defined” goals. This also implies that humans are not the pinnacle thus
the goal of evolution. It were just that the situations and circumstances, the variations
and mutations over time and generations that lead to what we define today as human
being, not worth more than a “woodworm” from the perspective of evolution.

2.1.3. Selected Application Areas
For describing system’s behavior, goals are widely used in operations research (Section
2.1.3.1), requirements engineering (Section 2.1.3.2) and agent systems (Section 2.1.3.3)
to direct and model system configurations. An overview of these three research areas,
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how they use goals, how they evolved and how they are seen from the different research
areas is given. This highlights, that goals are effectively used in defining a high level
principle governing how a system should behave in different application scenarios.
2.1.3.1. Goals in Operations Research
Linear Programming [Charnes et al., 1955] is a mathematical modeling approach concerning the problem of allocating limited resources among competing activities in an
optimal manner. It is used for quantitative decisions in business, industrial engineering
and to a lesser extent in social and physical science [Ellinger et al., 2003]. Solving a linear problem can be reduced to finding the optimal solution of a linear equation system
that is subject to a set of constraints. Goal Programming can be seen as an extension or generalization of linear programming to handle multiple, conflicting qualitative
measures. Each measure is given a target value (named Goal ) to be achieved. A satisficing philosophy [Manktelow, 1999, Simon, 1956] is assumed to meet the given goals
for adequacy, rather than to identify an optimal solution [Charnes and Cooper, 1957].
Models for goal programming are very similar to the models used in linear programming. The difference lies in the fact that linear programs have one objective that has
to be optimized and goal programs can have several of them. In the case where multiple, conflicting objectives respectively goals are involved in a optimization problem, goal
programming is an effective method. Compared to traditional, single-objective linear
programming, goal programming incorporates flexibility in the constraint function, and
the satisficing approach that seeks a practical rather than an absolute optimal solution
[Ignizio and Romero, 2003].
2.1.3.2. Goals in Requirements Engineering
Goal-oriented approaches of modeling requirements have long been recognized to be essential components involved in the Requirements Engineering process [Liu and Yu, 2004,
Yu and Mylopoulos, 1998, Van Lamsweerde, 2001, van Lamsweerde, 2000]. Goals capture, at different levels of abstraction, the various objectives the system under construction should achieve. Goal-oriented requirements engineering is concerned with the use
of goals for eliciting, structuring, specifying, analyzing, negotiating, documenting, and
modifying requirements [Van Lamsweerde, 2001]. Requirements definitions must define
why a system is needed based on current or foreseen conditions. It must define what features the system will serve to satisfy this context. Goal based analysis has been used for
a long time under different names like context analysis [Ross and Schoman, 1977], def-
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inition study and participative analysis [Van Lamsweerde, 2001]. Surprisingly enough,
goals have been largely ignored both from the literature on software modeling and specification and from the literature on object-oriented analysis. The prominent tendency in
software modeling research has been to abstract programming constructs up to requirements level rather than propagate requirements abstraction down to programming level
[Van Lamsweerde, 2001].
What are goals? A goal is an objective the system under consideration should achieve.
Thus, goal formulations refer to intended properties to be ensured [Van Lamsweerde, 2001].
Goals can cover different types of concerns like functional ones associated with the service to be provided, and non functional ones associated with the quality of service like
safety, security, accuracy, and performance [Van Lamsweerde, 2001].
Why are goals needed?

There are many reasons why goals are important in the

requirements engineering process and the most important of them concerning system
design are outlined in the following [Van Lamsweerde, 2001]:
• Goals provide a precise criterion for sufficient completeness of a requirements specification.
• Goals provide a precise criterion for requirements pertinence.
• Goal refinement trees provide traceable links from high-level strategic objectives to
low-level technical requirements.
• Goal refinement provides a natural mechanism for structuring complex requirements.
• Alternative goal refinements allow alternative systems proposals to be explored.
• Goals drive the identification of requirements to support them.
Where are goals coming from? Goals can be explicitly formulated by stakeholders but
mostly they are of implicit nature so that goal elicitation has to be done. Therefore,
preliminary analysis of the current system is an important source for goal identification.
This analysis usually results in a list of problems and deficiencies that can be formulated
precisely [Van Lamsweerde, 2001].

2.1.3.3. Goals in Mobile Agent Systems
Mobile agents enhance the flexibility and adaptability of distributed applications at
runtime. Autonomous agent interaction cannot be classified generally as a client-server
or a publish-subscribe behavior. Agents are peer entities that interact at their own will.
The possibility of dynamic changes in system configuration and operating context are
inherent characteristics of future computing environments [Geihs, 2002].
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The design of systems that are required to perform high-level management and control
tasks in complex dynamic environments is becoming of increasing importance. Applying
conventional software techniques to develop such systems has shown to be very difficult to
build, verify and maintain [Kephart and Chess, 2003]. Therefore, agent-oriented systems
deliver a radically different view of computational entities, and offer a possibility to solve
problems that are characterized by the following aspects [Rao and Georgeff, 1995]:
• At any instant of time, there are potentially many different ways in which the
environment can evolve.
• At any instant of time, there are potentially many different actions or procedures
the system can execute (formally, the system itself is non deterministic).
• At any instant of time, there are potentially many different objectives that the
system is asked to accomplish.
• The actions or procedures that (best) achieve the various objectives are dependent
on the state of the environment (context) and are independent of the internal state
of the system.
• The environment can only be sensed locally (one sensing action is not sufficient for
fully determining the state of the entire environment).
• The rate at which computations and actions can be carried out is within reasonable
bounds to the rate at which the environment evolves.
One of the better known and most successful architectures for agents is the so-called BDI
(Believes - Desire - Intention) architecture [Howden et al., 2001]. Mobile agents in BDI
architectures [Rao and Georgeff, 1995] represent information about their objectives to
be accomplished as believes, desires and intentions. Believes are an internal representation of the world (including the agent itself, other agents and the environment). Desires
(goals) are representing the objectives or situation the agent would like to achieve. Intensions represent the goals the agent has chosen to fulfill by performing a set of running
actions that are usually defined in plans.
Agent-oriented system development aims to simplify the construction of complex systems. A natural abstraction layer on top of the object-oriented paradigm composed of
autonomous interacting actors is introduced. The motivational stances of an agent are
represented as desires (goals) and are the main source for the agent’s actions. Nevertheless, currently available BDI agent platforms mostly abstract from goals and do not
represent them explicitly [Braubach et al., 2005].
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2.1.3.4. Goals in Complexity Science
Going beyond the thinking and breaking up the long term vision of science, that “a
whole can be understood completely if you understand its parts, and the nature of their
sum” [Hofstadter, 1979], complexity science overcomes this reductionism approach in
combining mathematical modeling and philosophic aspects to go further in not to reducing complex phenomena (e.g., weather, climate, nature, behavior of societies, etc.)
to the sum of its parts giving significant impact to the catch-phrase “the whole is
more then the sum of its parts”. Complexity Science investigates how relationships
between correlated components give rise to the collective characteristics and the behavior of a system in general. It investigates the interplay of such systems with the
environment, and how relationships to the environment are formed and shaped over
time [Mitchell, 2009, Miller and Page, 2007]. Complexity Science is also referred to as
Complex Systems Theory and includes various research areas for Computer Science,
Economics, Statistical Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Networks and Network Theory, Decision Making and Decision Engineering, Information Theory, Game Theory, Cognitive
Psychology, etc [Castellani and Hafferty, 2009]. Figure 2.1 shows the topical (February
2009) complexity science research lines and their connections until 2015. Obviously
Complexity Science is not one topic that is easy to be understood, but diverges into
many interwoven research lines. As each of the research lines itself, being of very interesting and mind challenging content, could easily fill libraries (and does it already), I
just pinpoint some exemplary findings concerning Goal -orientedness.
Going back to the roots of systems theory [Laszlo and Krippner, 1998], a system is
identified as being the whole made up of interdependent components in interaction
whether being of formal (e.g., mathematics, language), existential (e.g., real world),
or affective (e.g., aesthetics, emotional, imaginative) nature. Following the second law
of thermodynamics, stating that “entropy always increases in any closed system not in
equilibrium and remains constant for a system in equilibrium” [Bullock et al., 1977], systems will dissipate energy unless they are purposively maintained by an outside agency.
In my opinion, this maintaining can be seen as a minimal goal encapsulating “stay as you
are”. To do so, there must be organizing forces, relations, and structures present which
permit the structure and function of the system. If these forces would not be present,
the system would degrade until the state of thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. If
these forces work randomly, like in Evolution Theory (as shown in Section 2.1.2), or
really towards the defined goal is a philosophic concern.
The increasing complexity of systems, presented exemplarily on human societies itself, influencing ICT with the buzzword “social computing” is one of the most complex
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Figure 2.1.: Topical Complexity Map (February 2009) showing the Complexity Science Research Lines and their connections until 2015. [Image taken from
http://www.art-sciencefactory.com/ ] [Castellani and Hafferty, 2009].
systems we know. I choose it as a closing statement presenting the interrelatedness of
human social systems and the perception (be referred to Section 2.2) of reality. This
again highlights the need for a holistic interpretation of current realities that combine
humanities and science [Laszlo and Krippner, 1998].
It has to be clearly understood, that perception of human beings is influenced by
the current goals they want to achieve. The reality that is perceived by humans, and
influences e.g., political states, and economic systems depends not only on what the case
is, the pure sensory input, but on how its members and its leadership perceive it to be.
The guidance of humans is an established requisite for societies to evolve, and even
to survive, although we do not clearly understand the micro-, meso-, and macro-level
social phenomenas [Cohen, 1988]. The survival of the society depends in great measure
on their ability to adapt [Laszlo and Krippner, 1998] and is therefore a goal oriented
behavior.
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2.1.4. Reflective Thoughts
Beginning with a statement of Herbert Simon:
“The Goal of science is to make the wonderful and complex understandable
and simple - but not less wonderful” [Simon, 1969].
that directly relates to a goal statement delivering the message that Science itself
can be seen as a goal-oriented process, nevertheless it often needs some “variations and
mutations” to finally reach the goal.
The presented aspects of goal oriented behavior in Section 2.1 and its subsections
ranging from Philosophic Aspects (Section 2.1.1), to Evolution Theory (Section 2.1.2)
and Selected Application Areas (Section 2.1.3) of current research lines clearly highlight,
that various frameworks exists that already deal with goal orientedness. As it always
depends on what one wants to achieve, goal orientedness has been shown to be a quite
effective, but not the sole solution for any problem (e.g., Evolution Theory, Section
2.1.2). Nevertheless, live in general is very successful and follows, at least at the current
state of scientific understanding, no goals.
Goal oriented approaches to direct system configuration are already widely used in
operations research (Section 2.1.3.1), requirements engineering (Section 2.1.3.2), and
(mobile) agent systems (Section 2.1.3.3). Each of them has a slightly different view of
what goals are and how they are used. One common objective is that a goal specifies
what the system should achieve but not how. There can be more than one possible way
or strategy to achieve the goal. A goal is a high level directive that defines and specifies
in an abstract way, what the system should do and how it should behave. I identified
three main system types regarding their behaviour towards goal orientedness that are
specified in Table 2.1.
Thinking of pervasive systems in general, with a huge amount of possible and dynamically changing input and processing modalities, the only property that is known at
instantiation time of the system is, what it has to achieve. How the system is configured,
if possible, should be done by the system itself autonomously. Therefore a goal oriented
approach is identified as the most promising way to achieve this “goal”. The definition
of a system that works on a goal oriented methodology has to (i) include self-awareness
about its current state, and (ii) discovering and evaluation of possible single steps towards to defined goal. This results in an evaluated trace going from the start condition
or state of the system towards the goal respectively the final state.
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System Definition
One time configured. All Properties are known at design
time.
System Behaviour is known
(e.g., Goal ).

Neither the System Behavior
nor the Output is known. The
system has to evolve and develop in an unpredictable way
to adjust itself to the situation
(e.g., Evolution Theory)
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Known Properties
Input,
Processing
Steps, Output

Unknown Properties
None

Input and Processing
steps have to be identified, selected, and configured autonomously.
None

Output

Input,
Processing
Steps, Output

Table 2.1.: Identified System Types towards their Goal Orientedness concerning system
definition, and their known/unknown properties.
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2.2. Sensing & Perception
2.2.1. Motivation
“Perception refers to organization of sensory input information into meaningful patterns
[Laszlo and Krippner, 1998]”. This process is structured in three steps involving (i)
reception of sensory input by the senses, (ii) selection of the needed information, and
(iii) active computation to perceive it correctly. It can be distinguished between (i) labels
for output phases mostly called activity or behavior, and (ii) perception as label for an
input phase. Perception itself can be further refined to (i) Exteroception for perception of
external objects and events by means of senses like vision, hearing, taste, touch, and smell
and (ii) Interoception for the perception of body states like body movement, position,
feelings and pain, (iii) for bodily position (i.e., Proprioception), and (iv) movement (i.e.,
Kinesthesis) [Laszlo and Krippner, 1998]. Perception itself doesn’t work in null-time
and needs to be processed before a being becomes aware of it.
Early works (e.g., the HABA-MABA model [Fitts, 1951] as shown in Figure 2.2)
clearly separate the tasks that should be performed by humans and by machines as both
have different performances in different disciplines. The limits of the HABA-MABA
model were encountered by Woods in [Woods, 2002] who proposed a more convenient
break down of tasks separated between humans and machines based on more applicable
form of mutual interaction (as presented in Table 2.2).

Figure 2.2.: HABA-MABA (humans-are-better-at/machines-are-better-at) model defining which functions should be carried out by humans and which ones by
machines [Fitts, 1951].
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Machines
Need People To

Sensitivity to context is low and is ontologylimited.
Sensitivity to change is low, and recognition
of anomaly is ontology limited.
Adaptability to change is low and is ontologylimited.
They are not aware of the fact that the model
of the world is itself in the world.

Are Not Limited In That

Keep them aligned to context.
Keep them stable given the variability and
change inherent in the world.
Correct their ontologies.
Keep the model aligned with the world.

People
Yet They Create Machines To

Sensitivity to context is high and is
knowledge- and attention-driven.
Sensitivity to change is high and is driven by
the recognition of anomaly.
Adaptability to change is high and is goal
driven.
They are aware of the fact that the model of
the world is itself in the world.

Help them stay informed of ongoing events.
Help them align and repair their perceptions
because they rely on mediated stimuli.
Effect positive change following situation
change.
Computationally instantiate their models of
the world.

Table 2.2.: David Woods proposed “un-Fitts” list to deal with more sophisticated machines and the change in interaction of humans and machines. [Woods, 2002]

These early works [Fitts, 1951, Woods, 2002] again underpin the findings of (i) that
humans adaptability is high and goal oriented and (ii) that the convergence of capabilities
of humans and machines is an ongoing and more and more interwoven process. Human
attention [Kahneman, 1973], for example, is a highly limited resource. Running out of
attention resources can block human beings, making them unable to think, remember,
perceive, or decide more than one thing at a time. A way to make machines perceiving
and understanding the world around them like humans do in a complex manner (be
referred to 2.1.3.4), therefor being focused on a specific goal, can relieve human beings
from uninteresting, long lasting boring tasks, giving them back time and resources for
the creative parts of live, is the focus of this chapter. The section clearly outlines how
humans perceive the world and which processing steps are involved from the simple
sensory input to the final decision making process (as shown in Section 2.2.2). These
findings are compared to current strategies for sensory input for intelligent systems
[Rudas and Fodor, 2008] in Section 2.2.3.
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2.2.2. Human Perception and Recognition Architecture
Human interaction with the environment is based on collecting sensory input from various sources of information (i.e. Extroception, Introception, Proprioception and Kinesthesis as described in Section 2.2). The combination of all sensory input is what is
defined as human perception. The result of this process is an image of the world as
one sees it. For each sense, humans have developed specific sensors. These organs fulfil
particular tasks in detecting external and internal stimuli [Kammermeier et al., 2001].
If we see all possible stimuli as a vector of sensor readings, each sense organ only detects
certain components of it. Based on this definition, [Kammermeier et al., 2001] built
a theoretical model on human perception. A physical stimulus is divided in parallel
channels based on the included components and the human sensors capabilities. The
sensor stimuli raises neural activity, thus the human perceives the input. The combination of (i) the sensor stimuli and (ii) the neural transfer is defined as a sensory system.
Beside the pure technical understanding of how humans perceive sensory input on the
physiological level, we have to realize that the last processing engine, that manages
and interprets the multi sensor data, is the brain. Although, all sensory input can be
received “error free”, the reasoning and interpreting capabilities of the brain are the
factors of making humans perceiving information as they do. In a more philosophic
aspect, the mind is the spiritual entity that determines what the reality is, rather then
reality determining what the mind is. Although, the “dirty little secret of neuroscience”
[Searle et al., 1997] stating that, up to this day, we have no idea about how the brain
really works (be referred to visual perception [Lehar, 2002, Lehar, 2008, Lehar, 2010]),
we understand that the world as we perceive it, is based upon the model that interprets
the sensory input in our brain at various different stages [Whitworth, 2008]. Defects
or failures in this model, be it at physiological or mental state, can completely alter
the way we perceive the world (e.g., “you hear what you want to hear”), also the sensory input is error free. The mind itself is biological in origin and can be explained
in physical and material terms but overall, the mind and body are not identical as
described in the Dualism-Theory [Guttenplan, 1996, Crane and Patterson, 2001] (be referred to complexity science, Section 2.1.3.4). A Large variety of different affects, that
can change the mental perception of the world exist but are out of the scope of this
work. For examples be referred to external perception degradation due to technical
issues in e.g. audio signal transmission [Rix et al., 1999] or to internal ones caused
by medical issues [Cytowic, 2002, Rizzo and Nawrot, 1998, Korff and Scott, 2009], and
[Alonso et al., 2013].
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Figure 2.3.: Three-dimensional representation of the structure of multiple resources.
The fourth dimension visual processing is nested within visual resources
[Wickens, 2002].

Going into more detail of how humans perceive the world, and to clarify if “goals”
play a decisive role in this process, I want to stress the Wickens’ Multiple Resource
Theory (MRT) Model that originally can be traced back to the “single channel theory”
[CRAIK, 1948] and to potentials for processing bottlenecks (for an in-depth historical
background be referred to [Meyer and Kieras, 1997]) in human information processing
[Wickens, 1981], [Wickens, 2002]. The theory states, that the capability of humans to
process information is not infinite. Thus the processing capabilities have to be divided
on a pool of resources that can be processed simultaneously. The resources are presented
in a three-dimensional schematic in Figure 2.3.
Although the multiple resource theory originated as a model to explain the human
inability to perform two (high speed) tasks together as effectively as either could be
performed alone [Wickens, 2002], it provides a fundamental understanding of how humans process information channels. As mentioned before, human processing capabilities
are limited, and therefore it is obvious that a resource allocation plan for fulfilling the
perception tasks of human has to be in place. This is additionally underpinned by the
growth of complexity of environments equipped with more and more technology and features (Moor’s Law [Moore, 1998] & Buxton’s Law [Buxton, 2002]) and the stagnation of
human capacity (God’s Law [Buxton, 2002]). God’s Law states that “Humans’ capacity
is limited and does not increase over time. Simplified, our neurons do not fire faster,
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our memory doesn’t increase in capacity, and we do not learn or think faster as time
progresses” [Buxton, 2002]. Human’s capacity is at its limits concerning todays growth
of functionality. Only a highly sophisticated, goal oriented allocation plan for human’s
resources can help to deal with the overwhelming flooding of functionality.
Most research concerning the task of allocating resources for perception is carried out
in the field of attention recognition that I see as subarea of perception, as it plays a major
role in essentially all aspects of how humans perceive the world. Beside the fundamental
statement of Wickens that human capabilities are limited, he developed a simple model
of Attention in [Wickens and McCarley, 2007] and shown in Figure 2.4. Interesting to
see is the allocation of the event filters either in a bottom-up or in a top down-fashion.
The bottom-up process is performed in an implicit way, an automatic process that is
long-term learned and hard to change. In contrast, the top-down process works based
on the intent of the user. The goal, defining the attention purpose of the human, directs
the selection of the event filters. This controlled, therefore explicit process is slower than
the bottom-up one, but allows human to allocate their resources in a flexible manner
according to their intentions. As humans usually do not only have one goal to fulfil, but
multiple even conflicting ones, they have to be able to divide their attention based on the
number of goals that leads us to the human ability of multitasking (or divided attention).
Concluding the Wicken’s theories in the scope of this work, it is obvious that human
beings have the ability to use their resources based on their intents respectively their
goals. From the Wicken’s viewpoint, this is a top-down, explicit and controlled allocation
process that selects the best fitting resources towards a defined intent that is evidently
a goal oriented behaviour. As the Wicken’s Theories are based on the attention process
and are heavily focused on visual attention, I will argue that human cognitive processes
that encapsulate the “transformation, reducing, storing, recovering an elaborating” of
sensory input [Neisser, 1976] are in general goal based, or contain a high proportion of
goal orientedness.
Additionally to the multiple resource theory that handles the allocation of resources
to sensory input, interpretation, and response, there exists a second theory dealing with
human working memory allocation. This so called Cognitive Load Theory [Sweller, 1994,
Sweller, 1999] tries to explain the fact on how the limited resource of human working
memory are handled. The amount of information that must be interpreted simultaneously can over/- or under-load the amount of working memory. The findings are basically
based on complex learning activities but can again be related back to a goal oriented
strategy. The brain has to split the available working memory, dependent on the simultaneous tasks performed. Take, for example, a person who is studying in his native
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Figure 2.4.: A Simple Model of Attention: The Filter and the Fuel. Clearly identifyable
is the Top-Down and therefore Goal-Oriented selection process of available
resources [Wickens and McCarley, 2007].
language versus a person that tries to study in a foreign language. The cognitive load
of the second person has to be much higher because the human brain has additionally
to the studying phase of trying to understand the new information, also to translate
the language. The splitting of the cognitive resources towards the simultaneous performed tasks is in my opinion clearly a goal oriented strategy. Dependent on what we
want to learn and understand, resources are dynamically allocated to fulfil the given
tasks. Considering the learning process, it is interesting to notice, that the cognitive
load does not only depend on the information we want to learn, but also, as a second
hint for goal orientedness, on the chosen learning strategy itself [Sweller, 1988]. Beside
the pure impact of the Cognitive Load Theory on the learning process, there are also
implications concerning the Evolutionary Hypotheses (be referred to Section 2.1.2). In
[Barrett et al., 2006] it is heavily discussed whether or not cognitive load can be identified as a driving force (or goal) for evolved psychological mechanisms. They propose
that if “effects observed under no load conditions that are reduced or eliminated under
cognitive load” would imply that the initial effect has been the result of effortful, rather
than evolved cognition. Nevertheless evolutionary hypotheses are hard to test and are
at the time of writing more a philosophic concern.
Extending and accompanying Wickens multiple resource theory to obtain an even
deeper understanding of the human cognitive architecture, the human dual reasoning
theory is proposed [Carruthers, 2008, Oaksford and Chater, 2012]. The essential findings
of this theory are that the human cognitive architecture consists of two parallel systems
and processes. The first process is a bottom-up-process that is learned over a longer
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S1
Associative
Heuristic
Parallel
Automatic
Unconscious
Low demands on cognitive capacity
Relatively fast
Contextualized
Evolutionary old
Conserved across species

S2
Rule-based
Analytic
Serial
Controlled
Conscious
High demands on cognitive capacity
Relatively slow
Decontextualized
Evolutionary new
Unique to humans

Table 2.3.: Distinction between cognitive processes [Carruthers, 2008]

period of time. The advantage of this process is to allow people having a fast, automatic,
reaction on circumstances one is used to without heavy amount of cognitive load. In
contrast to this so called System I, there exists a System II that utilizes reasoning
capabilities to translate intents or goals in combination with believes into the needed
sensory and motory subsystems to fulfil the given task. This top-down-process is clearly
intent driven and therefore goal oriented. The ’best’ system is built out of the goal
itself, the believes about the environments and about one self, and the tasks needed
to be performed to fulfil the goal. Even goal-adaption is performed when the intent is
not directly fulfil able. The drawback of the so called System II is, that it has to be
’constructed’ and adapted during ’runtime’ and is therefore slower than System I. On the
other hand, the goal oriented approach offers high flexibility as humans can easily change
their intents and alter their sensor/motory system accordingly. Table 2.3 summarises
both cognitive processes and compares them. Findings of human cognitive research
have influenced computer scientists to build virtual environments and simulate users
using intelligent virtual agents [Herrero and Antonio, 2002]. These agents encapsulate
goals and cognition processes to (i) be aware of the current situation of their surrounding
and (ii) to trigger actions according their sensed situation.
Concluding the dual reasoning theory, it is obvious that both processes are quite useful.
System I cognitive processes that react fast and in an autonomic manner to different,
long term learned circumstances, and System II cognitive processes that adapt to the
intent, or more formal, to the goal of the human being. It is interesting to see that
none of these two approaches alone is best, but a combination of both yields to what we
understand nowadays as the human cognitive architecture that settled over hundred of
thousands of years.
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2.2.3. Machine Sensing
Machine based interpretation and classification of sensory input and data is one of the
crucial steps making machines able to understand, like a being, their surroundings. As
this is mostly an easy process for humans, it is extremely challenging for a machine to
interpret and make sense out of the complex mess of sensor data. The problem statement
itself was first formulated by Plato [Plato, 2002] and extended by [Aristotle, 2008]. The
basic findings identified essential properties that are shared by all members in a class,
and accidental properties that differ among members in the class. Taking these findings
as a base, pattern recognition, making a machine able to interpret and understand the
sensor input date, can be formulated as to find such essential properties of a category
[Duda, 2004].
These essential properties of pattern classification are nowadays translated into numerous, highly sophisticated and complex methodologies that are combined in the Context(or Activity) Recognition Chain as depicted in Figure 2.5 [Roggen et al., 2009, Hoelzl, 2009,
Roggen et al., 2011, Roggen et al., 2013a, Bulling et al., 2014]. The key steps in the
chain are (i) the sampling of the sensor data input, (ii) its preprocessing, (iii) its segmentation into time windows, (iv) the extraction of essential features, (v) the classification of the features, (vi) the fusion of the results and (vii) the rejection of the null
class. These steps are performed on a sub-symbolic level and are referred to as streaming signal processing. Based on top of this, there can be reasoning methodologies to
infer high level information out of the delivered sub-symbolic primitives. There exists
a reasonable large corpus of the aforementioned processing steps, the recognition chain
can be based on. Finding the optimal arrangement of methods is a highly application
domain dependent process and more a less art or magic than pure science. This holds
not only for the selected methodologies for each single processing step, but also for the
data that is used for estimating the recognition accuracy [Guyon et al., 1998]. For each
modality, a wide range of features and supervised learning techniques has been explored
[Huynh, 2008]. For a recent overview of applicable methods for context recognition be referred to [Lara and Labrador, 2013], and more specialised for the upcoming smartphone
epoch in [Martı́n et al., 2013, Hoseini-Tabatabaei et al., 2013].
It is worth mentioning, that building and managing the recognition chain is always
split in two parts. First, the system has to be trained during design time and can then,
in the second step be used to interpret the sensor data towards semantically classes.
This process of training and using the recognition chain to interpret sensor data is, up
until now, a fixed and static process. Although there are ambitions to dynamically
learn, adapt and share knowledge in the recognition chain during runtime in using e.g.,
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Figure 2.5.: Activity and Context Recognition Chain as following the presentation by
[Roggen et al., 2013a, Roggen et al., 2011]. It represents the current reference design and processing steps for interpreting raw sensor signals towards
semantic labels in terms of Activity and Context Classes.

transfer learning methodologies [Cook et al., 2013, Calatroni et al., 2011], the definition
of the processing steps is still done during design time of the system and then kept
static. Additionally the process of lifelong learning, changing and adapting to varying
circumstances, as inspired by human behaviour (as presented in Section 2.1.1), is not
possible when using the current definition of the recognition chain.
Although the recognition chain and the included methodologies are nowadays the
de facto standard and recognition architecture for interpreting sensor signals towards
semantically information, the major drawback is its static definition. If we want to build
recognition architectures that are inspired by the human cognition process (be referred to
section 2.2.2) we have to rethink the static behavior of the recognition chain towards an
adaptable, dynamic, and goal oriented process. A goal oriented approach was researched
and evaluated during this thesis and is presented in [Kurz et al., 2011a]. Open issues
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still are the dissemination and sharing of experience and knowledge that can be split
to the selection of the learning candidates on a large scale, the length of the learning
period itself, and the validation of the reached recognition accuracy (that can be very
high if you select a bad teacher as baseline for validation). Todays Context- and Activity
recognition systems still need a set of relevant Activities that are required at design time
of the system. This required set can only be complete in very restricted scenarios. In
real world settings it is impossible to define them at the ’birth-time’ of systems. People
have different styles of living that changes over time. Successful systems have to be
able to adapt to these unforeseen, dynamically changing set of Context- and Activity
classes. Necessary datasets, that have to be collected to train the recognition chain
limit its use on a large scale due to the immense and time intensive work of collecting
and labelling [Rosenthal and Dey, 2010] the data. Combined with security and privacy
concerns when the ground truth is collected for labelling (mostly in video equipped
settings for annotation), it is basically unusable in large scale, real world applications.
In the future, this must be realized with an autonomous and smart combination of
uni,- semi, and supervised technologies. A dynamic goal oriented methodology based
on available entities in the ecosystem is a solution to overcome the scaling limitations
towards the use of Activity and Context Recognition Systems on a large and dynamic
varying scale.
Going further in building systems that have the ability to interact with humans by adhering certain social cues and rules [Yan et al., 2014], it is obvious that such systems have
to react on people behaviour. From an architectural perspective, this is only possible,
if these systems understand the goals of people (being single or several), interpret them
and act accordingly. The understanding of the goals or intents [Heider and Kirste, 2005]
of people is therefore an essential aspect to dynamically define the system’s goals upon
them. As people’s goals vary over time, this has to be done in a goal oriented manner, as
a static system would not be able to deal with the changing circumstances and concept
drifts.

2.2.4. Comparison & Hints for Goal Orientedness
Every day, the average US adult makes up to 35000 decisions per day according to the
newspaper ’USA today’. We do not have to think about all of them, being more precise,
thinking about how we perform them. Take, for example car driving, where everything
is mostly done automatically and therefore implicitly on an instinctual level. As a result,
some decisions are quick, and some are painful slow. It takes on average 45 minutes to
make an important decision [Walsh, 2013]. We, or better stated our mind does not see
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all the little decisions as a big deal. They are part of our life, of our everyday routine.
We are trained to perform them. Evolution has brought us to this point where we,
as human beings, can learn and adapt to newly evolved intents or goals. The human
behaviour itself is clearly identified as to be goal oriented. Consequently, all of these
35000 decisions are performed to reach specific, individual goals.
As a matter of fact, todays architectures for machinery perception and recognition
(manifested in the recognition chain [Roggen et al., 2013a]) do not follow these human
based, nature evolved “design principles” of goal oriented behaviour. They still are
constructed as special purpose machines, not allowing them to adapt, or change their
purpose of existing. Considering the vast amount of sensing-enabled devices in our
environments, this inflexibility of static deployed sensing devices has to be overcome. The
goal has to be to develop architectures that are based on a flexible and adapting resource
selection process in a top down fashion. Over time, these architectures must be able to
learn and change their sensing purpose according to stated goals. This learning process
allows a fast reaction on regularly stated goals (that can then be nearly considered as
automatic S1 system) but still yields the controlled S2 system behaviour and flexibility
to adapt to new goals.
Talking about sensing and perception for pervasive ecosystems, we have to think about
implementing concepts of the physiological effects of human beings. How can we select
and allocate resources, how can we deal with processing and storage limitation and most
important, how can we define the adaptive behaviour of the overall system. Concluding,
we need a controlled process that guides the configuration and optimizations concerning
resource limitations. Influenced by human ’design principles’ and social behaviour, the
identified approach to guide this process is to take a goal as entry point for system
configuration.

2.3. A Tribute to Goal Orientedness
A number of frameworks and middlewares (be referred to [Raychoudhury et al., 2013,
Yu et al., 2013, Kalaiselvi et al., 2012, Lane et al., 2010]) exist that deal with activity
and context recognition. As a matter of fact, the disadvantage of all these systems is the
selection process of the sensing infrastructure needed to work properly. This selection
process is based on the identification of requirements at design time of the system.
Throughout the lifetime of the system the infrastructure is kept static and is a necessity
for the system to work properly. Any change in the infrastructure will immediately
result in system failure. The assumption, that the sensing infrastructure is continuously
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available to fullfill the purpose of the system, is the Achilles’ Heel of systems of that kind.
Neither these systems can react on changes in the sensing infrastructure, as sensors or
more generally infrastructure components, being it hard- or software components can
fail, nor they can change their purpose of being. These critical drawbacks implemented
in todays frameworks make them fragile to any kind of unexpected changes and failures.
Throughout the world, goal oriented approaches are clearly identified as being by far
the most successful methodology to adapt to changes as presented exemplarily for the
topics (i) Philosophic Aspects (Section 2.1), (ii) Evolution Theory (Section 2.1.2), (iii)
Selected Application Areas (Section 2.1.3) and (iv) Sensing & Perception of humans
and machines. It is not agreed on what a goal specifically is. Different disciplines have
slightly different views on the definition of a goal and how they use it. The common
objective is that a goal specifies what the system should achieve but not how. There
can be more than one possible way to achieve the goal. In this theses, based on the
aforementioned findings, a goal is defined as follows:
A goal is a high level directive that defines and specifies in an abstract way, what
a system should do and how it should behave.
The definition of the goal itself is very flexible and abstract, allowing systems to process
the goal best fitting to its currently available sensing ecosystem. Using a goal oriented
methodology to direct the configuration of an activity and context recognition system is
a novel approach, as the sensing ecosystem needs not to be defined at design time of the
system. The configuration of the whole system is achieved and directed by using a high
level, abstracted goal during runtime. Being aware of the available sensing ecosystem,
a goal based sensing system can react on changes in the ecosystem (e.g., nodes appear,
disappear, or are malfunctioning) and adapt accordingly to the newly evolved ecosystem
and the specified goal.
Beside the pure adaptation process regarding changes in the sensing ecosystem, the
goal itself can be changed or modified during runtime of the system. This results in a
completely autonomous reconfiguration of the system and its utilized components from
the sensing ecosystem (in the best case without the need to deploy new, goal specific
sensing components thus utilizing the already deployed sensing ecosystem).
Last but not least, I see the goal oriented approach as a possible solution to overcome
and handle the complexity crises. Application developers do not have to care about complex system details that may overwhelm them, as these details are hidden, abstracted
and managed by the goal oriented system internally. The only remaining thing for
developers is to specify the goal. The needed ecosystem of hardware and software com-
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ponents, including all the complex technical configurations, is dynamically selected and
autonomously glued together by the goal oriented system.
Using a goal oriented approach makes sensing systems elastic, resilient and antifragile
against changes in the sensing ecosystem and unexpected malfunctioning of sensing components. I consider it as a challenge for the human race to overcome the limitations of
static, application specific, one time deployed systems towards flexible, autonomous and
goal oriented system approaches that can adapt towards goals and self-organize in using
information on node level and communication channels between node neighbours and
their reorganization to converge to a global optimum in fulfilling the stated goal. Table
2.4 summarizes the values and contributions added by using goal oriented approaches
compared to the traditional, static ones.
Closing this Chapter, and answering the Research Challenge: Goal Orientedness (be
referred to Section 1.5), it is clearly proven that goal oriented behaviour exists in nature.
Additionally to just being present in nature, goal oriented approaches were identified as
being the most successful strategies to ensure steering and adaption of living. This is
not limited to individuals and can be determined up to whole societies. Breaking this
idea down to sensing systems or being more specific to the research area of Activityand Context Recognition, is definitely worth to be researched. It will break new ground
and force scientists and engineers to rethink traditional approaches where systems of
that kind were predefined bottom up at design time of the system and then kept static
throughout their lifetime. The lifetime of course was limited as they could not adapt to
changes or learn new behaviours or characteristics in the sensor ecosystem.
Drawing a conclusion, and asking the question if goal oriented approaches are preferable compared to bottom up architectures, opens space for a new philosophic discussion.
We know from human cognitive research (be referred to Section 2.2.2) that neither of
both approaches when kept separately is a perfect solution. This grounds on the fact
that we as humans have to react fast on circumstances that we already know without
thinking too much about it (e.g., car driving), whereas we have the ability to adapt
to new situations and can learn to handle them. In fact, both approaches are closely
coupled and yield to a smooth transition between the goal oriented, adaptive approach
towards the learned bottom-up approach. Nevertheless, only in being goal oriented,
we can learn which bottom-up structures we need over time, adapt them according to
changes in life and make best use of our limited resources. This is only possible as we, as
a human being allocate our resources and build our strategies based on a goal oriented
behaviour. For me it is obvious and clearly based on evidence in nature, that a goal
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oriented, thus top-down approach is preferable over a bottom-up approach. It is the
only solution that enables us to build systems that are able to make use of unforeseen,
new components that will be developed in the future, and furthermore to integrate them
seamlessly as needed by future goals and to learn and adapt to upcoming circumstances.
I see goal oriented approaches as the future of pervasive sensing systems, replacing
static bottom-up architectures, as the amount of available devices that can be seen
and used as multi-sensor platforms (e.g., smart phones or smart watches) will increase
dramatically in the future. Sensing on a large scale with millions of sensing devices will
need a methodology to select exactly the needed sensing components out of the billions
of available sensing entities in the sensing ecosystem and combine them in different ways.
This will unleash the full potential of the globe spanning sensor networks as we see it
today in its initial steps.
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Table 2.4.: Identified values added by using goal oriented sensing approaches compared
to traditional bottom-up and static recognition architectures.
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“Context is any information that can be used to
characterise the situation of an entity. An entity is a
person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and application themselves” [Dey and Abowd, 2000]
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3.1. Understanding Context
Although not being the first appearance of the term “context”, that was already mentioned by [Schilit and Theimer, 1994], Dey coined its definition in the ubiquitous computing community [Dey and Abowd, 2000, Dey, 2001].
Many people believe to understand, in a natural way, what context is, but they
are rarely able to verbally express its meaning in a clear and understandable fashion
[Dey, 2001] and to distinguish it from non contextual information. Context META Models have been designed to support developers in understanding what context is
[Schilit et al., 1994, Schilit and Theimer, 1994, Rodden et al., 1998, Schmidt et al., 1999a,
Schmidt et al., 1999b, Chen and Kotz, 2000, Tarasewich, 2003, Bradley and Dunlop, 2005,
Sitou and Spanfelner, 2007, Han et al., 2008, Black et al., 2009, Zainol and Nakata, 2010,
Sigg et al., 2010]. The complexity of the models varies extremely depending on the use
cases they were developed for as exemplarily presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1.: Complexity Comparison of two Context Metamodles (a)[Tarasewich, 2003]
(b)[Bradley and Dunlop, 2005].
In just comparing the two context meta models presented in Figure 3.1, it is obvious,
that the definition of context and its elements is nebulous and depends heavily on the
application domain it is used for. Bauer [Bauer, 2012, Bauer, 2014] identified a total of
10498 different context variables. Applying a word stemming procedure, the amount of
context variables was reduced to a smaller but still significant number of 3742.
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The main achievements concerning the evolution of context-aware systems and architectures are presented in Table 3.1. They are based and adapted on findings of
[Miraoui, 2008]. Clearly identifiable are architectures that make use of abstracted context modelled in software, but none of them uses a goal oriented approach for composing
and adapting the context layers. Main purpose of the architectures is a layered approach
which allows the separation of context acquisition and context use to increase the level
of context abstraction. The missing dynamic configuration and adaption based on goals
(as introduced as a major drawback in Section 1), and the very little use of context
reasoning especially for building dynamic cooperative sensing ensembles, shapes them
as highly relevant research challenges for this thesis to support upcoming activity and
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Table 3.1.: Summary of the milestones of the evolution of context aware systems and
architectures adapted from [Miraoui, 2008].
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Honourable and pioneering work about context-aware systems and their design in the

field of pervasive and ubiquitous computing, that mainly influenced this thesis, has been
published by:
• Bill Schilit, Context Sensitivity, [Schilit et al., 1994, Schilit et al., 2002];
Examination and reaction to an individual’s changing context to promote and mediate people’s interactions with devices, computers, and other people.
• Anind Dey, The Context Toolkit, [Salber et al., 1999, Dey and Abowd, 2000];
Distributed infrastructure that hosts context widgets facilitating the development
and deployment of context-aware applications.
• Albrecht Schmidt, Implicit Interaction, [Schmidt et al., 1999b, Schmidt, 2000];
Availability of processing power and advanced sensing technology can enable a shift
from explicit towards a more implicit interaction based on situational context.
• Joseph Paradiso, Responsive Environments [Paradiso, 2005, Paradiso and Starner, 2005];
High-Bandwidth, wireless multimodal sensor clusters, massively distributes, ultralow-power “featherweight” sensor nodes, and extremely dense sensor networks as
digital “skins”.
These seminal works all assume a static architecture to infer contextual information.
Researching a goal oriented system approach for Activity and Context recognition, it is
inevitable for the system itself to understand the semantics (see Figure 3.2) of context
and the stated goal and terms. As context can be created of highly interwoven elements,
a knowledge base encapsulating the semantics has to offer the same modelling flexibility
and expressiveness as the context definition. Ontologies [Chandrasekaran et al., 1999]
offer this flexibility and are a suitable way to describe the semantics of context. The
acquired domain knowledge, respectively the involved concepts [Smith, 2004] build the
set of terms, goals can be designed of. As a side remark, building ontologies is not new,
but got fashionable during the last years. The ideas of ontologies can be traced back to
Parmenides (540 BC) [Furth, 1968] with the quintessence of asking the question which
entities exist (or can at least be said to exist), and how they can be grouped, hierarchized,
or subdivided based on their similarities and differences. In [Chen and Nugent, 2011,
Chen et al., 2012], the authors show the application of Ontologies for Activity Recognition in the area of Ambient Assisted Living in a Smart Home scenario. The ontologies are
used (i) to explicitly model and represent Activity and Context, and (ii) to use Semantic
Reasoning [Bikakis et al., 2008, Bettini et al., 2010] and Classification for Context and
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Figure 3.2.: Educating Machines to understand the Semantic of Numbers or How to
avoid comparing the incomparable. (Picture taken from [Kennedy, 2010])

Activity inference. Even though Ontologies are exploited for modelling, reasoning and
representing semantic relations, still the approach is based on a bottom up strategy.
For a goal oriented sensing architecture, a flexible, domain dependent ontology has to
be defined that allows reasoning and substitution on various different levels (top-down
and bottom-up). The envisioned approach for this thesis is deduced in Section 3.2 (for
the proposed goal oriented sensing architecture that links the individual components be
referred to Section 4.5.3).

3.2. Designing a Context Model for Goal Oriented Sensing
To be able to formulate, translate and process goals (be referred to Chapter 4 ) in a goal
oriented Activity and Context recognition system, a knowledge base is inevitable. As
the goal and the knowledge base are closely coupled, a review and comparison of existing
approaches to represent knowledge and semantics in an ICT-based system is inevitable
to identify the best knowledge representation methodology.
Different approaches and methodologies exist to represent specialized domain knowledge in a machine readable way. The main difference is the complexity and the ability
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and competence to represent semantic relations between objects of the real world. The
simplest way of representing knowledge is the concept of a taxonomy [Garshol, 2004]. A
definition of a taxonomy is given in [Shadbolt et al., 2006], namely [. . . ] A taxonomy
is a system for naming and organizing things into groups that share similar characteristics [. . . ]. Therefore, a taxonomy is basically a structure that provides the hierarchical
grouping and classification of real-world elements (is-a, or is-children-of relation). For
modelling domain-knowledge of a real world scenario, this structure is definitely not
sufficient, because the semantic relations are limited to the very basic (hierarchical)
functions.
More complexity and possibilities in defining relations between terms is offered by
the concept of a Thesaurus. More term relations can be used, even though they are
still predefined and fixed (the specification is defined in the ISO 2788 1 standard). The
semantic relations can be roughly classified in (i) hierarchical, (ii) equivalence, and (iii)
associative relationships. In detail the following relations between concepts are defined
[Garshol, 2004]:
• UsedFor : defines synonyms, which are equivalent to each other.
• UseSynonym: defines synonyms that can be used but are not equivalent.
• BroaderTerm: defines super terms of a concept.
• NarrowerTerm: defines sub terms of a concept.
• RelatedTerm: defines terms that are not synonym or equivalent to a concept but are
related.
• TopTerm: defines the term out of the equivalent which is the most accurate one.
A common application to spread thesauri in the semantic web, has been published by
the W3C2 by using the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) in 2005. The
SKOS core vocabulary3 is a set of elements and attributes that can be used to build
a thesaurus system with the Resource Description Framework (RDF)4 as base. This
enables the comfortable and direct referencing of existing RDF-Resources. In general,
the concept of a thesaurus provides more possibilities than a simple taxonomy as basestructure for a semantic representation of terms, but as the relations in a thesaurus are
1

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=7776
http://www.w3.org/
3
http://www.w3.org/TR/2005/WD-swbp-skos-core-spec-20050510/
4
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
2
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fixed and predefined, this semantic structure is also not the best choice for modelling
the domain knowledge of a real world-scenario.
A methodology further increase the complexity and thus the ability to represent
semantic relations between entities compared to the aforementioned approaches (taxonomies and thesauri) that can be used to describe, represent and process knowledge in
a computer-based system, are so called Topic Maps (TM). The base for a topic map is
again XML and is defined in the ISO/IEC standard 132505 [Rath, 1999]. Established
concepts for knowledge modelling, as well as database systems represent only the relations between concepts/terms/entities. TMs also allow the assignment of these objects
to places and applications in the real world where this concept is relevant. Therefore,
the modelling of knowledge which does not only related concepts among to each other,
is possible by including also the relevant resources [Park and Hunting, 2002]. A TM
organizes theoretically a big set of concepts that are relevant for a topic by building
and structuring a semantic net including the relevant resources and allows the easy and
selective navigation from an information-item (a topic) to the relevant resources. A
concrete topic map consists of one (or more) XML documents in which (i) real-world
items are stored (topics), (ii) in which their link to an information resource (occurrence)
is defined and (iii) in which the relations between topics are defined (association).
As users can define topics, occurrences and associations as they like, it can be dangerous concerning false classifications and definitions (e.g. inconsistent topics, senseless
associations or faulty/invalid definitions). In traditional relational databases or XML
documents, the solution to overcome these problems is the definition of a schema (respectively a type definition) that formally describes the approved structure (e.g. in form
of a DTD or XSD). A similar solution for TMs exists in form of the TMCL (Topic
Map Constraint Language) [Garshol, 2004]. The TMCL itself is defined as ISO standard
(ISO/IEC 197566 ) and can be used to validate topic maps.
Topic Maps are already a very complex concept for representing and modelling knowledge. Although ontologies are seen as topic maps themselves, they shape a broader and
more flexible way of modelling semantics. For this work, the best base for the knowledge representation is seen in an Ontology as the concept provides the highest degree of
semantics.
In general the term Ontology is of philosophical origin and is composed of the greek
words on (”to be”) and logos (”reason”, ”principle”). In computer science, the term
Ontology describes a formally defined system for representing knowledge, which consists
5
6

http://www.iso.org/iso/home.htm
http://www.isotopicmaps.org/tmcl/
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of different terms and their (semantic) relations. As already mentioned, an ontology is
the concept that provides the highest degree of semantics and thus includes the aforementioned concepts. In principle, a taxonomy, a thesaurus as well as a topic map can
be modelled as ontology. From the technical point of view, an ontology consist of the
following five elements:
• Concept: describes the base for a knowledge-structure (also referred to as Class).
A concept is similar used as in an UML-diagram and is located at the very top of
the ontological top-down design. An assembly of concepts by defining super- and
sub-concepts and other related concepts is possible.
• Individual : a term in an ontology does not specify single objects but instantiate
an object-type. The characteristic of specialized classes is called Individual (or Instance).
• Relation: defines the semantic relation between concepts and individuals.
• Inheritance: a concept can inherit relations together with appended concepts from
one or more concepts.
• Axiom: statements that are valid for a specialized ontology but cannot be implicitly
derived from the ontological model.
The application and concrete development of ontologies is possible by applying different standards and technologies. Most of them are officially defined by the W3C
Consortium7 . In the following, the most common three standards (RDFS, DAML+OIL
and OWL) are described briefly:
• RDF-Schema8 : the Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a markup language
for describing metadata, which builds upon the XML specification. The RDFSchema defines a vocabulary which provides the easy development of ontologies.
Therefore, classes and attributes are defined in RDFS, whereas the following list describes five of them (the full standard can be found in the RDF 1.1 Schema, February
2014):
– rdfs:Class: is used for defining instances from objects. With rdfs:Class the abstract class name of an object is declared (similar to the aforementioned ontological
concept).
7
8

http://www.w3.org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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– rdfs:Resource: this is an instance of rdfs:Class and all other classes are subclasses of this specialized type.
– rdfs:Property: contains all RDF-properties; is also an instance of rdfs:Class.
– rdfs:subClassOf : is an attribute to define inheritances of classes.
– rdfs:comment: is used to comment and further describe a resource in an ontological
specification.
RDFS is easy to integrate in the general concept of RDF, but nevertheless the
possibilities to develop ontologies are restricted to primitive knowledge bases. The
following two standards (DAML+OIL and OWL) provide more flexibility and thus
allows the construction of more complex ontologies.
• DAML+OIL9 : this is a combination of the existing markup languages DAML (DARPA
Markup Language) and OIL (Ontology Inference Layer). OIL is compatible with the
aforementioned RDFS, therefore DAML+OIL is defined with RDFS and builds more
or less an extension to the RDF-Schema.
The development and the support of DAML+OIL was stopped in 2006. The successor of this standard is the more complex and thus powerful markup language OWL
(Web Ontology Language)10 and is explained in the following.
• OWL: The Web Ontology Language is a derivate of DAML+OIL and nowadays the
de-facto standard for XML-markup languages in the semantic web and therefore
also for defining ontologies. OWL provides different complex versions for defining
ontologies:
– OWL Lite: contains a subset of the elements that are available in OWL DL and
can be used to represent knowledge in form of taxonomies up to easy and basic
ontologies.
– OWL DL: provides the full concepts of OWL with some further restrictions (e.g. a
class cannot be an instance of another class), whereas the abbreviation DL stands
for Description Logic.
– OWL Full : contains all concepts from OWL DL without any restrictions.
9
10

http://www.daml.org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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Ontologies are structures for representing knowledge and for modelling real-world

scenarios providing the highest degree of semantics and allow reasoning using the defined
relations of the network to allow goal refinement. It is a model that can be used to
describe the universe, if needed, in terms of entity types, property types and their
relationships. Strang et al. [Strang and Popien, 2004] identified Ontologies as the most
appropriate way to model context. We assume that if Ontologies are the most suitable
way to model context, this will also hold for the less or equally complex task of modelling
activities, as they are part of the context [Dey, 2001]. To finally define what Ontologies
are, [Studer et al., 1998] formulate a precise definition : ”An ontology is a formal, explicit
specification of a shared conceptualization. A ’conceptualization’ refers to an abstract
model of some phenomenon in the world by having identified the relevant concepts of
that phenomenon. ’Explicit’ means that the type of concepts used, and the constraints
on their use are explicitly defined. ’Formal’ refers to the fact that the ontology should be
machine readable, which excludes natural language. ’Shared’ reflects the notion that an
ontology captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private to some individual, but
accepted by a group”.
A vast amount of Ontologies exists that cover a huge variety of possible Application
Domains [Roussey et al., 2011, Noy and d’Aquin, 2012] even for Pervasive and Ubiquitous applications [Chen et al., 2005, Ye et al., 2007, Reichle et al., 2008] and Semantic
Sensor Networks [Compton et al., 2012]. Each type that is modelled is expected to exist
in the application domain.
Consequently Ontologies are the most suitable methodology to represent a semantic
knowledge base in a goal oriented, real world sensing system. The developed and modelled Ontology approaches for this thesis using OWL are presented in Section 3.2.1 and
Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. AdHoc: The unskilled Approach
The used concept in the unskilled ontology approach is to store the activities that are
possible to be recognized and their semantic relations. As only the activities are modelled, and no information about the needed sensing infrastructure per se is stored in the
ontology, it is possible to add sensors to the framework in the future that only state for
which Activities they can be used for (subset of the activities stored in the ontology) to
detect in their self-description (be referred to [Kurz et al., 2011b, Guinard et al., 2011,
Eisenhauer et al., 2009]). The information in the ontology does not limit the use of new
invented sensors hardware to detect activities in the future. It separates the semantic
Activity modelling from the available sensing ecosystem. Only the activities and their
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(b) Semantic Relation ’CanUse’

Figure 3.3.: Exemplarily presented Ontological Context Relations for BREAKFAST and
LOCOMOTION. The modelled relations present the Uses (3.3a) and the
CanUse (3.3b) concept.

relations are stored in the ontology. For this approach, we have identified the relations
uses (presented in Figure 3.3a), meaning this Activity must be detected as a related
Activity to recognize a higher level, related Activity and canuse (presented in Figure
3.3b) meaning it would be nice to detect this related Activity, but it is not necessary.
The following demonstrative example explains and presents the difference in more detail.
The Activity BREAKFAST can be detected either using a sensor that can detect
BREAKFAST by its own, or BREAKFAST can be split into its related Activities (as
shown in Figure 3.3a). The Activity BREAKFAST can be recognized by detecting its
related Activities SIT, EATING, DRINKING, MOVE SIP GLASS, . . . . As this relations
are defined as uses-relations, each of its related Activities must be detected to recognize
the BREAKFAST.
The second example should recognize the Activity LOCOMOTION that can again
either be recognized by a sensor that can detect LOCOMOTION by its own, or LOCOMOTION can be recognized by detecting its related Activities (as shown in Figure
3.3b). The Activity LOCOMOTION can be recognized by detecting its related Activities WALK, SIT, LIE, STAND, . . . . As this relations are defined as canuse-relations,
each of its related Activities (either one ore more) can be used to detect the Activity
LOCOMOTION.
The ’unskilled’ ontology modelling the Activity and Context Relations built for the
OPPORTUNITY Framework [Kurz et al., 2011b] holds the activities that where identified during the dataset acquisition experiment in May 2009 [Roggen et al., 2010a,
Roggen et al., 2010b] that covers an Activity and sensor rich kitchen scenario. At the
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moment of writing, the modelled ontology based on the ’unskilled’ approach holds 117
Activities and their Relations and allows reasoning between the Activities as described
before.
In general, the ’unskilled’ approach is very general and easily applicable to a variety of
different application scenarios where goal oriented sensing is beneficial. Nevertheless it
neglects important aspects of how Activity and Context can be understood and modelled
resulting in a more or less substitution of context variables. In the following Section
3.2.2 I ask the question, how one can see the relations of Activity and Context. As a
consequence a more complex context model is defined, that reflects my thoughts about
Activity and Context modelling.

3.2.2. Decoding Activity: The complex Approach
3.2.2.1. A revised way of interpreting and understanding Activity
People see and model activities in many different ways. Curiously enough, as Activity
Recognition is one of the main research topics in pervasive and ubiquitous computing in
the last years [Ye et al., 2012, Ye and Dobson, 2010], no clear, community wide accepted
and stable definition of what an activity is, exists.
Depended on the Community and the background of the researchers, the understandings and definitions of Activities varies and are (sometimes recursively) seen as physical or raw actions that can be derived from sensor data readings. These physical
activities (that are grouped to basically four different levels: (i) gestures, (ii) actions,
(iii) interactions and (iv) group activities [Aggarwal and Ryoo, 2011]) are defined as a
simple event hierarchy (e.g., cooking event hierarchy [Kautz, 1991], Action Primitives
[Manzoor et al., 2010], and Layered, Temporal Composed Activities [Roggen et al., 2010a,
Lukowicz et al., 2010]), as ”complex sequence of actions performed” [Turaga et al., 2008,
Gu et al., 2010, Kasteren et al., 2011], or as ”hierarchies of activities of daily living”
[Hong et al., 2009]. In principle all these approaches model activity as a stream of
events that characterise activity at a certain physical level, grounded on the used technical conditions. Only a few approaches exist, that deal with the fact, that activities are not of the essential nature of being (i) sequential and (ii) uninterruptible
[Helaoui et al., 2011, Patterson et al., 2005, Saguna et al., 2011]. These approaches define Activities on a broader and more general scope, that makes them less restrictive
and more challenging.
I see and define Activity as a much more complex thing. This is underpinned by
findings in Activity Theory [Engestrom et al., 1999], that understands human activities
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as a complex, socially situated phenomena. Its meaning is not only defined by the performed physical activity itself. It is defined in combination with a situation respectively
the context [Dey and Abowd, 2000]. In each context, a physical activity can have a
complete different meaning. From our point of view Activity can be seen as any information that characterizes the behaviour of an individual interweaved with additional
context in a certain domain. Interpreting one of Paul Watzlawick’s communication
axioms [Watzlawik et al., 2010, Watzlawick et al., 1967] ”you cannot not communicate”
implying that it is impossible for a person not to communicate, the same holds for activity meaning that ”you cannot do no activity”, you are always doing something (although
the phrase of “one is doing nothing” is often used by third persons). This paradigm can
also be extended to the context view: ”you cannot be in no context”. The meaning of a
physical activity is influenced by the additional context and therefore always embedded
in a situational context.
Even the traditional Taoism-philosophy, a Chinese philosophical tradition whose roots
can be dated back to 3000 B.C [Harvey, 2012], has one famous quote concerning Activity:
”Practice not-doing and everything will fall into place” [Laozi, 2012]. The frequently misinterpreted quote does not literally mean to do nothing, which is impossible as sketched
above. In fact it means to bring one’s Activities in harmony with nature, to achieve a
purely natural way of behaving, inspired by the planets apparently effortlessly revolving
around the sun. The key aspect is that the universe is already acting harmoniously.
Taking actions against the existing harmony will destroy it. Beings have to consider
their Activities in relation to the already existent natural processes and harmonies. The
referred to as “without action” or “without effort” Activities are seen as in harmony
with the universe. This pinpoints again the interwoven relationship of Context and Activities. Only being aware of the context, one can try to perform the best, in terms of
the zen philosophy “effortless” Activities, to keep the harmony of beings sustainable.
From a more technical perspective, as already mentioned by A. Dey [Dey, 2001],
we currently have a limited support for situation abstraction. We have to deal with
the tradeoff between supporting extremely complex situations and providing a simple
method for describing situations (be referred to Section 3.1, Figure 3.1). Concluding
so far, we identified that Activities are neither a flat vocabulary or list of terms nor a
simple hierarchy of events.
Activities can be seen as multidimensional labyrinth of complex actions. They can
happen interleaved, concurrent or in any other temporal or causal relationship as defined
by Allen [Allen, 1983a]. Making it even more complex, activities happen in combination
with different contexts that influence their meanings. Consider the activity ”Talking”
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either in the context of watching a football match or improperly in a class room. Both
activities ”Talking” refer to the same ”physical” action but with a complete different
meaning in the particular context.
Before we can talk about Activity Recognition we have to define what Activity is.
Activity from our point of view is a Domain Specific Network of Relations that defines
the semantic of the Activity in Relation to some additional Context.
Looking at Dey’s context definition [Dey and Abowd, 2000]: Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity. An entity is a person,
place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves. This implies that Activities are
rooted in Context. They are one kind of this ”any” information beside other Context
types like Location, Identity and Time, and many more [Schmidt et al., 1999b]. The
semantic of Activity has nevertheless, always to be seen as the Activity itself linked
to other Context Elements. From my point of view Activity can be seen as any information that characterizes the behavior of an individual interweaved with additional
context [Dey and Abowd, 2000]. I define and model this combination using the TexTivity-Concept (see Equ. 3.1).
T exT ivity → {Activity}

{Context\Activity }

(3.1)

The TexTivity-Concept allows to relate Activities to different contexts and assign
different meaning to these Relations. TexTivity therefore is an amalgam of Context
and Activity highlighting the close relation of both concepts. Fig. 3.4 shows a partial
view of the modelled relations. Two TexTivities namely StressedCoffeeDrinking, and
RelaxedCoffeeDrinking are modelled. Both TexTivities are related to same physical
activity DrinkingCoffee but assign a different meaning of this activity in relation to the
two contexts [WithBoss, Office, and Stress] →StressedCoffeeDrinking and [WithFriends,
Outside, and Fun] →RelaxedCoffeeDrinking. According to the definition of TexTivities
we named the Ontology to model these relations TexTivity-Ontology.
Using the definition of TexTivities (as defined in (3.1)) allows us to link a set of Context literals (without Activity) [<Combination ] to a set of activity literals [<isRelated ] and
give this relation a ”meaning”. By knowing the relations of Activities [<has A ], the substitution and reasoning of activities is possible by combining Activities at different levels
of abstraction. This is especially useful if no sensor can be found in the surrounding
of the user that is explicitly designed to detect the stated recognition goal. Using the
modelled relations of Activities, we can semantically reason of what Activities the stated
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Figure 3.4.: Partial view of the approximately 300 modelled Context and Activity
Relations gathered during a large scale kitchen experiment presented in
[Roggen et al., 2010a] using the Protege-OWL modelling tool. Activities
and Context are modelled using the relations <isRelated , <Combination , and
<has A . Only the important relations concerning understandability are
shown due to clearness. The partial view clarifies the use of Textivity Literals (StressedCoffeeDrinking & RelaxedCoffeeDrinking & WalkingFun &
WalkingUnwell ) and their combination to context and activity to give activity a different meaning in combination with different contexts. The relation of activities to textivities are shown with the yellow arrows (<isRelated ).
The combination of context to textivities is shown with the orange arrows
(<combination{AN D} ), and the subsumption of activities (<has A ) is shown
with the brown arrows (Locomotion→ Walk, Stand, Sit, Lie).
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goal is composed of, and use sensors that can detect these semantically related activities
instead. This allows the dynamic configuration of sensing ensembles and exploits the full
flexibility of the goal oriented sensing approach, as the goal can be processed and reasoned, and matching methodologies can be applied to substitute activities out of related
ones. Considering the complexity of activities, this network of relations, the TexTivity
Ontology, defining what Activities are, has to be domain specific [Wang et al., 2009].
We cannot model and store the whole world.
Using the TexTivity construct allows to model the different meaning of Activities
in different Context and encapsulates my understanding of Activity: The ”meaning”
of Activity has always to be seen as the combination of the Activity itself and the
Context it is executed in. This new thinking and understanding about the importance
of the relations of Activity and Context is currently starting to influence developments
in the research community of Wearable Computing and Action Recognition Algorithms
[Hardegger et al., 2014], that are perhaps caused and triggered by findings of this thesis.
The formal definition of the used Ontology in this work, called TexTivity Ontology, is
described in Section 3.2.2.2. The reasoning processes used for the Goal Oriented Sensing
approach are described in detail in Section 4.2 and 4.3 (for the proposed goal oriented
sensing architecture be referred to Section 4.5.3).
3.2.2.2. Formal Representation of the TexTivity Ontology
In the TexTivity-Ontology we modelled the information (Context, Activity, TextTvity)
identified during a large dataset acquisition experiment [Roggen et al., 2010a]. The experiment covered a kitchen scenario containing activities of daily living (e.g., Walk, Sit,
Stand, Get Up, Open/Close door, etc.). These activities were performed in a sensor rich
environment that is seen as a playground for a goal oriented, opportunistic system, as
there are many heterogeneous sensors that can be utilized. 72 Sensors of 10 different
modalities on the body, on objects and in the environment were used to capture data.
The literals modelled in the TexTivity Ontology were extracted out of the Activities
performed in the scenario (impressions are shown in Figure 3.5). Furthermore, each
sensor is semantically described using self-descriptions [Kurz et al., 2011c]. By using
the self-descriptions we can utilize a sensor at a semantic level in terms of labels it is
capable to deliver. We can abstract [Kurz and Ferscha, 2010] from the low level sensor
data making any technical properties transparent, and can instantiate the corresponding
recognition chains. This allows to see and utilize a sensor as a label delivering entity. A
label is a semantic construct that reflects meaning in the real world like Walking, Sitting,
Standing, Drinking Coffee, Having Breakfast, etc.
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Figure 3.5.: Impression of the approximately 300 modelled Context and Activity Relations gathered during a large scale kitchen experiment presented in
[Roggen et al., 2010a]. It was used to evaluate the TexTivity modelling
approach in [Hoelzl et al., 2013b].
The labels that can be delivered by a sensor are the connection point between the
manifested sensor output and the TexTivity Ontology. Only labels that are defined
in the TexTivity-Ontology can be delivered by a ”semantic”-sensor. We can see each
literal in the TexTivity Ontology as a possible output of a ”semantic”-sensor in the
environment. This allows the combination of sensors according to the defined relations
in the TexTivity Ontology to reason knowledge at a higher semantic level.
The TexTivity Ontology is used to reason, process and refine stated recognition goals
(be referred to 4). It serves as a common knowledge base that holds the context variables
that can be recognized and reasoned using recognition goals. The formal representation
of the TexTivity ontology is described in the following.
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• TexTivityModel |=
{T exT ivity, ContextLiteral, ActivityLiteral, T emporalDependency, CausalDependency,
Relation}
• ContextLiteral |=
∀l ∈ Literale(T exT ivityM odel) : l → ContextLiteral ↔ <has A (l, Context)
(e.g., P hysicalF actor, HumanF actor, SocialEnvironment, P sychol.State, . . .)
• ActivityLiteral |=
∀l ∈ Literale(T exT ivityM odel) : l → ActivityLiteral ↔ <has A (l, Activity)
(e.g., W alk, Sit, Cut, W ritingLetter, W atchingT V, . . .)
• TemporalDepLiteral |=
∀l ∈ Literale(T exT ivityM odel) : l → T emporalDepLiteral ↔ <has A (l, T emporal)
(e.g., Bef ore, During, Equal, M eets, Overlaps, . . .)
• CausalDepLiteral |=
∀l ∈ Literale(T exT ivityM odel) :
l → CausalDepLiteral ↔ <has A (l, Causal)
(e.g., Cause, Ef f ect, . . .)
• CausalDependency |=
∀T (A, B, C) ∈ T exT ivityM odel :
T → CausalDependency ↔ T ⊆ ((ActivityLiteral∨ContextLiteral)×CausalDepLiteral×
(ActivityLiteral ∨ ContextLiteral))
(e.g., {Cooking, Cause, Cutting})
• TemporalDependency |=
∀T (A, B, C) ∈ T exT ivityM odel :
T → T emporalDependency ↔ T ⊆ ((ActivityLiteral∨ContextLiteral)×T empDepLiteral×
(ActivityLiteral ∨ ContextLiteral))
(e.g., {W alk, Bef ore, Sit})
• TexTivity |=
∀l ∈ Literale(T exT ivityM odel) :
l → T exT ivity ↔ <combination (l, {ContextLiteral})∧<isRelated (l, {ActivityLiteral})
(e.g., CuttingF ood, CuttingGreens, Stressed/RelaxedCof f eeDrinking, . . .)
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The relations < to link the literals defined in the TexTivity-Ontology in more detail
are:
• <has A is used to subsume and refine literals and is a transitive relation.
(e.g., Locomotion → {W alk, Stand, Sit, Lie})
• <isRelated is used to relate TexTivity Literals to Activity literals.
(e.g., W alkingF un → {W alk})
• <combination{AN D,EXCLU SIV E,OR,...} is used to relate TexTivity literals to different
combinations of context literals.
(e.g., W alkingF un →AND {Sunlight, Outside, W ithF riends})

3.3. Reflective Thoughts
In this Chapter two approaches on how to design a Context Model for Goal Oriented
Sensing are presented.
The first approach entitled as “unskilled and AdHoc” (be referred to Section 3.2.1)
defines an easy structure, based on “Uses” and “CanUse” relations between Context
Elements.
The TexTivity Ontology, as the second approach, investigates in “decoding” the semantics of Activity (be referred to Section 3.2.2). It defines a general model of how Context
and Activity can be modelled and interpreted to my understanding of the semantic relationship between them. The amalgam TexTivity encloses the tight relationship of both.
Using TexTivity, we define a kind of Situation Abstraction without necessarily having to
know which Context and Activitiy entities are characterised by the TexTivity-Literal.
Both approaches are compared in Table 3.2 to highlight their suitability to different
application scenarios.
Both models can be adapted (with different complexity as shown in Table 3.2) to
model and relate Context Elements of different domains. Depending on the domain,
the Literals and their Relations have to be modified accordingly. For our intention we
modelled the kitchen scenario domain presented in [Roggen et al., 2010a] according to
our approach to have a reliable ontology for evaluation purposes.
The evaluation of both approaches showed that they are suitable dependent on the selected application domain and the modelling-needs of the developer. The two presented
models are not the general and complete solution to overcome the complexity crisis of
modelling context. The novelty, especially in the TexTivity Ontology is the semantic
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Characteristic
Flexibility
Expressiveness
Easiness
Reasoning
Complexity
Openness
Adaptability
Semantic Relations
Computational Resources
Situation Abstraction

“unskilled and AdHoc”
(Section 3.2.1)
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Low
High
High
Low
Medium
Medium

TexTivity-Ontology
(Section 3.2.2)
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High

Table 3.2.: Comparison of the two Context Model Design Philosophies for Goal Oriented
Sensing as presented in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2. Approaches are
evaluated to the metric High, Medium, Low. A Performance comparison of
suitable OWL 2 EL Reasoners is presented in [Dentler et al., 2011]
relation of Context and Activity that allows system designers to define situational abstraction concerning an Activity and Context recognition system. Both models are used
to define recognition goals and context processing upon them that differ again in complexity and expressiveness.
Relating back to the Research Challenge: Activity and Context Modelling (be referred
to Section 1.5), the following answers can be given:
• The use of Domain Knowledge about Context in general is clearly identified as beneficial for a goal oriented, autonomous Context Recognition System. The Knowledge
permits to (i) state goals that are a combination of the modelled context literals,
(ii) an abstraction layer can be defined that splits the semantic described sensor
infrastructure and the modelled Domain Knowledge that makes them independent
and exchangeable, and (iii) the Domain Knowledge can be used to reason about the
modelled context relationships to substitute them.
• I identified three relations between Context and Activity Literals as beneficial:
<isRelated , <Combination , and <has A . These Relations induce a new, interwoven
understanding of the term Activity that is, up until now, not strictly defined in
literature. The Relation is defined as TexTivity, an amalgam of Context and Activity, highlighting the close relation of both concepts. The TexTivity approach permits
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to reason between TexTivity literals by means of substituting and combining them
at different levels of semantic abstraction.
• To represent and model the identified Relations and the Domain Knowledge in general, an Ontology was identified as the optimal approach, as it offers the highest
degree of semantics and allows reasoning between the modelled concepts. For evaluation purposes, the TexTivity-Ontology was modelled and used as the Knowledge
base for the reference implementation of the goal oriented sensing system, the OPPORTUNITY Framework [Hoelzl et al., 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b] (for the extended
and adapted reference Goal Oriented Sensing Architecture be referred to Section
4.5.3).
• The formal representation of the TexTivity-Ontology, as defined in Section 3.2.2.2,
permits to take a modelled concept as an entry point for goal processing and translation (be referred to Chapter 4). The processing and translation processes relate the
stated goals to it’s interwoven TexTivity-Concepts and allow a flexible adjustment
of the goal’s demands to the available sensing ecosystem.
As a concluding statement, modelling Activity and Context has to be seen more as an
art than pure science. One can identify and relate the finest grains of context to achieve a
100% accurate situation abstraction. Also technically possible, the high diversity in how
people perceive situation, would result in one model for each human. As the situational
perception will change over time, due to the fact that humans learn and change, it would
even have to be adapted continuously for the same person. I see the TexTivity Ontology
as a fundamental new way of abstracting and combining the technically feasible sensor
based recognition of various properties (e.g., physical, social, immaterial, etc.) and relate
them according to their semantics. This generates deeper understanding of situations
at a complex level and forms the formal base for reasoning in a goal oriented sensing
systems.

Parts of this Chapter have been published as international conference articles and journal papers (for further details be referred to [Hoelzl et al., 2011,
Kurz et al., 2011b, Hoelzl et al., 2013b]).
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“David was already in there. Perfect inside the marble slab,
waiting to be freed. All I needed to do was chip away what
was not David.”
Michelangelo (1475-1564) about his renaissance sculpture David
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4.1. What are Goals? A Recap
In Chapter 2, I defined a Goal as follows: A goal is a high level directive that defines
and specifies in an abstract way, what a system should do and how it should behave. At
each point in time it is possible that (i) no solution for the goal exists, (ii) exactly one
solution for the goal exists or (iii) many ways exist to achieve the goal. An essential
point for a goal oriented system is to include (i) self-awareness about its current state
and (ii) discovering and evaluation of possible single steps towards the defined goal. The
result should be the optimal selection of steps, based on evaluation criterias and metrics,
for the transition of the current system state to the expected, goal-specified one.
The Goal Oriented Sensing Paradigm shifts away the configuration of Activity- and
Context recognition systems from design time of the system to a dynamic runtime configuration. Systems following this new paradigm have to autonomously configure themselves during runtime according to a stated recognition goal and the available sensing
infrastructure. In this chapter, I present a methodology to express the recognition goal
itself and to map the requirements specified by the stated recognition goal to the capabilities of the available sensors in the ecosystem of the users. Approaches are presented for
a semantic engine capable of processing and matching a given recognition goal to the semantically described sensing infrastructure. This matching allows to autonomously spot
and quantify the best set of sensors available at any point in time that can contribute
to the stated recognition goal and therefore being configured to a sensing ensemble.
If we briefly look at how humans plan their decisions, and accept, that the “degree of
control a person will have over a situation” [Feigh and Pritchett, 2006] can be seen as
a continuum of control ranging from no/little control to full control, [Hollnagel, 1993]
defined the contextual control modes as a human based 4-tupel:
• “Scrambled Control“ defines the case where the selection of the following action is
completely unpredictable thus random. The planning is limited and no forwardthinking exists.
• “Opportunistic Control“ defines where the selection of the following action is chosen
from the current context alone. Planning is limited and actions are mostly based on
salient features.
• “Tactical Control“ defines the case where the horizon goes beyond the dominant
needs of the present. Planning is present but mostly focused on the current context
and its extrapolation. Actions are taken procedural or on rule-based decision making.
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• “Strategic Control“ defines the case where a broad event horizon and looking ahead
at higher level goals on a global context is present.
The selection of the planning an control mode is dynamically adapted to situational constraints, thus appropriate to the context, and is determined by a combination of situational and person(-internal) conditions (e.g., on the subjective estimation of the time required to perform the task and the available time to fulfill the task[Jobidon et al., 2004]).
Breaking Goals down to a more technical level it can be seen as a reasoning approach
that consists of (i) Semantic description and matching, (ii) Ranking of potential matches,
(iii) Approximate matching, (iv) Consideration of priorities on requirements, and the (v)
Performance of the matching solution [Bandara et al., 2008].
In terms of a Pervasive Sensing Ecosystem, Goal processing and assignment involves
the allocation of sensors and other information providing resources to missions in order to cover the information needs of the individual task in each sensing goal statement [Gomez et al., 2008]. This is an important problem as sensors are typically oversubscribed and task requirements can change dynamically. The core of the approach
to solve this problem is an Ontology (be referred to Chapter 3) describing the mission
tasks. Available and accessible Sensors in the environment describe themselves semantically [Kurz et al., 2011b, Guinard et al., 2011, Eisenhauer et al., 2009] and are therefore
accessible by the goal oriented sensing system. Goal reasoning (be referred to Section
4.2 and 4.3) is used to recommend collections of sensors that are fitting the purpose
during the goal processing and planning process. These recommended sensors are used
to constrain a search for available instances of sensors and platforms that can be allocated at the goal execution time to the relevant task. An interface to the physical
sensor environment allows the instances to be configured to operate coherent and deliver
the necessary data to the users (be referred to [Kurz et al., 2011b, Guinard et al., 2011,
Eisenhauer et al., 2009]). Feedback loops exist throughout, allowing re-planning of the
sensor-task fitness, reallocation of instances and reconfiguration of the sensor network.
Pervasive computing systems, in combination with todays unaccountable available
smart sensing devices (e.g., SmartPhones or SmartWatches) immerse their users in a
triad of sensors that work together to satisfy user requirements according to their availability in the users environment. Due to this complexity, such a system must be selfmanaging. It can not be anticipated that an administrating entity (being a human or
machine) can be relied on at any point in time [Saif et al., 2003]. Systems of that kind
must be able to continuously monitor the available sensing ecosystem in the environment (e.g. sensor appearance or disappearance), and respond to component anomalies
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[Kurz et al., 2011c] and newly available sensing entities. As a final vision, goal oriented
pervasive sensing systems have to maintain continuity of services as a function of their
Goal as the set of available resources changes over time. Beside the establishment of
maintaining a continues sensing system, the goal oriented approach reduces the configuration overhead for users [Paluska et al., 2006], as the sensing functionality is abstracted
and encapsulated by the mean of a “simple” Sensing or Recognition Goal.

Figure 4.1.: Global Schema of the Interplay between (i) the Recognition Goal (Processing and Translation of a GoalTree), (ii) the Semantic Knowledge Base (be
referred to Chapter 3), and (iii) the Semantically Described Sensing Infrastructure in a Goal-Oriented Sensing Framework.
The global schema, how a stated Goal is processed using the developed context modelling approaches presented in Chapter 3 in combination with the depicted Goal for-
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mulation approach (in detail described in Section 4.2 and 4.3) is shown in Figure 4.1.
When a Goal is stated to the system, it is identified, if it correlates with a literal stored
in the Semantic Knowledge Base (Ontology). If this is the case, the Sensing Ecosystem
is queried for capable sensors. If no sensors can be found, the Goal is processed and
translated into an equivalent one. The Sensing Ecosystem is again queried for capable
sensors for the translated goal. This process takes place recursively until a decision can
be made if the goal is realizable with the available sensing ecosystem or not.
To define a Sensing-, respectively a Recognition Goal, two different approaches were
developed as presented in Section 4.2 and 4.3. The first approach (be referred to Section
4.2) corresponds to the AdHoc Context modelling approach as presented in Section
3.2.1. The second approach, that uses TexTivity-Predicates to model the Sensing Goal
goes along with the presented TexTivity-Ontology (be referred to Section 3.2.2) and is
presented in Section 4.3.

4.2. To Use, or not to Use, that is the question
According to the Context Modelling Approach presented in Section 4.2, I present a flexible and easy applicable Goal Description in this Section. In [Bandara et al., 2008] the
authors propose the following approach to describe a goal. For performance reasons
and to have an effective semantic matching, they recommend to describe the services
in a language that will facilitate logical reasoning. In their proposed approach, they
use the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to describe the requests (in our case the goals)
and the advertisements (the abilities of a sensor), which is very similar to the used ontological modelling approach in Chapter 3. A request will typically consist of several
individual requirements to be satisfied. Each requirement will specify the description of
the requirement, which is the resource characteristics (in the case of a pervasive sensing
system the recognition accuracy) the resource seekers expect from a resource (sensor),
for their needs to be satisfied, and the priority or weight of an individual requirement.
The priority is a decimal value indicating the relative importance of the particular requirement. The priority value can also be used to indicate if the considered requirement
is a mandatory requirement i.e. if the requirement should be strictly satisfied in the
abilities of a sensor to consider it as a potential match. The description of an individual
requirement will include the property or attribute (goal) the requesters are interested in
and the ideal value desired.
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A recognition goal, respectively a request takes the form:
Request ≡ (Req1 ) ∩ (Req2 ) ∩ . . . ∩ (Reqn )

where Reqi is an individual requirement. The requirement itself can take the form of:
Req ⊆ (= 1 has Description.RD) ∩ (= 1 has Priority.Priortiy V alue)
where RD is the requirement description, which can be either a named concept or an
existential restriction. For describing each RD an ontology that describes the services in
the concerned domain can be used. The PriorityValue indicates the relative importance
of the individual requirement in the request. This is a decimal value defined between
0 and 1. Additionally, a predefined value can be used to indicate that the requirement
is mandatory and must be strictly met in any potential match. The resource seeker
must pick the appropriate PriorityValue (according to these predefined values) for each
individual requirement, to indicate its relative importance.
To describe the advertisements and the requirements in the requests, an ontology that
describes the services in the concerned domain must be used. Since [Bandara et al., 2008]
apply semantic matching in a pervasive context, the described resources are devices and
their services. Hence, they facilitate the semantics of the matching process by an ontology that describes the devices and their services. They developed a device ontology, that
provides a general framework that describes devices and their services in a flexible and
expressive way, to aid the description of a variety of devices and to facilitate effective
semantic discovery of services. The key difference to the Goal oriented Sensing approach
presented in this thesis is that I do not use an ontology to describe devices and services.
The used Context Model in the Goal Oriented Sensing Framework models the Activities
of an application domain and their semantic relations (be referred to Chapter3). The
descriptions of the devices and their offered services is kept by each single device itself
(be referred to [Kurz et al., 2011b, Guinard et al., 2011, Eisenhauer et al., 2009]). This
approach is much more flexible and adaptable as the knowledge about the sensors that
might appear during run time needs not to be known at design time. It follows an open
world assumption, and sensing devices are assigned to Recognition Goals according to
their capabilities of contributing to the specified goals (formulated simply, where they
can deliver useful information to, ranked by their accuracy). The information about
which goals a sensor can contribute to is kept in the self-description (be referred to
[Kurz et al., 2011b, Guinard et al., 2011, Eisenhauer et al., 2009]) of each single sensing device. So the modelled Context (be referred to Chapter 3) can be kept stable as
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long as the domain knowledge is not changing and new, unforeseen sensors can easily
be added. They just have to advertise their capabilities in terms of matching the defined Context Literals in the modelled application domain. To execute the Semantic
Matching between a request respectively a recognition goal and an advertisement (the
sensor capabilities), [Bandara et al., 2008] distinguish between three types of concepts
occurring in the individual requirements of a resource description for the purpose of
approximate matching: (i) Named concepts having a taxonomic/ontological relation, (ii)
Named concepts not having a taxonomic relation, and (iii) Constraints on datatypes. The
investigated Goal oriented sensing approach presented in this thesis focuses on the 1st
type (Named concepts having a taxonomic/ontological relation), as there is an ontological relation between the advertisements of a sensor (the Goals it can be used for) and
the request consisting of one or more Goals. The so called advertisements, in our case
the goals a sensor can be used for, are stored by the sensor itself in its self-description.
A request to the Goal Oriented Sensing Framework to detect a goal may either consist
of one single goal (e.g. WALK) or of several individual goals (e.g. SIT, STAND). Each
stated recognition goal has to be a known entity in the used ontology. This common
knowledge of the goals and their relations ensures the correct mapping of the sensors,
as they know themselves to which goal they can contribute accordingly. I do not use a
decimal value to indicate the priority or weight of a single goal, instead I introduce a
usingType directive with the values uses and canuse. These two values indicate whether
a goal must be satisfied (uses) or whether it is optional to be satisfied (canuse)
For example to detect the recognition Goal BREAKFAST, the sub-goals DRINKING,
EATING, SIT, MOVE_SIP_CUP, etc. (be referred to Figure 3.3a) must be satisfied so one
has to use the (uses) directive. If the goal LOCOMOTION (be referred to Figure 3.3b)
should be detected, it can be satisfied by detecting only one, some or all of it’s sub-goals
(e.g. LIE, RUN, SIT, WALK, . . . ). Therefore, one has to use the (canuse) directive. The
usingType indicates, if the considered goal is a mandatory goal, i.e. if the goal must
be strictly satisfied in the abilities of a sensor to consider it as a potential match. The
goals that are defined in one goal request are combined using a logical AND connection.
As this limits the use of the goal description as it could only be sensed for one logical
AND combined goal, there is the need of an logical OR connection that allows to sense
for different, independent goals (e.g. detect WALK or SIT) [Wu and Jiang, 2008]. This
is done by recursively combining the goal-requests split by a ” + ”. This enables the
sensing for independent goals e.g., detect (WALK + SIT + LIE);
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The Goal formulation approach presented in this Section can be formalised as follows:
GoalRequest = Goal {Goal} [+GoalRequest];
Goal = N amedGoal[”[”usingT ype”]”];
NamedGoal = ”GoalFromOntology”;
usingType = ”uses”|”canuse”;

A GoalRequest that is stated to the system can take e.g. the form: WALK[uses]. As
most requesters will want to detect a goal and so make the detection mandatory, the
absence of the usingType is interpreted as ”uses” by the framework. This means that
the goal request WALK[uses] is equal to WALK. Only if a goal needs not to be detected
but it would be nice to have it, the option ”canuse” is useful. For example one wants to
detect SIT and STAND and it would also be nice to detect LIE but it’s not mandatory,
the recognition goal would look like ”SIT STAND LIE[canuse]”. The Framework-Intern
representation and description of the simple goal approach based on an XML-structure
can be found in Appendix A.1.
As the values of NamedGoal are defined in the used ontology (be referred to Chapter
3), the EBNF representation of a goal only states a symbolic link (GoalFromOntology)
to the goals that are defined in the ontology. This goal request approach allows the user
to state one or more recognition goals the system should detect. The user can put some
time constraints and conditions beside the description of a goal request itself, allowing
them to state things like:
• if goalRequest1 then detect goalRequest2
• while goalRequest1 do goalRequest2
Having the possibility of defining such conditions in a programming like style from
the user’s side, results in the most flexible behavior of the system as the user can define
when it is sensed for which goals (e.g. if the system detects SIT then it should also detect
DRINKING). Furthermore it is helpful in terms of performance and energy consumption
of the system because if this option does not exist the user has to define it’s request to
detect all the goals the user is interested in all the time. This needs computing time
and power and of course energy because all the sensors have to be online. Having the
constraints/conditions paradigm, sensors can be put to e.g. sleep mode when they are
not needed and being reactivated if a certain condition takes place.
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The goal description approach presented in this Section is based on the substitution
of stated Goals (respectively Activities) by ontological defined related ones. The goal
approach is easily applicable as only the Activity one is interested in has to be known to
define the Recognition Goal. The combination of multiple Goals is possible as defined by
the EBNF of the Goal syntax. Although this approach might look quite trivial, it already
exploits the full flexibility of the goal oriented, top-down configuration for an activity
and context recognition system. Using the substitution capabilities encapsulated in the
combination of (i) the goal itself and (ii) the semantic Activity relations kept in the
Ontology, a dynamic reprocessing of the goal caused by a changing sensing ecosystem
ensures the adaption and stability of the system during runtime. An extended Goal
Description and Semantic Matchmaking approach, that captures my understanding of
Activity (be referred to Section 3.2.2) is presented in Section 4.3.

4.3. TexTivity-Predicates
Based on the findings concerning the “simple” recognition Goal as presented in Section
4.2, and the complex Activity modelling approach presented in Section 3.2.2, I present
a complex Goal formulation approach defined as TexTivity-Predicates. Using TexTivityPredicates, the formulation of recognition goals accompanying my understanding of the
close and interwoven relation of Activity and Context (be referred to Section 3.2.2)
is possible. As mentioned before, one of the crucial things when developing an Goal
Oriented Activity- and Context recognition system that adapts autonomously during
runtime, is to find a way to formulate the recognition goal explicitly to relieve developers from low level, platform specific concerns while federating the sensing infrastructure.
The explicitly stated recognition goal has to be reason- and processable by the Goal
Oriented system and has to represent an abstraction of the situation one wants to recognize (be referred to Chapter 3). This enables the autonomous selection of the best
set of available sensors, called ensemble [Kurz et al., 2011b], according to the stated
recognition goal. I see and define a sensor as a label delivering entity at a semantic
level reflecting meaning in the real world that can be used and queried for its capabilities, can be quantified during runtime using the Degree of Fulfillment (DoF) metric
[Kurz et al., 2011b], and can be dynamically instantiated at any point in time. How
the sensor ensemble is configured and the corresponding activity recognition chains are
instantiated by using sensor abstractions, sensor-self-descriptions, and experience-items
is described in [Kurz et al., 2011b].
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To formulate a recognition goal, I use a derivation of the Context Predicates presented

in [Ye et al., 2011]. They proposed Context Predicates to reason information in smart
environments (e.g., smart homes). The Context Predicates are used as entry points into
the modelled domain knowledge captured in form of an Ontology. Furthermore, they
are used to reason about the modelled knowledge. If for example, one wants to know
if Bob is at home, and the information that Bob is in the living room is given (by a
particular sensor), the domain knowledge can be used to reason that the living room is
located in the house and to infer that Bob is at home. The reasoning capabilities can
be used to infer and refine knowledge that is not explicitly given by a particular sensor.
Even if we do not have the explicit information that Bob is at home (e.g., no sensor is
available that can deliver this information explicitly), we can infer this knowledge by
using other sensors that detect that Bob is in the living room. Having the semantic
modelled relation of Home ↔ Living Room we can infer that Bob is at home without
having the explicit knowledge of a particular sensor. The syntax of the Context Predicate
is defined in (4.1).
< CP >=< subject, predicate, object >

(4.1)

The following examples clarify the use of Context Predicates. A Context Predicate
can be for example < {Bob}, located, livingRoom >, querying if Bob is located in
the living room. This query can be evaluated to true or false. Another example is
<?, located, livingRoom >. Using the question mark, querying for all subjects that are
located in the living room is possible. The last example < P erson, ?, livingRoom >
queries for all predicates (activities) persons are performing in the living room.

Following the approach of using Context Predicates, that showed to be a promising
solution as a goal description using domain knowledge and reasoning, I enhanced them
to more closer fit our proposed TexTivity-Ontology (be referred to Section 3.2.2) to
enable a quick and precise formulation of the recognition purpose of the system. As we
talk about Activity and Context recognition, I renamed the predicate into Activity and
made the term object more generic in calling it Context. Furthermore I added the entity
TexTivity to allow its direct statement as a goal. I permit to state each item in form
of a set to allow multiple objectives per item being stated in a single goal and define a
TexTivity Predicate as follows (4.2):
< T P >=< {Subject}, {Activity}, {Context}, {T exT ivity}, {Constraint} >

(4.2)
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The definition of a TexTivity Predicate can be used to formulate a goal like (4.3):
< {Bob, P aul}, ?, {LivingRoom, BathRoom}, ?, {} >

(4.3)

The formulated goal configures a system that detects all activities and TexTivities (as
indicated by the question marks) of Bob and Paul in the living- and bathroom. As from
the systems point of view, the best ensemble is always defined by having the highest
recognition accuracy concerning the stated context and activity items, the necessity
may evolve to further optimize such an ensemble in terms of energy consumption, size
and weight, infrastructure or body-worn sensors, or the maximum numbers of sensors
that are configured to an ensemble. As these constraints cannot be foreseen now, the
TexTivity predicates allow to state them in an open and extendable way. In the previous
example, no constraints were defined. So the best available sensor ensemble is configured
regardless its quantitative properties. If one wants to formulate the same recognition
goal, but assuring that the configured ensemble is above a stated recognition accuracy,
e.g., with a Degree of Fulfillment (DoF) [Kurz et al., 2011c] above 89%, it can be added
as constraint (4.4):
< {Bob, P aul}, ?, {LivingRoom, BathRoom}, ?, {[DoF ] : 0.89} >

(4.4)

instructing the system to configure a sensing ensemble with a DoF above 89% if possible,
or fail otherwise. Formulating subjects, activities, context, TexTivities and constraints
in form of sets is an elegant and fast way to state the recognition purpose of the system
for multiple objectives.
Activity and Context is not limited to one, synchronized stream of information that
can be described and formulated using one single TexTivity predicate. To meet these
concerns, I identified two ways of combining TexTivity Predicates for activity and context
recognition systems: (i) a logical combination and (ii) a temporal combination. The
logical combination can be done e.g., with an AND or OR connector, allowing to state
multiple goals to the system that are handled in parallel. An example is shown in (4.5)
where the logical combination AND is used to combine two TexTivity Predicates.
< {Bob}, ?, {LivingRoom}, ?, {} >
AN D
< {P aul}, ?, {BathRoom}, ?, {} >

(4.5)
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The purpose of the recognition goal in (4.5) is to detect all Activities and TexTivities
that are performed by Bob in the livingroom AND all Activities and TexTivities that
are performed by Paul in the bathroom. Therefore, two TexTivity Predicates are defined
that formulate the recognition goals. These two TexTivity Predicates are then combined
using the logic AND operation to get the overall recognition goal for the activity and
context recognition system.

Allen defined in [Allen, 1983b] temporal operators like Overlaps, Meets, Equal, Before,
During, Starts and Finishes. By using this set of operators the whole space of possible
temporal relationships can be represented. Using these operators to combine TexTivity
Predicates allows to formulate timing behavior between multiple TexTivity Predicates.
I think of recognition goals as shown in (4.6) and (4.7). In (4.6) the purpose of the
recognition goal is to detect that Bob brushed his teeth Before he was having breakfast
that could be an interesting context information for an child education system. In (4.7)
the recognition goal is the detection of Paul reading his emails on Apple’s iPad while
having lunch in the office, which might also be a useful information for systems helping
to avoid the burn-out syndrome.
< {Bob}, {BrushT eeth}, {}, {}, {} >
BEF ORE
< {Bob}, {Breakf ast}, {}, {}, {} >

(4.6)

< {P aul}, {ReadingM ail}, {IP ad}, {}, {} >
DU RIN G
< {P aul}, {}, {}, {Of f iceLunch}, {} >

(4.7)

The use of TexTivity-Predicates to define the recognition purpose of an activity and
context recognition system in form of an semantic abstracted, high level goal, is a flexible
way to direct the autonomous and dynamic configuration of such a system. Having
the option of combining multiple TexTivity Predicates either with logical or temporal
operators, makes this approach even more powerful and allows representing the nature
of activities more clearly.
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4.3.1. The Semantic TexTivity Engine
Using the semantic information modelled in the TexTivity-Ontology (be referred to Section 3.2.2) is the key aspect to utilize the full power and flexibility of the opportunistic
approach. To configure sensor ensembles according to the formulated high level recognition goal, I use the semantic information modelled in the TexTivity Ontology. Using the
modelled Context, Activity and TexTivity relations of a domain allow to reason which
Context- and Activity attributes can be substituted by related ones. As the TexTivity
Ontology models the concepts and relations of a domain, each possible sensor output in
terms of labels is an entry point in the modelled domain knowledge. The labels that
can be delivered by sensors are the connection point between the ”semantic”-sensors,
the recognition goal and the TexTivity Ontology (as schematically presented in Figure
4.1). This allows the combination of sensors according to the defined relations in the
TexTivity Ontology and to reason knowledge at a semantic level. If there is, for example,
no sensor in the environment that can be explicitly used to detect a stated recognition
goal, we can search for sensors that can be used instead and therefore substituting the
not available sensor entity. According to the defined semantic relations in the TexTivity Ontology, we can reason how the formulated recognition goal can be substituted by
related contextual information. In [Bandara et al., 2008] they propose a way based on
the semantic similarity concepts presented by [Lin, 1998] on how to match the advertisements of a resource (e.g., a sensor) to a request (e.g., Recognition Goal). The matching
scores between the concepts are shown in Table 4.1.

1.0
1.0
[0,1]

TaxonomicOntological
Relation
CA ≡ CR
CA ⊆ CR
CR ⊆ CA

[0,1]
0.0

¬(CR u CA ⊆ ⊥)
(CR u CA ⊆ ⊥)

SimilarityScore(CR , CA )

Computation
1.0
1.0
|A(CA )|
|A(CR |
|A(CA )∩A(CR )|
|A(CR )|

0.0

Table 4.1.: Similarity Scores of Ontological Relations to match Advertisements of Resources (e.g., sensor) to Requests [Bandara et al., 2008].
To find the best sensor ensemble according to the stated recognition goal, I define a
Goal Function (see Equation 4.8) that uses the semantic similarity concepts presented
in [Lin, 1998] and matches the requested capabilities of the recognition goal to the advertised recognition capabilities of the sensors (as described conceptual in Table 4.1).
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The function weights the resulting DoF according to the number of labels (and their
single DoFs) that can be satisfied by the sensor ensemble and returns a value between
[0,1] that reaches a maximum for the best set of sensors.
n−1

1 X
DoF =
DoFi
LtR

(4.8)

i=0

Where:
LtR=number of Labels the sensor is queried for
n=number of Labels satisfied by the sensor (n ≤ LtR)
DoFi =DoF of a single label with index i
Following the strict mathematic definition of a function, that is defined as a relation
between a set of inputs and a set of permissible outputs with the property that each
input is related to exactly one output [Halmos, 1960], the Goal Function (be referred
to Equation 4.8) itself, that evaluates the sensor capabilities towards a value between
[0,1] is definitely a function. Contrarily, the mapping of the Goal to the evaluated
sensor(ensembles) is not. Take as placative example two sensors with the following
recognition capabilities:
• S1 [WALK:0,75; STAND:0,80 ; LIE:0,63; SIT:0,70 ]
• S2 [WALK:0,75; STAND:0,70 ; LIE:0,63; SIT:0,80 ]
Considering a Recognition Goal to detect STAND and SIT the Goal Function (be referred to Equation 4.8) evaluates to the same result 0,75, as the recognition accuracy
for STAND and SIT is just flipped. Which sensor to select, has then to be based on
additional information like a priority ranking of the accuracy for the labels.
As a second example I take two sensors that can recognize different labels:
• S1 [WALK:0,75; STAND:0,80; RUN:0,90; DANCE:0,70 ]
• S2 [WALK:0,75; STAND:0,70; JUMP:0,70 ; SIT:0,80]
Considering the Recognition Goal to detect DANCE and JUMP the Goal Function (be
referred to Equation 4.8) evaluates to the same result 0,35 as both sensors can recognize
one, but different label with the same accuracy.
These two simple examples highlight that the matching of a Goal to the available
and evaluated sensing infrastructure is no function, as the Goal Function (be referred to
Equation 4.8) can evaluate to the same value for different sensing capabilities of a sensor.
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In case where no sensor is found in the sensing ecosystem of the user that can explicitly
be used to detect the stated recognition goal, Goal Substitution and Reasoning using the
captured Domain Knowledge Relations takes place. By knowing the semantic relations
of Context and Activities, we can reason which sub-context can be used to reason context
at a higher semantic level. This is an extremely powerful approach as we can use sensors
that were not explicitly designed to detect the stated recognition purpose. An example
is the recognition goal presented in 4.9.

<{},{Locomotion},{},{},{}>

(4.9)

It simply formulates to detect Locomotion. If we can not find a sensor in the environment, that can explicitly be used to detect Locomotion we use the semantic information
modelled in the TexTivity Ontology. We refine Locomotion into its related sub-activities
(<has A ) → Walk, Stand, Lie and Sit as shown in Fig. 3.4 and search for sensors that are
capable of recognizing these activities. We rank the found sensors according to the Goal
Function defined in Equ. 4.8 and select the highest ranked as ensemble. The example
highlights, the use of sensors to detect Walk, Stand, Lie and Sit that were not designed
to detect Locomotion explicitly. Only because the semantic relations of Locomotion to
these four activities are known and modelled in the TexTivity Ontology, we can combine
them to detect Locomotion.
As the reasoning capabilities are not limited to one refinement step {A → {B, C}}, the
refinement of activities and context may involve the recursive evaluation of an entire tree
of related context {A → {B, C}; B → {U, V, W }, C → {X, Y }} → {. . .}. This can take
as many steps as necessary to decide if the formulated recognition purpose is satisfiable
or not. The recursive evaluation of the reasoning steps is in principle idempotent, as
the relations are defined in the TexTivity-Ontology (be referred to Section 3.2.2) and are
expected to be equivalent.
Furthermore, reasoning of a recognition goal, expressed in form of a TexTivity Predicate, is a reasoning in multiple dimensions as it can be done for all elements contained
in the TexTivity Predicate as exemplarily shown in Fig. 4.2.
Reasoning the Activity, the Context and the Subject has to be seen differently to reasoning the TexTivity attribute of the TexTivity Predicate. As the TexTivity Predicate
relates semantic to the combination of activity and context, three different types of reasoning have to be distinguished. These three types are described in the following.
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Figure 4.2.: Reasoning of TexTivity Predicates in multiple dimensions for the recognition goal <{Bob},{Locomotion},{Home},?,{}> according to the defined
relations in the TexTivity Ontology. The defined relations in the TexTivity
Ontology are used to refine the concepts if no sensors for the explicit stated
items can be found until the recognition purpose is satisfiable or not.

Consider the recognition goal <{},{},{},{WalkingFun},{}>. It formulates to detect
the TexTivity WalkingFun. To detect WalkingFun we have to reason which context
{WithFriends, Outside, Sunlight} and which activity {Walk} we have to recognize (Figure 3.4). So for each TexTivity we want to detect, we have to reason and detect the
related activities and the related context as modelled in the TexTivity Ontology.
The goal <{},{WALK},{},?,{}> formulates to detect Walk and if possible TexTivity
information (as indicated by using the question mark). The activity to be recognized
is fixed with Walk. As we know, that activities can be related to TexTivities in the
TexTivity Ontology, we can reason to which TexTivities the activity Walk is related
(Walk → {WalkingFun, WalkingUnwell}). After we reasoned the related TexTivities,
we can reason, which additional context {{WithFriends, Outside, Sunlight}, {Office,
Stress, Dizzy}} and which additional activities (in this case only Walk ) are necessary
to detect these TexTivities. So according to the stated recognition goal we configure
a sensing ensemble (if the appropriate sensors are available) that can recognize the
Textivities {WalkingFun, WalkingUnwell}.
The goal <{},{},{WithFriends, Outside, Sunlight},?, {}> uses similar reasoning capabilities as needed in the example before. The difference is, that now the context is
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given ({W ithF riends, Outside, Sunlight}) and fixed. Again we have to reason in two
directions. First, we have to reason, which TexTivities are related to the given context
literals ({WalkingFun}). Second, for each reasoned TexTivity, we have to reason which
activities are needed to recognize them (in this case {Walk} → {WalkingFun}) and which
additional context (in this case none). So we can configure a sensing ensemble (if the
appropriate sensors are available) to recognize the Textivities {WalkingFun} according
to the stated recognition goal.
Summarizing we can distinguish three different reasoning options concerning TexTivities:
• given TexTivity → {Context}, {Activity}
• given Context → {TexTivity}, {Activity}, {+ additional Context and Activities as
modelled in the TexTivity ontology}
• given Activity → {TexTivity}, {Context}, {+ additional Activities and Context as
modelled in the TexTivity ontology }
The two presented methodologies in this Section, (i) the semantic matchmaking of the
recognition goal expressed using TexTivity Predicates to the sensing ecosystem and (ii)
the goal splitting, substitution and quantification according to the defined Goal Function
(see Equ. 4.8) are implemented in a Semantic Engine that handles the Semantic Concept
Matching between the sensing ecosystem and the stated recognition goal as shown in
Figure 4.3. The Framework-Intern representation and description of the TexTivity goal
approach, based on a XML-structure can be found in Appendix A.2. In the following
Section 4.4, I evaluate the presented methodologies using a reference implementation of a
Goal Oriented Activity and Context Recognition Framework called the OPPORTUNITY
Framework [Kurz et al., 2011b] (additionally be referred to Section 4.5.3).

4.4. Evaluation of the TexTivity Approach
When comparing the two Recognition Goal approaches presented in Section 4.2 and
Section 4.3, we see that the TexTivity Predicates include the possibilities for the first
developed approach and can be seen as a superset. As an implication, I only present the
evaluation of the TexTivity-Predicates in this Section, as the results can be mapped to
the first goal modelling approach.
To evaluate the approach of using high level recognition goals to direct the dynamic
configuration of an Activity and Context aware system, we developed the OPPORTUNITY Framework [Kurz et al., 2011b] (additionally be referred to Section 4.5.3). The
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Figure 4.3.: Semantic Engine used for Processing the stated Recognition Goal in mapping, reasoning and substituting it to the available sensors in the ecosystem
of the user.

framework is a reference implementation of a goal oriented Context and Activity recognition system. It allows to state high level recognition goals during runtime in form
of TexTivity predicates (be referred to Section 4.3) that direct the dynamic and autonomous configuration of the system. It uses the goal processing, reasoning and semantic matchmaking capabilities of the Semantic Engine described in Sections 4.3 and
4.3.1 to configure sensor ensembles to fulfill the stated high level recognition goal. A
similar setup was already successfully used by our group to test the configuration of
sensor ensembles [Hoelzl et al., 2012a] and in Chapter 5.
The purpose of the evaluation is to show the feasibility of using TexTivity Predicates
to precisely formulate and express recognition or sensing goals in a particular setting to
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dynamically configure an Activity and Context Recognition System. It is not setup to
proof the recognition accuracy, as this is only dependent on the used machine learning
techniques and models that are used to interpret the sensor data. The evaluation shows
the dynamic of the goal oriented sensing approach in comparison to the dominating and
static systems. The ambition is to show the advantage of a goal oriented, dynamically
orchestrated sensing system based on semantic relations that keeps operating compared
to static, predefined and specifically designed sensing systems that fail when particular
components of the system break. The evaluation makes use of the the descriptive capabilities of goals in form of TexTivities and their reasoning and substituting capabilities.
As, to the best of my knowledge, no explicit goal formulation approach for an Activity
and Context recognition systems exists at the time of writing this thesis, a qualitative
comparison of the semantic description of the goal in form of TexTivities is not attainable. As TexTivity predicates are based on Context Predicates [Ye et al., 2011], that
already proved their expression and reasoning capabilities, I argue that their extension
in form of TexTivity Predicates in combination with the TexTivity Ontology is a gainful
step towards the explicit formulation of the sensing or recognition goal.
For the evaluation I set up a real time scenario with body worn sensors to test and
evaluate the presented approach. I picked a rather easy activity set for evaluating, as the
goal is not to work with highly sophisticated and complex activity classes. The handling
of complex activities using dynamically configured Hidden Markov Models with a similar sensor setup is presented in Chapter 5 and [Hoelzl et al., 2012a]. For testing I used
the activity classes of the modes of locomotion → (Walk, Sit, Stand, Lie). I used four
XSense-Mti-sensors that deliver triaxial acceleration data. The sensors were mounted on
the left and right upper-/lower arm and are named according to their position motionjacket RUA (right-upper-arm), motionjacket RLA (right-lower-arm), motionjacket LUA
(left-upper-arm) and motionjacket LLA (left-lower-arm). Additionally, one SunSPOT
accelerometer sensor was attached to the right shoe (sunspot shoetoebox ). Fig. 4.4 shows
the sensor setup and the corresponding realtime schematic of the runtime configured sensor ensembles using the OPPORTUNITY Framework (additionally be referred to Section
4.5.3). The four motionjacket sensors were trained to detect Walk, Sit, Stand, and Lie
using the OPPORTUNITY Dataset [Roggen et al., 2010a]. The sunspot shoetoebox was
trained to detect Locomotion. In the following two scenarios the TexTivity predicate
<{},{Locomotion},{},{}, {} >, formulating the recognition goal to detect the activity
Locomotion, was stated to the system.
In the first scenario all sensors were available (Fig. 4.5a) as indicated by the green
bubbles. The OPPORTUNITY Framework queried the available sensors for their recog-
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Figure 4.4.: Experimental setup of the on-body sensors to test and evaluate the autonomous configuration of an Activity and Context recognition system in a
realtime setting.

nition capabilities. One sensor, the sunspot shoetoebox, was found that can explicitly be
used to recognize Locomotion. The goal refinement process stopped as a sensor was found
that is explicitly dedicated to detect Locomotion. So this sensor is selected as ensemble
(as indicated by the black arrow), the corresponding recognition chain is dynamically
instantiated, and the recognition process is initiated.
In the second scenario I turned off the sunspot shoetoebox sensor as indicated by the
grey bubble (Figure 4.5b). The four motionjacket sensors were still available. In this case
no sensor is available that can explicitly be used to detect Locomotion, as the motionjacket sensors are trained to detect Walk, Sit, Stand and Lie. Again, the OPPORTUNITY Framework queried the available sensors for their recognition capabilities. As no
sensors were found by the framework that can explicitly be used to detect Locomotion,
the Semantic Engine initialized the Goal Refinement process according to the semantically modelled relations of the TexTivity Ontology. The OPPORTUNITY Framework
autonomously reasoned the related activities of Locomotion (<has A →) {Walk, Stand,
Lie, Sit} (Fig. 3.4). Knowing the related activities, the framework queried for sensors
that can detect the related activities. Four sensors, the motionjacket RUA, motionjacket RLA, motionjacket LUA and motionjacket LLA were found that can be used.
The Goal Function (see Equ. 4.8) was evaluated for each sensor to quantify its capabilities according to the reasoned recognition goal as shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2.: Semantic Scores according to Goal
Sensor
Walk Stand
Lie
motionjacket RUA 0.700
0.770 0.980
motionjacket RLA 0.690
0.380 0.900
motionjacket LUA 0.780
0.670 0.970
motionjacket LLA 0.790
0.320 0.480
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Function (4.8).
Sit
Score
0.860 0.828
0.950 0.730
0.930 0.838
0.730 0.580

After evaluating the Goal Function the four motionjacket-sensors were configured to
an ensemble as the Condorcet’s jury theorem [Condorcet, 1785] states that if the probability of a single vote is grater than 0.5 (DoF/Score), then the probability that the
majority decision is correct, is increased. The corresponding recognition chains of the
single sensors are dynamically instantiated and are fused using majority voting (Figure 4.5b). Out of the four delivered labels (Walk, Stand, Lie, Sit) we can reason their
relation on a higher semantic level inferring Locomotion, using the modelled activity
relations in the TexTivity Ontology that are utilized by the Semantic Engine.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5.: Visual, real-time representation of the physical sensors used in the scenario
to evaluate the Goal Description and Semantic Matchmaking in a varying
sensor ecosystem.
Beside the formulation of one TexTivity Predicate to describe the recognition goal,
they can be combined and simultaneous processed using e.g., a logical combination as
described in Section 4.3. Figure 4.6 shows a realtime sketch of the implemented goal
oriented sensing system using the available Sensing Infrastructure from the motionjacket
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and a smartwatch (powersaver ez430) to recognize the logical “AND” combined TexTivity predicates as declared in 4.10.

< {Bob}, {LOCOM OT ION }, {}, {}, {} >
AN D
< {Bob}, {GEST U RES}, {}, {}, {[power] : 11} >

(4.10)

The first TexTivity-Predicate states to detect the LOCOMOTION of Bob without
constraints and is logically “AND” combined with a TexTivity-Predicate that states to
detect the GESTURES of Bob with the constraint of not using more than 11 Watts.
Also all sensors would have been able to detect Gestures, only the best ones consuming less that the stated power constraint of 11 watts were selected (motionjacket LLA,
motionjacket RLA, powersaver ez430) by using optimization methods as presented in
[Kurz et al., 2013a].

Figure 4.6.: Logically “AND” combined recognition of two TexTivity-Predicates with an
additionally stated power consumption constraint for the second TexTivityPredicate of not using more than 11 Watts.
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The Evaluation showed, that the utilization of semantically modelled information to
process and reason high level goals expressed as TexTivity Predicates, makes the goal
oriented approach extremely dynamic and powerful. The formulated TexTivity Predicates induce the dynamic configuration of the Activity and Context Recognition system.
Using domain knowledge, modelled in form of the TexTivity Ontology (be referred to
Section 3.2.2), and the possibility to reason between related context, provides a great
flexibility to the adaptive configuration of a Goal Oriented Activity and Context recognition system. The formulation of the goal itself is seen as a first approach towards the
explicit formulation of a sensing or recognition goal. The value of the TexTivity approach
is based (i) on the semantic combination of Subjects, Activities, Contexts, TexTivities,
and Constraints in one TexTivity Predicate itself, and (ii) in the combination of TexTivity Predicates in a logical or temporal form. TexTivity Predicates permit the expression
of simple and easy goals (e.g., to only detect the Activity Locomotion) up to highly
complex constructs for the formulation of parallel or temporal goals as presented and
demonstrated in Section 4.4. This range of expressiveness and complexity enables users
to express their needs to the goal oriented system at various different dimensions of
complexity. The presented approach allows the selection and combination of sensors at
different semantic levels. We can use sensors that were designed to detect Activities
like Walk, Sit, Eating, etc., reason related Activities and Context, using the modelled
relations in the TexTivity Ontology, and infer context at a higher semantic level. This
allows to flexibly combine and use sensors that are already out there in the environment
and eliminates the need to deploy more and more application specific sensors.

4.5. Goals, Goals, Goals
The mechanisms to model Activity and Context for a Goal Oriented Sensing System (be
referred to Chapter 3), and the techniques presented to describe the Recognition Goal
(be referred to Section 4.2 and Section 4.3) are strongly needed considering the myriad of
possible ecosystems in pervasive computing environments for coherently addressing high
level user needs despite changing availability of resources. The successive Sections deal
with the lifetime of goals and their timing behaviour (Section 4.5.1), the collection of
experience during runtime (Section 4.5.2) and the evolved general Goal Oriented Sensing
Architecture (Section 4.5.2).
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4.5.1. LifeTime of Goals
Activity and Context recognition is mostly seen as interpreting streams of physical
sensor data towards a semantic label. It is neglected, that humans in general perform Activities in parallel, overlapping and even conflicting [Hoelzl et al., 2013b] manner
making a sharp separation delicate. The significant information about the performed
Activity, or the Goal can be distributed across different sensing streams. Current solutions that execute multiple Goal recognition, formulate and model the problem as
a single activity recognition problem or in a deterministic uncertainty ignoring way
[Hu and Yang, 2008, Hoelzl et al., 2013b]. For a Goal Oriented Sensing System as presented in this thesis, it is inevitable to handle multiple Goals as they can, for example be
conflicting. In the simplest term, this is the concurrent access of multiple goals on one,
not sharable resource. I identified 6 Goal Composition types inspired by the findings of
[Hu and Yang, 2008] that are presented in Figure 4.7. In the following, the 6 different
types are described in detail.
• Single Goal
This case is the simplest. One goal is stated to the system. All of its processing
steps are enclosed and can be performed without considerations of other goals.
• Single Consecutive Exclusive Goals
Multiple goals are stated to the system with the constraint that they are processed
in line and have no interdependencies.
• Interleaving Goals
Multiple goals are stated to the system. Each goal can interrupt the execution of
the currently processed goal e.g., based on prioritisation.
• Concurrent Goals including Identical (Correlating) Segments
Goals are executed by the system in parallel, whereas processing steps of one goal
match processing steps of the other goal that can be reused as they are correlating.
• Concurrent & Interleaving Goals
Goals are executed by the system in parallel, whereas each single execution path has
to handle multiple interleaved goals where the execution of the currently processed
goal can be interrupted by another goal.
• Concurrent & Conflicting Goals
Describes the situation where parallel executed goals need to access the same, exclusive available resource for processing. This results in a conflict where only one of
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the goals can be processed further. This transforms the parallel execution to a single
one at least during a specific timespan in the execution phase of both goals. Conflict resolution strategies have to be in place to resolve this situation. Sophisticated
scheduling algorithms maybe used to execute the parallel conflicting goals like a single one, depending on the speed of execution inspired by multi-tasking (executing
more than one process at a time) systems.
Beside the 6 before described goal composition types, the time requirements for each
single composition type have to be taken into consideration separately. The 6 identified
cases are presented in Table 4.3.
Case
single goal
single goal
goal set
goal set
goal set
goal set

Timing
no realtime
realtime
no realtime
no realtime
realtime
realtime

Concurrency
not conflicting
conflicting
not conflicting
conflicting

Table 4.3.: Goal Timing Categories
The handling and composition of goals, that has to be performed dynamically during
runtime by a goal oriented sensing system, is of major importance to guarantee a stable,
self adaptive activity and context recognition system. The above presented and discussed
considerations lack one point: The question arises, when a recognition goal is finished.
In principle I identified two main groups of goal-liveliness: (i) once the goal is stated,
it lives forever (e.g., recognize walking), and (ii) the goal lives until its recognition
purpose is recognized (e.g., tell me when one is walking). Figure 4.8 sketches the two
identified goal-liveliness approaches. From an ICT perspective this can be correlated to
a synchronous / asynchronous understanding of goal recognition. Both operation modes
can be combined and it obviously depends on the application case and domain of the
framework which one is preferable.

4.5.2. Collecting Experience
The goal oriented sensing approach offers high flexibility in dynamically selecting and
adapting to the available sensing ecosystem. As described in Section 2.2.2, a combination of a goal-oriented (System II) and a bottom-up (System I) approach forms our
understanding of nowadays human cognitive architecture. Going along these findings,
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a goal oriented sensing system should also incorporate learning to adjust to changing
situations as effective as possible.
In [Kurz et al., 2011a, Calatroni et al., 2011] an approach based on “ExperienceItems”
is presented that describe recognition models that can be trained during runtime of
the system with multiple teachers. Teaching candidates are tagged with recognition
capabilities they are expected to be able detect (e.g., Activity classes like Walk, Sit,
Stand, etc.). Based on the stated goal, these candidates can additionally be included in
the “sensing” ensembles and can be trained via transfer learning by the “real” ensemble.
The more experience one item encapsulates the more accurate it will become. As this
learning is performed within a stated recognition goal, it can be referred to as withingoal-learning using a feedback loop that indicates the accuracy.
Beside the learning of the recognition capabilities of a sensor, a goal oriented sensing framework has knowledge about the frequency of sensor selection dependent on the
stated goals. Using this knowledge, a goal oriented sensing framework can adapt to
this selection frequency and “learn” the needed connections and methodologies needed
for the one sensor. Learning in this case means to prefetch often needed sensors and
methodologies resulting in a faster establishment of connections when needed again by
the same or similar goals. This correlates to interweave the pure goal oriented aspects
with a System I, learned over time, bottom-up approach, that yields to highly effective
access to resources experienced to be used frequently. The learning itself is performed
across different stated recognition goals over time and can therefore be referred to as
accross-goal-learning. The more often a sensor has contributed to a recognition goal, the
more it and the framework has learned. Then this knowledge can be reused for future
recognition goals.
Both approaches, the “within-goal”- and the “across-goal” learning keep and expand
their experience. Whatever is learned remains forever. To show the performance of
integrating a System I like, bottom up learning approach, especially on a large scale
with millions of available sensors, Figure 4.9 compares the time it takes to configure the
needed sensing - ensembles for a stated recognition goal. Figures 4.9a - 4.9d present the
details and are described in the following.
• Figures 4.9a
Experiment Setting:
– 1.000.000 Sensors (equally distributed selection)
– 0.1% selection probability
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– 2.5-3sec explicit configuration time
– 1-2 ms learned configuration time [>25 times selected]
Result: Ensemble Configuration time Bisect after ∼22000 Goals.
• Figures 4.9b
Experiment Setting:
– 1.000.000 Sensors (equally distributed selection)
– 0.1% selection probability
– 2.5-3sec explicit configuration time
– 1-2 ms learned configuration time [>50 times selected]
Result: Ensemble Configuration time Bisect after ∼45000 Goals.
• Figures 4.9c
Experiment Setting:
– 1.000.000 Sensors (normally distributed selection)
– µ=500.000; σ=120
– 2.5-3sec explicit configuration time
– 1-2 ms learned configuration time [>50 times selected]
Result: Ensemble Configuration time Bisect after ∼50 Goals.
• Figures 4.9d
Experiment Setting:
– 1.000.000 Sensors (normally distributed selection)
– µ=500.000; σ=120
– 2.5-3sec explicit configuration time
– 1-2 ms learned configuration time [>25 times selected]
Result: Ensemble Configuration time Bisect after ∼10 Goals.
Collecting Experience in a Goal oriented sensing system is a major aspect as it can
(i) increase and adapt the recognition accuracy of the used sensing ecosystem and (ii)
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dramatically decrease the ensemble configuration times as presented in Figure 4.9. Dependent on the assumed distribution of goals, a breakdown from 45000 stated goals
to 10, necessary to bisect the ensemble configuration time, can be achieved using an
intelligent learning and caching strategy. Using a “staying-cached” approach for sensing entities that are frequently selected to contribute to stated goals, incorporates a
System I like, bottom-up learning approach, combining the flexibility and adaptability
of the goal-oriented, top-down-approach with the speed of a long-term learned, implicit
bottom-up approach, combining the advantages of both worlds in a goal oriented sensing
framework.

4.5. Goals, Goals, Goals

Figure 4.7.: Identified Six Goal Composition types.
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Figure 4.8.: The two identified liveliness scopes of Goals. In the first, the goal lives
forever until its recognition is explicitly stopped by a user. In the second,
the goal lives until the recognition purpose is detected.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9.: Collecting Experience: Learning and Adjusting over time in a Goal Oriented
Sensing Framework. The Subfigures compare the Ensemble Configuration
Time [ms] dependent on the number of stated Goals and the Ensemble size.
The colour coding of the left figure of each Subfigure indicates the ensemble
configuration time in sec. The colour coding of the right figure of each
Subfigure indicates the learned sensor ensemble share in [%].
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4.5.3. Gluing Parts Together: A Goal Oriented Sensing Architecture
The findings, concepts and approaches as presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 can now be
integrated in a generic, Goal Oriented Sensing Framework as sketched in Figure 4.10.
The Framework Architecture is kept as generic as possible to allow its use and flexible
adaption to different Application Domains [Kurz et al., 2013b] (be referred to Chapter
6). The main components of the Framework are identified from top to down as follows:
• Users and Applications have explicit or implicit goals (be referred to Chapter 2)
they want to achieve.
• Goals can be formulated as TexTivity-Predicates (be referred to Section 4.3) and
stated to the system in parallel and in various combinations.
• I nternally, A Machine-Readable-Description is used for processing and translating
the goal (be referred to Section 4.3.1). This description is based on a Sensor-ML
XML-Syntax (be referred to Appendix A.2).
• The Mission encapsulated the needed algorithmic and computational processing
steps to configure the needed sensing ensembles and to react on changes accordingly
including the semantic matchmaking (be referred to Section 4.3.1) and an Ontology
Processor for the modelled semantic relations in the TexTivity-Ontology (be referred
to Section 3.2.2)).
• A Sensing and Action Processor builds an Abstraction Layer (for the concept of a
sensor abstraction layer be referred to [Kurz et al., 2011b]) to access the Smart, SelfDescribing, and Semantically Annotated Artefacts. I identified 3 types of Artefacts
being useful in a Goal Oriented Sensing Framework: (i) Artefacts only having sensing
capabilities, Artifacts only having action capabilities, and (iii) Artefacts having both
capabilities.
• A Learned Bottom-Up Sensing/Acting Layer collects experience about frequently
used artefacts to access them in an implicit, bottom-up method (be referred to
Section 4.5.2).
Beside the identification of the approach of being one out of two, which is seen as an
ontology-based tightly-coupled human activity recognition approach from dense-sensing
[Helaoui et al., 2013], the goal oriented methodology is seen as the novelty of the presented reference architecture for a Goal Oriented Sensing System. The presented reference architecture (be referred to Figure 4.10) built the fundament for developing a
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realtime, Goal Oriented Activity Recognition System that was used throughout this
thesis for evaluation and proof of concept purposes.

Figure 4.10.: The Architecture of a Goal Oriented Sensing Framework as an extension
and adaption of the concepts developed and presented in the OPPORTUNITY Framework [Kurz et al., 2011b].

4.6. Reflective Thoughts
In this Chapter an approach was developed and evaluated, how a recognition goal can
be defined for a goal oriented sensing framework. Two methodologies were developed,
whereas the first one (be referred to Section 4.2) encapsulates a concatenation of modelled context literals (be referred to Section 3.2.1) that can, or must be detected by
the goal oriented sensing system to fulfill the recognition goal. The second approach is
aligned to the complex understanding of the identified interwoven relationship of Activity
and Context denoted by TexTivity (be referred to Section 3.2.2) and named TexTivityPredicates (be referred to Section 4.3). Both approaches differ in (i) their complexity of
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the goals they can be used for to formulate and in (ii) their reasoning capabilities. Both
goal definitions are closely coupled to the definition of their underlying knowledge bases,
as this has to be seen as a closely coupled entity, resulting in correlating characteristics
as presented in Table 3.2. To match the recognition goal in combination with the defined semantic knowledge base to the available sensing ecosystem, a Semantic Engine
(be referred to 4.3.1) was defined that matches, reasons, and translates the stated goal
to the best set of sensors that are then configured to ensembles (for the generic, goal
oriented sensing architecture be referred to Section 4.5.3 and 4.1). The evaluation of the
TexTivity-Predicate approach (be referred to 4.3.1) highlights its flexibility and ability
to guarantee a stable top-down configuration of an Activity and context recognition system regardless of changes in the sensing ecosystem during runtime.
Relating back to the Research Challenge: Recognition Goal (be referred to Section
1.5), the following answers can be given:
• To formulate a recognition goal, a human readable approach was selected in form of
TexTivity-Predicates (be referred to Section 4.3) that is seen as an intermediate layer
between a “natural” language interface and a pure programming-style like interface.
This layer also presents the dilemma of identifying a suitable recognition goal formulation. The formulation approach can range from a very high-level, natural language
inspired one, that is extremely hard to be transformed to a machine understandable
goal, to a programming-style like approach that is easily understood by a machine
but extremely hard to understand for a non computer scientist. In my opinion,
the TexTivity approach is a suitable compromise to overcome this predicament and
enables a wide range of possible formulated goals at different levels of complexity.
• For a goal oriented sensing framework, it is important to translate the stated recognition goal into an internal, machine-readable and processable data structure. I
decided to use SensorML as the XML-derivate to model the internal goal representation. An example of the used structure is presented in Appendix A.1 and A.2. The
structure allows to recursively evaluate and store the goal processing steps in building a goal-tree like structure, where the goal refinement steps are always traceable
back to the originally stated recognition goal.
• The close coupling of the formulation of the recognition goal to the underlying semantic knowledge base in form of an Ontology makes the goal reasonable. The modelled semantic relations between the literals, the goal is composed of, are used to
semantically substitute and translate the recognition goal down to the available sens-
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ing infrastructure. The knowledge about the suitability is derived from the semantic
relations modelled in the semantic knowledge base. The goal itself is represented as
a subset of modelled literals in the knowledge base and therefore closely coupled the
definition of the knowledge base. Goal composition is identified to be done (i) as a
logical or (ii) temporal combination enabling to state multiple goals in parallel and
with different relations. Additionally I identified six runtime goal composition types
that should be manageable by a goal oriented sensing system to achieve a smooth
performance.
As a concluding statement for formulating and presenting a recognition goal, I identified the necessity to correlate the syntax of a goal as close as possible to the used
application domain. For users and developers it is a necessity to state their goals in a
familiar, from their perspective natural way. Although the presented approach is kept
as generic as possible, it focuses on formulating the recognition purpose of an Activity
and Context Recognition system. Transforming the approach to different application
domains (e.g., robotics) is definitely possible, but may include redefining the semantic
relations in the knowledge base and the corresponding goal description formulation to
fit the purpose more closely. In my opinion, a holistic, all-encompassing goal description
language should be the final goal, whereas the findings of this thesis can be seen as an
initial landmark.
Identifying, selecting, and combining smart, self-describing, and semantically annotated artefacts motivates the shift away from deploying ”application specific” sensors to
support developers in relieving them from low level, platform specific concerns.
As central contribution I propose a Semantic Engine that matches the stated recognition goal in form of TexTivity Predicates to the available, semantically described sensor
ecosystem. It utilizes the modelled Context and Activity Relations in the TexTivity
Ontology that can be reasoned and inferred to combine sensors at different levels of
complexity and semantic abstraction. To direct the autonomous and adaptive configuration, I use a goal-oriented approach. The goal encapsulates a high level directive
that defines, at a semantic level, what the system should do and how it should behave.
As syntactical formalism, to describe and formulate the recognition goal, I propose the
use of TexTivity-Predicates as a precise, flexible, and reasonable way of formulating the
recognition purpose of an Activity and Context recognition system. The autonomous
and adaptable combination and use of sensors at a semantic level provide the possibility
to use sensors that are already out there in the environment and eliminates the need
to deploy more and more application specific sensors. The fact that the system can
react on changes in the sensing infrastructure (e.g., due to sensor failures) increases its
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stability and robustness compared to traditional systems. An essential point for the
scalability of the goal oriented sensing approach is the fact that sensors, processing, and
communication resources are only used and configured to ensembles, if they are needed
to fulfill the stated recognition goal. This advantage will even weight heavier when we
think and envision the autonomous and dynamic creation of sensing infrastructures of
massive scale during runtime, having millions of sensors.
The presented evaluations are performed with a realtime, prototypical implementation of the proposed reference architecture for a goal oriented sensing framework. The
evaluations clearly highlight that a goal oriented, top-down configuration approach for
autonomously adapting an Activity and Context recognition system during runtime offers a high flexibility in terms of combining sensors at a semantical level. This results in a
stable, accurate, and autonomously adapting Activity and Context Recognition System.
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“It is the harmony of the diverse parts, their symmetry,
their happy balance; in a word it is all that introduces order,
all that gives unity, that permits us to see clearly and to
comprehend at once both the ensemble and the details.”
Henri Poincare (1854-1912)
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5.1. Fusing Different Sources of Sensory Information
The ability of humans to fuse different, heterogeneous sources of sensory information (basically referred to as human senses i.e., the five traditional senses: (i) smell, (ii) taste,
(iii) vision, (iv) audition, (v) touch) [Stein et al., 2009] and reason and learn complex
situational information out of them, makes its survival and adaption to different environments possible. For machines, interpreting complex situations reasoned from different
sources of information, it is necessary to make them recognizing and “understanding”
their surroundings. As the information universe of each complex situation is different
for each manifestation of the situation, models are needed that combine this semantic
sensory information to understand the entire situation built on collectively sensed information. These models must be built and adapted dynamically according to a Goal
that has to be achieved, in contrast to a defined situation making the model fitting its
purpose as close as possible.
The emerging availability of already deployed sensors that can be utilized for activity
and context recognition raised a new paradigm. This paradigm called goal oriented
sensing utilizes the available sensing infrastructure for activity and context recognition.
Due to technological advancements during the last years, sensor systems became smaller
and smaller. They can be used to measure a vast heterogeneity of environmental data
and are already integrated in different kinds of electronic appliances and gadgets like
Apple’s popular iPhone or the upcoming Apple-Watch. These devices can be utilized
as multi sensor platforms to recognize activity and context. In the future an ever larger
availability of already deployed sensors, for example in smart phones, smart watches, cars
or smart homes will be seen. We want to use this already deployed sensor infrastructure
to recognize people’s activities and the context. The challenge altered from installing
more and more application specific sensors (that have to be maintained, consume power
and may jam each other) towards utilizing the already deployed sensing infrastructure.
This approach is referred to as opportunistic activity and context recognition as presented
by [Hoelzl et al., 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]. Goal Oriented Sensing plays a critical role
in this approach to overcome the limitations that application specific sensor deployment
is not desirable for a widespread use of activity- and context-aware systems. This work
focuses on utilizing this dynamically varying sensing infrastructure to recognize highlevel composed activities in a goal-oriented and adaptable way.
A goal oriented approach with an additional, interwoven knowledge base (be referred
to Section 5.3), to dynamically configure high-level Activity- and Context recognition
models is presented. As the configured models are based upon a stated recognition goal,
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they exactly fit the recognition purpose of the system and can be dynamically adapted
during runtime in using modelled semantic relations in form of an ontology. The proposed
methods use the activity relations modelled in the ontology. This domain knowledge is
used to dynamically configure Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and Evidential Networks.
These models are popular in activity and context recognition systems due to their high
recognition accuracy. A goal oriented approach is proposed to dynamically create and
instantiate these models. The goal encapsulates the recognition purpose of the activity
and context recognition system and is expressed in an abstracted and semantic manner.
This flexible approach utilizes the goal oriented sensing principles. It directs the dynamic configuration of the activity and context recognition system during runtime. The
configured recognition models are based on the recognition purpose of the system, and
the configured sensing ensemble depends on the available sensing infrastructure. This
enables the dynamic configuration and adaption of the activity and context recognition
system during runtime to detect composed and time sequenced activities using HMMs
or Evidential Networks in a goal oriented way.
Recapping the findings of Chapters 2, 3, and 4, I see a sensor in general as a label (i.e., activity class) delivering entity. In this work the focus is not on how to
transform the raw sensor data readings into labels as this is described in detail in
[Hoelzl et al., 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]. There, ExperienceItems are proposed that encapsulate (i) semantic constructs that reflect meaning in the real world to query the
sensor for its recognition capabilities in terms of labels (e.g. Walk, Sit, Drink,. . . ) (ii)
the whole recognition chains [Roggen et al., 2013a] (be additionally referred to Section
2.2.3) corresponding to a sensor to infer context information from the raw sensor data
and (iii) the Degree of Fulfillment, a qualitative value estimating the accuracy of the
recognition process for each single Activity, calculated by comparing the ground-truth
Activity labels of the dataset to the predicted activity classes of the sensor respectively
the sensor ensemble [Hoelzl et al., 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]. Using ExperienceItems the
dynamic instantiation of the recognition chains dependent on the recognition purpose
(the labels to detect) and the available sensing infrastructure is possible. Furthermore,
they propose the concept of Sensor Abstractions where the different sensors are abstracted from their physical manifestation. Each data delivering entity is seen as a
sensor and defines a wrapper that hides the low level access details (e.g., memory access, data transmission,. . . ) that might be very appropriate for a special sensor device.
From the goal oriented opportunistic system’s point of view, dealing with a plethora of
heterogeneous sensors, as each sensor is abstracted (Sensor Abstractions) and describes
its recognition capabilities (Labels) using Experience Items, is possible.
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Detecting temporal composed high-level activities with a presumably unknown and
changing set of sensors, as sensors can appear and disappear spontaneously, is the challenge described in this work. To combine different sensors to detect a composed high
level activity, the use of a dynamic, runtime configured Hidden Markov Model or Evidential Network (be referred to Section 5.2) is proposed. The drawback of the described
models in the aforementioned works is that they are all trained and modelled at design
time of the system. They depend on a static, predefined sensing infrastructure and are
not able to adapt to changes.

I show how to configure and utilize the best set of sensors, referred to as ensemble
[Hoelzl et al., 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b], available at any point in time as needed by the
dynamically configured HMM or Evidential Network, to detect a composed high-level
Activity. In our case the hidden variable (or context block in case of an evidential
network) is the performed high-level-Activity and the observable variable is the vector
composed of sensor readings in terms of labels. The activities and their relations are
modelled in an ontology be referred to Chapter 3 as described in Section 5.3. As this
ontology can get complex, containing hundreds of thousands of entries, a way of extracting only the activities that are related to the ones needed to be detected is proposed.
For these activities a HMM or an Evidential Network is built dynamically to recognize
the composed activities during runtime according to the stated recognition purpose respectively the recognition goal of the system (described in Section 5.4). The feasibility
of both approaches is evaluated focusing on the ensemble creation process with a dynamically changing sensing infrastructure in a kitchen like scenario in Sections 5.4.2 and
5.5.1.

The main contribution and key aspect of the presented work compared to other approaches is the dynamic, runtime configuration and instantiation of a recognition model
directed by a stated recognition goal to detect composed high-level activities. This is
reversed to other approaches that uses Hidden Markov Models or Evidential Networks
(be referred to Section 5.2) that are trained at design time of the system. The presented
approach uses activity relations modelled in a domain specific ontology to dynamically
instantiate a model best fitting the recognition purpose of the system. This is demonstrated and evaluated using the Opportunity Framework (be referred to Section 4.5.3)
on a Hidden Markov Model and an Evidential Network.

5.2. Hidden-Markov-Models and the Dempster-Shafer Theory for Activity and
Context Recognition
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5.2. Hidden-Markov-Models and the Dempster-Shafer Theory
for Activity and Context Recognition
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have a long history of use in Activity and Context
recognition. Due to their probabilistic nature, HMMs are popular because sensor readings are noisy and activities are typically performed in a non deterministic fashion as
shown by [van Kasteren et al., 2008]. The HMM is a generative, state space probabilistic model consisting of a hidden variable and an observable variable at each step in
time. Hidden Markov Models are one of the most successful techniques for sequential
or temporal data classification with varying length [Han et al., 2010]. They are popular models in activity and context recognition to handle the detection of composed and
time sequenced activities. In the following an overview and introduction into recent
works that used Hidden-Markov-Models for activity and context recognition is given. In
[Han and Veloso, 2000] HMMs are used to represent and recognize strategic behaviours
of robotic agents. Each agent observes its environment and uses HMMs to make strategic decisions about this observations. [Rybski and Veloso, 2004] use HMMs to reason
about high-level features from real-time and continuous observation of a meeting environment. To represent complex team relationships that can be modelled from data
and domain knowledge, [Sukthankar and Sycara, 2006] uses spatially-invariant Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) to represent the evolving agent team configurations over time.
In [Sung et al., 2011, Sung et al., 2012] HMMs are used to recognize human activities in
a layered way using an RGBD sensor. [Ogris et al., 2008] use HMMs to track real life
tasks using a multi-modal, on body sensor system. Last but not least, [Han et al., 2010]
uses HMMs to track the continuously evolving human activities. The above presented
works give a brief overview of the application fields of Hidden Markov Models. Nevertheless, all the above works share one common drawback: all models are, once trained
and generated, static and fixed. This does not go alongside with the goal oriented opportunistic sensing approach as presented by [Kurz et al., 2011b, Roggen et al., 2013b]
were the whole system is configured according to a stated recognition goal.
Beside the presented HMM approaches, that are pure machine learning based approaches, and the de facto standard in the activity and context recognition literature for
sequential or temporal data classification, there also exist modelling based approaches
that use numerical reasoning mechanisms grounded on the Dempster-Shafer theory of
evidence [Shafer, 1976]. These so called evidential networks show good recognition accuracies [Hong et al., 2009] concerning the fact that sensors may not always provide
reliable information due to either faults, operational tolerance levels or corrupted data,
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that can be represented using our proposed Degree of Fulfillment (DoF) measurement.
As presented by [Hong et al., 2009] they are a reasonable and accurate approach to detect context and activities in a smart home. The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence
is, compared to the HMM approaches, completely based on numerical reasoning mechanisms and therefore differs from the mathematical foundation of HMMs.
Nevertheless also the model presented by [Hong et al., 2009], is predefined at design
time of the system and then kept static and fixed. Bringing the goal oriented opportunistic approach [Kurz et al., 2011b, Roggen et al., 2013b] to these two presented high-level
recognition models in configuring and adapting them according to a stated recognition
goal, is presented in this chapter.

5.3. Modelling Composed High-Level Activities
The concept of how activities and their relations are modelled in an ontology is introduced in this Section and correlating to the approaches presented in Chapter 3. Utilizing
the semantic domain knowledge captured in the ontology, sensors can be selected and
combined in ensembles in different ways to fulfill the recognition purpose of the system.
As each sensor is seen as a label delivering entity in terms of activities, each activity
modelled in the ontology can be seen as a possible output of a sensor.
The Ontology contains the Activities and their relations of a domain. A domain is a
set of Activities concerned, as the whole world can not be modelled and stored. Each
entry in the ontology is one possible activity that can be performed in the domain. As
these activities are not isolated, they have relations among each other. These relations
are modelled using a has A relation to subsume and compose activities out of others.
Furthermore each has A relation is given a probability value to model how likely a
subsumed activity is to occur given a high level composed Activity. These probability
values can be derived from datasets (e.g. [Roggen et al., 2010a]) or expert knowledge.
Figure 5.1 shows this concept with three ”high-level”-activities and their related ”sub”activities. A weighted directed graph is used as data structure for the Ontology were
nodes represent the Activities, edges the Relation has A with a weight representing
the probability value of the relation. As the weight of the related sub-Activities is a
probability value, all weights of the edges for the subsumed Activities have to sum up to
1 (as shown in Table 5.1). The ontology modelling the activities of the kitchen scenario
used for evaluation purposes can be found in Section 5.4.2.
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Figure 5.1.: Shows conceptual eight activities and their relations modelled in the ontology. Each activity can be composed out of the related ones (e.g. Activity A
can be composed out of Activity D, Activity E and Activity F ). The relation
is modelled using the concept ”has A” and an according probability value.

5.4. Goal Oriented Dynamic Formation of
Hidden-Markov-Models and Ensemble Configuration
The ontology as described in Section 5.3, is the fundament for the dynamic formation of
the HMM. The basic idea is not to build a HMM for the complete ontology, respectively
all possible activities. Of course, this would be possible, but it would increase runtime
and memory complexity. Furthermore, all available sensors in the infrastructure would
be used, as all possible activities would have to be detected.
The presented approach in this work uses the ontology to extract related activities to
the ones that have to be detect. Extracting the related activities gives us a subset of the
activities modelled in the ontology. This subset is used to build the HMM. So a smoothly
and dynamically configured HMM is built according to the recognition purpose of the
goal oriented opportunistic activity and context recognition system. Only the needed
sensor ensembles to detect this subset of activities are configured. All other available
sensors are not used thus reducing runtime complexity and allowing their use for other
purposes. How the algorithm to configure the HMM works is described in detail in the
following.
The algorithm to build the hidden markov model takes, as recognition purpose of the
system, one composed high-level activity. This high-level activity is transformed to a
hidden state in the HMM. All related activities are modelled as possible emissions of
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to build the HMM out of the ontology
{Add State and Emissions for recognition purpose}
relatedSubActivities ← subsumeActivities(recognitionP urpose)
HM M ← addState(recognitionP urpose, relatedSubActivities)
{Get high-level Activities that are related to at least one subsumed activity of the
recognition purpose}
for all Activities subact : relatedSubActivities do
relatedHLActivities ← addActivity(getrelatedHLActivities(subact))
end for
{Add States and Emissions to HMM for related high-level Activities}
for all Activities act : relatedHLActivities do
HM M ← addState(act, subsumeActivities(act))
end for
{After all States and Emmissions are set, adjust their probabilities}
HM M ← adjustEmmissionP ropabilities
HM M ← adjustT ransitionP ropabilities

this state (according to their probability). As this model only allows to state how likely
it is that an observation sequence is derived from it, there is the need to add other states
(representing ”similar” high level activities) to distinguish between them. This is done by
reasoning all high-level activities that rely at least on one of the subsumed activities of the
recognition purpose. Each of these high-level activities build a new hidden state with its
related activities modelled as possible emissions with their accompanying probabilities.
The transition probabilities between the hidden states are set to

1
#states .

This (initial)-

fixed transition probability could be condensed but is kept as a general model as it
can be used and adjusted to further fine-tune the model. Using the Viterbi-Algorithm,
[Rabiner, 1989], allows us to differentiate between the states and therefore to identify
the most likely state (and therefore the high-level activity) after an observation sequence
occurred.
As example take the ontology as shown in Figure 5.1. The recognition purpose of the
system is to detect ”Activitiy A”. The formed HMM is shown in Figure 5.2.
After the model is built, the sensor ensemble, which is the best set of available sensors
that can contribute to the recognition purpose, needs to be configured. According to
the information in the ontology, which labels are needed to detect the recognition goal,
the available sensors can be queried and the best suitable ones can be configured. In our
example, to recognize ”Activity A” sensors that can recognize ”Activity D”, ”Activity
E”, and ”Activity F” are needed. The sensors are ranked for each activity according
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Figure 5.2.: Constructed HMM using the ontology as shown in Figure 5.1. The recognition purpose of the system is to detect ”Activitiy A”. One additional
composed high-level activity was found that relies at least on one of the
subsumed activities of the recognition purpose. Therefore the HMM consists of two ”hidden”-states. Sensors are only included in the ensemble for
activities subsumed from the recognition purpose to build the observation
sequence. Additional sensors for activities needed by the related high-level
activities are not included.
to its Degree of Fulfilment [Hoelzl et al., 2011, Kurz et al., 2011a, Kurz et al., 2011c], a
qualitative value indicating how well the sensor can recognize the specific activity. For
each activity the best available sensor is picked, put in the ensemble, and its recognition
chain is instantiated using its Experince Item [Kurz et al., 2011b]. In the example, the
configuration of an ensemble consisting of three sensors (assumption is that for each label
at least one sensor is available), namely the best ones to detect ”Activity D”, ”Activity
E”, and ”Activity F” is shown.
Following the goal oriented opportunistic approach, where the sensing infrastructure
is not assumed to be predefined and fixed, the system only relies on the semantic information about which activities a sensor can be used for to detect. The reconfiguration of
ensembles due to changes in the available sensing infrastructure is possible, as long as at
least one sensor for each subsumed activity of the recognition purpose is available. This
makes the approach robust against changes in the sensing infrastructure as it is assured
that always the best set of sensors (according to the DoF ) is configured to detect the
recognition purpose.

5.4.1. Merging parallel sensor output
The sensor ensemble that delivers the necessary labels to detect our high-level recognition
purpose consists of more than one sensor delivering labels in parallel. As the dynamically
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configured HMM (as presented in Section 5.4) requires a single data stream as input, it is
compulsory to consider on how to merge them in realtime into one single stream that can
then be passed into the dynamic configured HMM for further analysis. Instead of having
a single system output, N separate outputs with N being the number of activities (not
sensors as one sensor can be used to deliver multiple activities) are present. All steps
described so far, the reasoning of the ontology, the dynamic configuration of the HMM
and the corresponding ensemble configuration can be performed in parallel as they are
independent tasks. If all recognition processes would have an accuracy of 100%, then
at any given point in time, at most one label stream could contain an activity while all
others would have to indicate the Null class (since the user performs only one activity
at a time). As the recognition accuracy is mostly beneath 100% a heuristic based on the
DoF is proposed to decide which label will be assumed and put in the stream if there is
a collision between multiple sensors in terms of delivering different labels simultaneously.
If a collision between the delivered labels takes place, the label delivered from the sensor
with the higher DoF is assumed to be the correct one as shown in Figure 5.3. The
resulting, merged label stream is then passed into the HMM to classify the temporal
high-level activity.

Figure 5.3.: Merged Stream from an ensemble consisting of three sensors detecting ”Activity D”, ”Activity E”, and ”Activity F” according to their DoF. The
assumption is that DoFActivityD > DoFActivityE and DoFActivityE >
DoFActivityF . The merged stream is then passed into the HMM for further
analysis.

5.4.2. Evaluation of the Hidden-Markov-Model using the proposed Goal
Oriented Sensing Framework
To evaluate our approach of dynamically configuring a HMM out of an ontology for
detecting high level, composed activities, and to configure the according sensing ensemble, the OPPORTUNITY Framework [Kurz et al., 2011b] (additionally be referred to
Section 4.5.3) was used. To get a reliable set of composed high level activities and their
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probability distributions, a dataset consisting of three high level activities (CoffeeMaking, CoffeeDrinking and TableCleaning) in a sensor rich, kitchen like scenario similar to
the one presented in [Roggen et al., 2010a] was recorded. Utilizing the data collected
out of 54 runs from 9 different persons, the relation and probability distributions of the
different activities as shown in Table 5.1 were extracted. Based on the three high level
activities, the ontology as described in Section 5.3, was built. One more high level activity (Training→[SitUps (20%), PushUps (20%), Running (60%)]) was added to show
that the HMM configuration works on a subset of activities modelled in the ontology.
In a real-time, non simulated setting, two recognition goals (CoffeeMaking, TableCleaning) were stated to the system. The needed states and emission probabilities according
to the stated recognition goal were dynamically extracted out of the ontology, and the
needed sensor ensemble, as described in Section 5.4, was configured. The dynamically
configured HMM consisted in both evaluation scenarios (as described in Section 5.4.2)
of the three high level activities as shown in Table 5.1. The explicitly added TrainingActivity was not included in the configured HMM for the two recognition goals, as
there is no common subset of related activities between CoffeeMaking, CoffeeDrinking,
TableCleaning and Training. So the extracted and configured a HMM exactly fitted our
recognition purpose.

Composed Activity
Coffee Making
Coffee Drinking
Table Cleaning

Related Activities (Propability [%])
Walk (34), Stand (26), CoffeeMachineInteraction (20),
CupInteraction (16), CupboardInteraction (4)
Walk (10), Sit (63), Stand (6), CupInteraction (21)
Walk (18), Stand (15), CleanUp (60), FridgeInteraction (7)

Table 5.1.: Derived probability distributions of the composed high-level activities calculated out of the data collected from the 54 runs from 9 different persons of
the kitchen dataset recording (impressions shown in Figure 5.4).
To show the opportunistic behavior of the system, where the sensing infrastructure
is not supposed to be predefined, fixed and static, the availability of the sensing infrastructure was changed during runtime by turning sensors on and off to simulate sensor
failures. As sensor environment, a subset of the sensors used in the dataset recording
scenario namely an XSens Xbus Kit consisting of 5 on-body mounted MTx sensor systems (each sensing drift-free 3D orientation, 3D acceleration, 3D rate of turn (rate gyro),
and 3D earth-magnetic field), was used. The 5 sensors were mounted on a jacket on the
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Figure 5.4.: Impressions from the dataset recording that took place in a kitchen like
scenario to derive three high level activities (coffee-making, coffee-drinking
and table-cleaning) and their related (sub)-activity distributions as shown
in Table 5.1.
left/right lower/upper arm and on the back (Figure 5.4). The jacket is referred to as
the motionjacket and the attached sensors according to their positions. For example
the sensor mounted on the left-lower arm is referred to as MotionJacket-LeftLowerArm (respectively MJ LLA) sensor. The other sensors are named accordingly MJ RLA,
MJ LUA, MJ RUA, and MJ BAC.
Figure 5.5 shows a real-time schematic of the available sensing infrastructure using
the OPPORTUNITY Framework [Kurz et al., 2011b] (additionally be referred to Section
4.5.3). The red rectangle symbolizes the stated recognition goal (Figure 5.5a, 5.5b →
”CoffeeMaking”; Figure 5.5c, 5.5d → ”TableCleaning”), the green bubbles the available
and online sensors and the gray bubbles the failed but afore discovered sensor nodes.
According to the algorithm described in Section 5.4, for each (sub)-Activity needed
to detect the composed high-level Activity, the best sensor to recognize the one single
(sub)-Activity (according to its Degree of Fulfillment for the one single Activity) is
selected. In Figure 5.5a all sensors of our motionjacket are turned on. To recognize the
recognition goal CoffeeMaking the following sensor ensemble is configured: MJ BAC is
used to detect Walk with a DoF of 0.92 and Stand with a DoF of 0.89 ; MJ RLA is used
to detect CoffeeMachineInteraction with a DoF of 0.76 and CupInteraction with a DoF
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Figure 5.5.: Illustration of configured sensor ensembles due to a stated recognition goal
(CoffeeMaking (5.5a, 5.5b); TableCleaning (5.5c, 5.5d)) and their reconfiguration due to changes in the available sensing infrastructure using the
OPPORTUNITY Framework [Kurz et al., 2011b] (additionally be referred
to Section 4.5.3). Green bubbles symbolize online and available sensors,
gray bubbles deactivated ones. The arrows indicate the sensors configured
to an ensemble and the flow of labels from the sensor showing which labels
it is used for to deliver and at which accuracy (in terms of their DoF ).

of 0.78 ; MJ LLA is used to detect CupboardInteraction with a DoF of 0.85. The label
streams of the sensing ensemble are merged as described in Section 5.4.1 and piped into
the configured HMM. As it is a hard task to find the optimal window size, meaning the
optimal portion of data, that is piped into the HMM, as this is highly diverse between
different people, a fixed window size of two minutes that empirically showed to be the
best average over all test subjects was used.
In Figure 5.5c the recognition goal changed to TableCleaning. Again, all sensors of
the motionjacket are online. The difference is, that TableCleaning needs a different set
of activities to be detected than CoffeeMaking. To detect Walk and Stand the MJ BAC
sensor is again selected, but now there is no need to detect CoffeeMachineInteraction,
CupInteraction, CupboardInteraction anymore. Instead the detection of CleanUp that is
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done by the MJ RLA sensor with a DoF of 0.91 and FridgeInteraction is done by the
MJ LLA sensor with a DoF of 0.83.
The two described scenarios highlight the ability to configure the best set of available
sensors according to the stated recognition goal and the available sensing infrastructure.
The output of the sensing ensemble is merged and piped into the dynamic configured
HMM to detect the composed activity. The missing point now is to react on a change
in the available sensing infrastructure accordingly. To show this, the same two scenarios
as before are used. Again, the sensing ensemble is configured as shown in Figures 5.5a
for ”CoffeeMaking” and 5.5c for ”TableCleaning”. After the ensemble configuration
was finished, and the recognition process was established, one sensor was turned off
(”CoffeeMaking” → MJ LLA; ”TableCleaning” → MJ RLA). The system automatically
reconfigured the sensing ensemble in terms of searching for the best available sensor
that can be used as a replacement for the failed one. In the ”CoffeeMaking” scenario
the MJ LLA sensor used to deliver the activity CupboardInteraction was turned of. The
system autonomously selected the best sensor out of the remaining sensing infrastructure,
capable of delivering the activity CupboardInteraction. This was the MJ LUA sensor
with a slightly lower DoF of 0.77. So it was used as replacement for the failed MJ LLA
as shown in Figure 5.5b. In the ”TableCleaning” scenario the MJ RLA sensor used to
deliver the activity CleanUp was turned off and autonomously replaced by the MJ RUA
with a DoF of 0.86 as shown in Figure 5.5d. The results in terms of the DoF for each
stated recognition goal and the configured ensembles (as illustrated in Figures 5.5) are
shown in Table 5.2.
Recognition Goal (Composed Activity)
CoffeeMaking
TableCleaning

Sensor Ensemble

DoF

MJ
MJ
MJ
MJ

82%
78%
86%
83%

BAC,
BAC,
BAC,
BAC,

MJ
MJ
MJ
MJ

RLA, MJ LLA
RLA, MJ LUA
RLA, MJ LLA
RUA, MJ LLA

Table 5.2.: Calculated DoFs for the recognition goals and the configured ensembles as
shown in Figure 5.5.
The above scenario showed good recognition accuracies using only body worn sensors
to detect activities. As body worn sensors do not meet the demands of an unobtrusive,
pervasive computing system that does not bother the user with additional sensors that
have to be worn, the evaluation scenario was extended to additionally use infrastruc-
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ture based sensors. The Microsoft Kinect was successfully used in different setups (e.g.,
[Sung et al., 2012]) for activity recognition and can also be replaced by more sophisticated technologies like LIDAR as presented by [Frenken et al., 2012]. The Kinect was
trained to detect the modes of Locomotion namely Walk, Sit, and Stand and is used in
the evaluation scenario presented in Section 5.5.1. As each sensor is seen as a label delivering entity, our system doesn’t care about the fact that now also infrastructure based
sensors are used. The system can utilize them just as a sensor using Sensor Abstractions
and Sensor- SelfDescriptions. This highlights again the flexibility and adaptability of
the goal oriented opportunistic sensing approach.

5.5. Dempster-Shafer Theory and Activity Clustering for
Parallel Sensor Input
Up until now the parallel sensor streams were merged according to the DoF of the
single sensors into one stream of sensor data that was then piped into the dynamically
configured HMM to infer the composed, high level activity. This approach was evaluated
to be reasonable and showed good results as long as the DoF separates the activity classes
well enough to be merged into one single sensor stream.
Nevertheless, this approach has the draw back that activities are usually performed
in parallel and there is definitely a loss of information when multiple sensor streams
are merged into one. As illustrating example take a person who is on the one hand
preparing coffee and on the other hand drinking coffee. In both situations there will be
a cup-interaction activity. This gesture is the same in both activities but the locomotion
can be Stand for preparing coffee and Sit for drinking coffee. Therefore it is important to
know the locomotion activity of the person in combination with its gestures to accurate
classify the performed activity. A possible solution would be to prioritize groups of
activities over others, for examples gestures over locomotion, that is of course doable
but assumes that gestures are more important then the modes of locomotion in all
situations. As this cannot said to be true under all circumstances, the proposed approach
was enhanced to be able to detect and deliver information about activities in parallel.
Activities are clustered in groups were they are not supposed to be performed in parallel
and are therefore being assumed to be less overlapping (e.g., a group for Locomotion and
one for Gestures) as one is not supposed to Sit and Walk simultaneously. The grouping
of activities is shown in Figure 5.6 symbolized by the orange rectangles. Inside such an
activity group, the performed activities are again merged into one single stream of data
using the approach as presented in Section 5.4.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6.: Illustration of configured sensor ensembles due to a stated recognition goal
(CoffeeMaking) clustered according to their activity-groups Locomotion and
Gestures (5.6a, 5.6b) and their reconfiguration due to changes in the available sensing infrastructure. Green bubbles symbolize online and available
sensors, gray bubbles deactivated ones. The orange blocks indicate the parallel merge of the sensor streams for activity groups (in this case Locomotion
and Gestures) that are supposed to be less overlapping then merging all labels into one stream (Section 5.4.1).

Although it would be possible to define HMMs for parallel input (e.g., [Wu et al., 2008,
He et al., 2008, Aarno and Kragic, 2006]), a numerical reasoning model is used as it
can be dynamically constructed using the same activity-modeling approach as presented in Section 5.3, and in the same manner as the HMM model (Section 5.4.1),
but is easier to handle and less memory and processing power intensive. Our model is
based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, [Shafer, 1976], that was presented in
[Hong et al., 2009] for context recognition in smart homes. As evidence for each sensor
its Degree of Fulfillment (DoF) is utilized. In comparison to the constructed HMMs, the
DoF of the used sensors is utilized as evidence for the specific activity in combination
with the influence for the composed activity. Similar to the HMM model that was presented in the evaluation Section 5.4.2, one evidence network is constructed for the stated
two recognition goals (CoffeeMaking, TableCleaning), as there is no common subset of
related activities between CoffeeMaking, CoffeeDrinking, TableCleaning and Training.
So an evidence model exactly fitting our recognition purpose as shown in Figure 5.7 was
extracted and dynamically configured.
The algorithm used to configure the HMM model (Algorithm 1) was slightly adapted
and is used to dynamically configure the Evidential Network. The recognition purpose
and all related activities (as described in Section 5.4 for the HMM) are modeled as context blocks with the according input probabilities of their relatedSubActivities as shown
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Figure 5.7.: Dynamically constructed Evidential Network for the two stated recognition
goals CoffeeMaking and TableCleaning. The parallel captured streams of
Locomotion and Gesture (as shown in Figures 5.6a and Figures 5.6b) are
piped into the context blocks for evaluation (Section 5.5) using the same
fixed window size of two minutes used for the evaluation of the HMM (Section 5.4.2). The probability distributions of the sub activities are shown in
Table 5.1. The context block that reaches the highest score according to the
data that is piped into the network is the classified composed activity.

in Table 5.1. The missing part here is that there is no need to specify a transition probability between the context blocks. To recognize and distinguish between the different
composed activities, the streams of data (in this case for Locomotion and Gestures) are
collected and the appearance of the different activities is stored and piped into the Evidential Network in parallel. Each context block calculates the average over the sum of
the DoF for each performed single activity times its input probability (as presented in
Equation 5.1).

[htb]

Score =

1
#subAct

#subAct−1
X

DoFi ∗ InpP ropi

(5.1)

i=0

If one necessary sub activity was not recognized, its value is treated as 0. The context
block reaching the highest score is the recognized activity. According to the example presented in Figure 5.7, the sub-activity probabilities (as shown in Table 5.1) and the DoFs
for the configured sensor ensembles for the different activities (as shown in Figure 5.6a),
the activity recognized with a score of 0.164 is CoffeeMaking. The score calculations for
the presented example are shown in Table 5.3.
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Composed Activity
Coffee Making
Coffee Drinking
Table Cleaning
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Calculation

Score

1
5
1
4
1
4

0.164
0.075
0.073

∗ (0.92 ∗ 0.34 + 0.89 ∗ 0.26 + 0.78 ∗ 0.16 + 0.76.0.20)
∗ (0.92 ∗ 0.10 + 0.89 ∗ 0.06 + 0.78 ∗ 0.21)
∗ (0.92 ∗ 0.18 + 0.89 ∗ 0.15)

Table 5.3.: Calculated Scores for the context blocks according to the example presented
in Figure 5.7, the probability distributions of the sub activities as shown in
Table 5.1, and the DoFs for the configured sensor ensembles for the different
activities (as shown in Figure 5.6a).

5.5.1. Evaluation of the Evidential Network using the proposed Goal
Oriented Sensing Framework
To evaluate the dynamically constructed evidential network, a similar setup and configuration was used as presented before in Section 5.4.2 to evaluate the dynamic configuration process of an HMM according to the presented Algorithm 1. The only difference in
terms of sensor setup was, that a Kinect was used that was trained to detect the modes
of locomotion to utilize not only body worn sensors but also infrastructure based ones
that better fit the ecosystem of sensors surrounding the users in e.g., smart homes. For
the evaluation only one recognition goal CoffeeMaking was stated to the system, as it
was already shown that the handling and configuration of sensing ensembles according to
different recognition goals can be done. The purpose of this evaluation was to show, that
parallel sensor input using a dynamically configured Evidence Network (as presented in
Section 5.5) can be handled. To evaluate this approach, the recognition goal CoffeeMaking was stated to the system. The states and the needed input probabilities of the
sub-activities according to the stated recognition goal were dynamically extracted out
of our ontology and formed the required sensor ensembles for Locomotion and Gestures.
The extracted evidence network is structurally very similar to the HMM used to evaluate the dynamic HMM approach in Section 5.4.2 and is shown in Figure 5.7. For each
activity-group, in our case Locomotion and Gestures, the sensor data stream was merged
(as presented in Section 5.4.1) and the resulting two streams (symbolized by the orange
rectangles in Figure 5.6) were piped in parallel into the dynamically configured evidence
network. Figure 5.6 shows the realtime schematic of the available sensing infrastructure.
In Figure 5.6a all sensors are online and available. The MJ BAC sensor is used to detect
Walk with a DoF of 0.92 and Stand with a DoF of 0.89. Gestures are detected using
the MJ RLA for CoffeeMachineInteraction (DoF:0.76 ) and CupInteraction (DoF:0.78 )
and the MJ LLA for CupBoardInteraction (DoF:0.85 ). In Figure 5.6b the MJ BAC
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and the MJ LLA sensor were turned off. The system automatically reconfigured the
sensing ensembles now using the infrastructure based KINECT sensor to detect Walk
with a DoF of 0.82 and Stand with a DoF of 0.85. The ensemble to detect Gestures
is now formed using the MJ RLA for CoffeeMachineInteraction (DoF:0.76 ) and CupInteraction (DoF:0.78 ) and the MJ LUA for CupBoardInteraction (DoF:0.77 ). The two
above described scenarios highlight that it is possible to dynamically configure sensor
ensembles delivering data in parallel. The parallel data delivering is structured according to so called activity groups that encapsulate activities of the same kind. Structuring
ensembles according to activity groups makes merging the delivered sensor data easier
as it is supposed that activities belonging to one group can not happen in parallel and
are therefore less overlapping. The two resulting parallel data streams for Locomotion
and Gestures are handled using a dynamically configured evidence network (as shown
in Figure 5.7) to classify the high level composed activity. During the evaluation it was
assumed (and therefore guaranteed) that at each point in time, at least one sensor was
able to detect the needed (sub)-activities of the recognition purpose of the system. The
classification results in terms of the DoF for the stated recognition goal CoffeeMaking and the dynamically configured ensembles (as illustrated in Figure 5.6) are shown
in Table 5.4 and reach comparable results (even slightly higher when using the same
ensemble) then the ones achieved by using a HMM as presented in Section 5.4.2.
Recognition Goal (Composed
Activity)
CoffeeMaking

Sensor Ensemble

DoF

MJ BAC,
MJ LLA
KINECT,
MJ LUA

MJ RLA,

84%

MJ RLA,

75%

Table 5.4.: Calculated DoFs for the stated recognition goal CoffeeMaking and the configured sensor ensembles as shown in Figure 5.6.

5.6. Conclusion
Utilizing the goal oriented approach, we showed that it is possible to dynamically configure high level activity-recognition models (in our case a HMM and an Evidential
Network) out of an ontology according to a stated recognition goal. We presented how
to configure the best set of sensors, called ensemble, at a semantic level available at
any point in time according to the configured high level activity-recognition model. We
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showed on the one hand how to merge the parallel sensor output dependent on the DoF
of the delivering sensor to create the input as needed by the constructed HMM, and on
the other hand how to generate parallel sensor outputs as input for the Evidential Network. Our system can autonomously handle a dynamic changing sensing infrastructure
and keep the recognition process running without an explicit user interaction even if sensors are disconnected or fail. The recognition accuracy of our approach shows good and
promising results compared to the application of the two models in traditional and static
context recognition systems. The purpose was to show the possibility to generate these
models dynamically based on a stated goal. It was not the intent to invent new statistical
recognition models. As an implication I assume, given a perfect goal translation process
and the needed sensing infrastructure for the currently available best static solution, the
goal oriented system would exactly configure this system. Therefore it matches its recognition performance. Again, the advantage of the goal oriented system is its adaption
process to possible available better (or worse, if sensors fail) sensors to guarantee a stable
recognition system that is not prone to failures in the sensing ecosystem. Its recognition
accuracy naturally depends on the available sensing ecosystem. If better sensor exist, it
will perform better; if equal sensors exist, it will perform equally; if worse sensors exist,
it will perform worse. Of course, the current implementation of the process may be
outperformed by highly specialised & optimized recognition models and ensembles, but
they have to be defined by the machine learning community and can then be integrated
into the goal oriented sensing approach. We showed that our approach works quite good
with reasonable recognition performance using already established recognition models
(Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and Evidential Networks), that can dynamically be
adapted to different domains by a goal and the corresponding knowledge base. Using
our approach one does not depend on a predefined, fixed and static sensing infrastructure
as the whole activity and context recognition system is dynamically configured during
runtime according to the stated recognition goal. The evaluation highlights the feasibility of both approaches and shows the high flexibility of the top-down configuration and
adaption approach of high-level activity and context recognition models.

5.7. Reflective Thoughts
In this Chapter an approach was developed to dynamically built recognition models using a knowledge base and a goal oriented technique. As a proof of concept two different
models were built based on the stated recognition goal, to be precise, (i) a hidden Markov
model, and (ii) a believe network based on the Dempster-Shafer theory to combine the
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recognition output of different sensors. Additionally to the goal oriented building of the
recognition models themselves, the needed sensor ensembles were dynamically configured
according to the stated recognition goal and the consequential need of the recognition
models.
Relating back to the Research Challenge: Combining Sources of Information (be referred to Section 1.5), the following answers can be given:
• Although it is possible to dynamically construct recognition models using a knowledge base in a goal oriented manner to deal with different sensor output, the modelled
information has to be (i) extremely accurate and (ii) fit the modelling parameters
of the built recognition model (e.g., transition probabilities, uncertainties, etc.). Recapping the Ontology approach (be referred to Chapter 3) that states that the notion
of knowledge that is captured must be a consensual instead of a private, individual
based one, the complexity of the needed models is difficult to model there. I argue for
building models individually for people to reason complex information from heterogeneous sources, based on the stable semantic knowledge captured in the ontology.
The matching of the used model can then be performed by comparing the Context
and Activity Relations in the knowledge base to the input and output labels of the
model that can differ individually.
• Subsequently following the before tackled issue of the difficulties of building a model
dynamically from a knowledge base, it is even more complex, not to say impossible
to predict the accuracy of the model. The general consensus in scientific literature
is, that the only accurate way to predict the accuracy of a sensing ensemble is its
evaluation against a given ground truth. Up until now, no agreed method exists, how
to predict the accuracy of ensembles with sensors delivering the same set of labels.
Approaches using diversity measurements between sensors confirmed only a rough
tendency [Kuncheva, 2003, Kuncheva and Whitaker, 2003] between accuracy and
diversity. Recent advancements show promising results [Chavarriaga et al., 2011,
Kurz et al., 2013a], whereas once the accuracy of a sensor is calculated via ground
truth, the calculation of the diversity, and therefore the overall ensemble accuracy
prediction, is only based on the mutual information between the sensors that can
be calculated during runtime. A proven connection between the diversity and the
accuracy given the special evaluation scenarios exists, but is in my sense no proof
for a generalised methodology to predict the accuracy of an arbitrarily combined
ensemble.
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As a concluding statement, the combination of different sensors is the future for Activity and Context recognition systems. The more information we gather, the more
accurate we can identify the context, activity, or situation. For a goal oriented system
methodology the prediction of the accuracy of the sensing ensembles is mandatory to
identify the best one. Although approaches exist to predict the accuracy of sensing ensembles with the limitations of (i) sensors have to deliver the same set of labels, and (ii)
fusion is performed by using majority voting, it is not agreed on the generalisation of
these methods.
Combining different sensor information (i.e., label sets of sensors are different) adds
a new dimension to that problem. Reasoning and Ontological methodologies exist that
tackle the problem of extracting the context or situation out of the delivered data.
Up until now, there exist no approaches of predicting the accuracy of the combined
sensory information. Neither the recognition performance of the reasoning models nor
the selected sensor ensembles can be predicted without a comparison of the model output
to a given ground truth.
For the goal oriented system metaphor, it is of essential nature to be able to combine various different sensors with different label outputs. The combination has to be
performed dynamically during runtime based on the stated recognition goal without
presumable knowledge about the combination itself. The prediction of the recognition
performance of the ensemble permits the system to rank them and to select the best
fitting one. As these methodologies on how to predict the recognition performance for
sensors with different label outputs, to the best of my knowledge, do not exist up until
today, it may influence new research directions and approaches to identify solutions for
this highly complex problem.

Parts of this Chapter have been published as international conference articles and journal papers (for further details be referred to [Hoelzl et al., 2012a,
Hoelzl et al., 2013a]).
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“What we need to do is really improve energy efficiency
standards, develop in full scale renewable and alternative
energy and use the one resource we have in abundance, our
creativity.”
Lois Capps
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6.1. An Application Case for Goal Oriented Sensing?
Contextual information of persons can be comprised of a variety of different fragments.
Presence, and as a generalization location, is the most basic type of context information.
Knowing that a user is in the room is the prerequisite for the activation of services (e.g.,
switching lights on/off). Location information is sufficient for a room-based “activity”
reasoning as the location of a person is an indicator for the person’s activity. The location information can be enhanced with activity measurements from body worn sensors
to recognize the person’s activity in a more reliable way. The Modes of Locomotion
(e.g., Stand, Sit, Walk) are a “prototypical” activity recognition problem for body worn
systems. The “default” sensing modality is an accelerometer [Beigl et al., 2004], and
the sensor-based recognition of activities, which is one very important part of contextual
information, is very well evaluated in laboratory surroundings with different, but static
and controlled sensor configurations.
To overcome the limitations of a static (be referred to Chapter 1.1) sensor deployment,
and to be able to handle the real world dynamics of households, the components for
recognizing Locomotion and Activity (as presented in Figures 6.4 and Figures 6.3) have
to be implemented using the goal oriented sensing approach. It is well known that
considerable amount of energy could be saved in homes and offices without reduction
in comfort and efficiency if the system could reliable identify users’ needs. The system
needs not to work in just one single building with a fixed sensor configuration but needs
to evolve as sensors (or being more general, information sources) change, are added, and
removed. The implicit energy management system has to adapt as users have different
devices with them (e.g., smartwatch, smartphone, etc.) depending on the time of day and
the date, and they come and go. Thus the smart implicit energy management scenario
includes most of the challenges for a goal oriented sensing system (be referred to Chapter
1.4) and is a highly relevant topic for this thesis and further in (i) ecological/economical
concerns and (ii) in ambient assisted living research.
We let the rubber hit the road by dynamically exploiting locomotion and (in-door)
location information in private households to optimize the energy consumption in terms
of autonomous and implicit control of electronic appliances in using a system that operates in a goal oriented, opportunistic and unobtrusive way. By using on-body and
environmental sensor devices, that are not presumably fixed, thus are accessed in an
goal oriented manner, our system is able to control devices safely in terms of implicitly
optimizing the energy consumption. As a proof of concept, a field study was conducted
in 15 households, where we have dynamically used the location and locomotion informa-
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tion of the residents to decide with a rule-based background intelligence, which electronic
appliances can be safely turned off. Using the combined information of Location and
Context (be referred to Section 3.2.2.1) resulted in an average energy saving potential
of 17%.

6.2. Breaking the Static Chain: Implicit Energy Management
in the Wild
Energy efficiency has gained increased awareness in the public over the last years, due
to the rising prices of energy and the fact, that it is a scarce resource. The European
Union Action Plan for Energy Efficiency (COM(2006)545) unveils on an EU wide scale,
energy saving potentials of more than 20% by 2020, achievable without loss of economic
strength or quality of life. Basically, this concept is based on a more efficient use of
available energy. Today’s electronic equipment, machines and appliances, as a matter of
convenience, provide features to be explicitly switched to reduced energy consumption
modes (so called ”stand-by” modes), when not in active use (but to be instantly ready
for use upon explicit user invocation). Through bearing potentials as an energy saving
solution, the analysis of behavioral patterns in several user studies reports effects towards
the exact opposite; with the ability to just put an appliance in standby mode when not
in use, devices are no longer switched (totally) ”off” which causes surprisingly high so
called ”stand-by losses”.
As a result, the user behavior needs to change towards a more economical usage of
energy, which gained increased awareness in the public during the last years, but is also
a long term process, or to be more precise, an evolution. To support the user in this
task, we present an energy management system based on the goal oriented, opportunistic
sensing approach presented in [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]. Using this approach,
we are able to reduce the standby losses based on the location information of the user
within the household, in combination with his/her current locomotions, but without
forcing the user to explicitly switch a device on or off. This enables the unobtrusive
control of electrical power consumers, in terms of automatically turning them on and off
and thus reducing stand-by losses, without reducing the convenience, the level of living,
and the habits of the user.
The sensor and computer based recognition of user’s locomotion and location were well
studied and evaluated in laboratory settings. They can be identified in three areas of research, (i) activity and context recognition [Bao and Intille, 2004, Logan et al., 2007,
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Salber et al., 1999, Tapia et al., 2004], (ii) (in-door) localization [Curran et al., 2011,
Helal et al., 2003], and (iii) energy/power management in households and smart homes
[Harris and Cahill, 2007, Jahn et al., 2010, Paradiso et al., 2011]. Summarizing, the best
sensor modality for on body activity recognition are identified as being accelerometers
[Mantyjarvi et al., 2001] due to their high accuracy and their unobtrusiveness. Ubisense
is identified as a robust, off-the-shelf solution for indoor localization [Curran et al., 2011].
Main contribution of this work is the fact that we put the developed methods of this
research out in the field. We do not assume a fixed and static sensing infrastructure to unobtrusively control electrical power consumers, as it can be found in laboratory settings.
We utilize sensors in dynamic, varying environments to infer locomotion and location
information. Using the goal oriented sensing approach [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]
allows us to break the chain of predefining a fixed sensing infrastructure at design time
of the system. This is especially useful for the purpose of saving energy in households
as the available sensing infrastructure changes over time. Relating locomotion to different locations enables the possibility to give locomotion different meaning in different
locations and react accordingly. A vast heterogeneity of already deployed sensors in
the surrounding environment is available in today’s homes. These body or infrastructure based multi-sensor platforms, like mobile phones or smart watches, can be utilized
without stressing the user to wear or install new sensors that have to be deployed, maintained and consume additional electrical power. Households are highly dynamic and
heterogeneous environments in terms of sensing infrastructure. Not only the sensing
infrastructure itself varies in different households, also over the time period of a day, the
presence of persons changes and thus the availability of sensor devices. A robust and
flexible system is needed to deal with the varying, dynamic sensing infrastructure to
handle multiple sources of information for locomotion and location to effectively manage
energy consumers in an unobtrusive and convenient way.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows; based on the goal oriented
opportunistic sensing approach described in [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b], we have
implemented an energy management system as a use case of an goal oriented opportunistic system. The system utilizes users’ location and locomotion information to reduce stand-by losses, and is described in detail in Section 6.3. To empirically underpin
the developed technology we have conducted a field study (be referred to Section 6.4)
in fifteen domestic households with a total of 58 participating persons over a period of
nine months. Results show an average energy saving potential of 17% in implicit power
management controllable energy consumption (see Section 6.5). Finally, we summarize
and conclude the presented work in Section 6.6.

6.3. A Robust System Setting
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6.3. A Robust System Setting
The main purpose of this work is to investigate and develop a robust and flexible system
for daily use in real life situations. In a real-world setting the system has to cope with
(i) different users, (ii) different sensors and (iii) different environmental conditions. The
requirements for the developed system were identified to (i) be able to detect locomotion
and location of the present residents in a dynamic way and to (ii) combine this information in a rule like form to control the electrical power consumers in the household.
To design and implement the locomotion and location recognition system, we utilized
our approach of an goal oriented opportunistic activity and context recognition system as
presented in [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]. Using the goal oriented sensing approach
has the benefit that our system is not pinned to a fixed and static sensing infrastructure
to infer locomotion and location information. This is an extremely important fact, as
households are of highly dynamic and heterogeneous nature in terms of the available
sensing infrastructure (e.g., smart phones and smart watches). The presence of people
and thus the available (on-body) sensing infrastructure changes over time. Furthermore
also the environmental sensors can fail due to e.g., power loss or physical damage over
time.
So we have to separate different layers when we talk of an opportunistic system: (i) we
have to find a way to describe and utilize the available sensors from whatever kind they
are and (ii) we have to find a way to handle the dynamic sensing infrastructure. In the
following we utilize the solutions proposed in [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b] to build
a robust system that can handle a heterogeneous and varying sensing infrastructure over
time. We use Sensor Abstractions and Sensor-Self-Descriptions in combination with
Experience Items [Kurz et al., 2011b]. Each sensor is abstracted and describes its capabilities in terms of inferring locomotion and location information using Experience Items.
The experience item itself encapsulates the complete recognition chain needed to detect
the labels it is capable of, containing all steps necessary to infer context information
out of the raw sensor data and a qualitative value, the so called Degree of Fulfillment
[Kurz et al., 2011b] estimating the accuracy of the recognition process. By using the
Experience Items we can dynamically instantiate the recognition chains dependent on
the recognition purpose and the available sensing infrastructure. So from the systems
viewpoint, we see a sensor as a label (locomotion and location) delivering entity that
can be queried for its capabilities and be utilized.
The goal oriented opportunistic sensing approach allows for the dynamic configuration
of sensor ensembles [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]. A sensor ensemble is the set
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of available sensors that is best suited in a certain situation to achieve the highest
recognition accuracy according to a recognition purpose or goal. This is an important
feature of an goal oriented opportunistic system as it makes it flexible against changes in
the sensing infrastructure, as sensors can spontaneously become available or unavailable
(e.g., a person turns his/her smart phone on or off, or leaves the house).
We use the goal oriented sensing approach [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b] to recognize locomotion and location. This allows us to implement a robust and flexible system
that can handle the dynamic and varying sensing infrastructure of a household to recognize the locations and locomotions of persons.
To effectively control the electrical power consumers of a household in an implicit,
user centered way, it is necessary, to capture the manageable devices and control them
according to their actual status and the activities of the residents. Therefore, a model
has to be developed that generates the control actions out of the current locomotions
and locations of present house residents and the status of the captured and monitored
electrical power consumers. It was necessary to develop the concept of Symbolic Locations
as shown in Figure 6.1 that directly relate the locomotion and location of a user to the
needed or used electrical devices in the corresponding zone.
The position/movement data of an exemplarily taken person is shown in Figure 6.2
for three different time spans. Knowing the movement characteristics of the residents
is useful to automatically fine tune the time when electrical consumers are shut down
depending on e.g., the day of week as the residence time in different zones differs between
working days and weekend.
Based on the model we implemented a background intelligence, that manages the
knowledge about which devices are needed according to the location and locomotion of
present residents, which devices will be needed in the future according to the general
behavior characteristics of the residents, and which devices can be turned off safely. The
schematics of the developed system components and their interplay are shown in Figure
6.3, the technical breakdown in Figure 6.4.
An implicit system used for energy management, as it is described here, may never
overrule the user. It has to be an extension and enrichment to the user’s life. It has to
act as unobtrusively as possible in the best case without user’s notice. But, the users
always have to understand what and why the system is doing something. Only in this
case they will use the system without getting afraid of losing control over its behavior.
In consideration of this fact, we gave the users the option to read and manage the rule
base in a simple way. Therefore we used a GUI that displayed the ruleset in a table like
form and allowed the users to manually add, modify and delete rules. This approach
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Figure 6.1.: Exemplarily household of the field study and its segmentation into energy
consumption zones named Symbolic Locations that directly relate the locomotion and location of a user to the the assigned electrical power consumers
e.g., Symbolic Location 9 ”kitchen”→c07 (toaster), c11 (water boiler); Symbolic Location 8 ”sink”→c09 (dishwasher).

puts the user in the center as it allows to control and alter the rules on which decisions
are based on. So users can adapt the behavior of the implicit energy management system
to their own needs and their changing lifestyle. The users have, at each point in time,
control over the events generated from the implicit energy management system. They
are in the ”center” of the system and can control its behavior if necessary.
Summarizing, we have utilized the the goal oriented opportunistic sensing approach to
detect locomotion and location as presented in [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b]. We can
deal with a vast heterogeneity of different sensors having different modalities using sensor
abstractions. Furthermore, we can handle the dynamic varying sensing infrastructure
where sensors can appear and disappear spontaneously. We can dynamically instantiate
the required machine learning techniques (recognition chains) using Experience Items to
infer locomotion and location data out of the raw sensor data streams. So we have a
robust, goal oriented system for the detection of locomotion and location that can utilize
different sensors during runtime of the system to infer the needed information for the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2.: Movement of one (exemplarily) chosen resident in a household of the field
study over three different time spans: (a) for 1 hour (12:00pm - 01:00pm)
(b) for 6 hours (12:00pm - 06:00pm) (c) and for 12 days. Beside the position
data itself, the general characteristics of the movements can be used to
predict the Symbolic Location a person will be in at a specific point in time
to adjust the control model to the needs of the residents.
goal of implicit energy management. On top of that robust fundament we put a user
controllable engine in a rule based form that generates the action events necessary to
turn electrical power consumers on and off safely (as shown in Figure 6.3). Both, the
locomotion and the location information of users, are used to trigger the corresponding
action events. During the design of the background intelligence we focused on the user
as the ultimate control instance of the system. The human always has to be in the center
to make such a system successful. So, at each point in time the user has the possibility to
”overrule” the decisions made by the implicit energy management control system. The
final setup of the presented system used during a field study to underpin the suitability
for daily use is shown in Section 6.4.

6.4. Experiment Design
The main contribution of this work is the real world utilization of locomotion combined
with location information to implicitly reduce standby losses caused by electrical power
consumers. We presented and described a robust system (be referred to Section 6.3)
operating in an goal oriented, opportunistic way capable of utilizing the best available
set of sensors in terms of recognition accuracy available at each point in time to get
locomotion and location information of the residents. By utilizing this two-dimensional
information (be referred to Section 3.2.2.1), a background intelligence generates the
necessary action events to turn energy consumers on and off safely and thus avoid energy
losses.

6.4. Experiment Design
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Figure 6.3.: Schematics of the developed system components and their interplay. Bodyworn sensors are used for activity recognition, in our case the modes of
locomotion (used sensors are described in Section 6.4) and in combination
with the energy measurements to detect the location of the residents. The
two dimensional information of Locomotion and Location is passed into the
Background Intelligence where it is further processed and events are generated based on a defined Rule Set to switch power consumers on and off.

We show that such a system can be used in the field with different people, different
sensing hardware and different settings. We designed an experimental setup in form of
a field study to show (i) that our system is applicable in a real world setting and (ii) it
can be used to increase the efficiency of energy usage. To highlight the flexibility of the
goal oriented opportunistic sensing approach, the field study consisted of 15 households
with a total of 58 participating persons. Having a high diversity between the households
and the participating persons, we can not assume a common, fixed and static sensing
infrastructure. This made it the ideal scenario to show the flexibility of the goal oriented
opportunistic sensing approach in the ”real-world” used to implicitly control electrical
power consumers.
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Figure 6.4.: Technical System Architecture of the deployed Goal Oriented Smart Energy
Management System showing its components and the interplay between the
developed components.

The first design issue was to decide which sensing systems should be used during
the field study. As we abstract and self describe each sensor (as explained in Section
6.3), we could have used each sensing device capable of inferring the needed locomotion
an location information. To have a comparable result, that is not affected by different
hardware components, we decided to take a subset of the possible available sensors as
the ”pool” for the goal oriented opportunistic sensing approach. We decided, for the
on body worn sensors used to detect locomotion, to use a wrist worn 3-axis-acceleration
sensor in form of a smart watch, and a smartphone as a multi sensor platform. Our
system decided during runtime which is the most accurate sensing ensemble (one of the
two sensors, or both combined) in terms of achieving the highest recognition accuracy,
and configured it accordingly for each user.
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Inferring location information is not a trivial task especially in indoor environments.
Again, we abstract the location sensors and could have used any available technology.
We decided to use the Ubisense Location system as this is an off-the-shelf and highly
accurate technology [Curran et al., 2011].
Summarizing, the sensor setup in each household consisted of a Ubisense system to
gather location information in the defined Symbolic Locations of each (present) resident,
a smart phone and a wrist worn 3-axis-acceleration sensor per person to infer locomotion
information. The availability of all three sensor systems (if a Ubisense tag is accounted
as being a sensor) varied over time. Our system decided opportunistically which sensors
to utilize to infer locomotion and location information depended on the available sensors
to achieve the highest possible recognition accuracy at each point in time.
To measure the energy consumption of each observed device and the possibility to turn
it on and off remotely, we utilized a ”simple” adapter that is plugged between the device
and the power outlet. This adapter can act on the one hand as a sensor, measuring
the power consumption of the attached device and on the other hand, as an actuator to
remotely turn the attached device on and off. Measuring the consumed electrical power
of the attached device is highly important as it ensures on the one hand to measure the
consumed electrical power and on the other hand to only switch off devices that are not
used at the moment. Nobody wants the microwave oven for example to be turned off
while warming the food for dinner.
To get a reliable and comprehensive dataset for further offline analysis, we extended
the system setting explained in Section 6.3. Beside the described realtime capabilities we
added a software component capable of recording the transmitted data from the sensing
ensembles and the energy consumed by the individual electrical appliances. This allows
to operate our system in two different modes, namely (i) the real-time mode were we
implicitly control electrical power consumers and have the ability to capture the data
of the sensors and the actuators, and (ii) the simulation mode were we can playback
the pre-captured data of the dataset as if real sensors were attached to the system.
In utilizing this captured data in the simulation mode, we were able to calculate the
real energy saving potentials of the described system during the field study as shown in
Section 6.5. The calculations are based upon what would have happened if the system
had not been in place.
By detecting the presence and the locomotion of a user in a defined Symbolic Location
(as shown in Figure 6.1), the background intelligence can, based on the defined rules,
generate the control commands that are further sent to the ”adapters” to turn the
attached electrical power consumers on and off remotely.
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Utilizing the high value of the two dimensional information over only the single locomotion or location information, we built a precise body of rules for each household
defining when devices can be turned off safely. The initial set of rules was defined during
the setup time of the system by interviewing the residents in combination with knowledge
already gathered during the field study in terms of rules defined by other participants.
The initial rule set was then extended during the use of the system by the residents to
make the system fit their personal needs.
The field study was conducted with each of the 15 participating households for a time
period of two weeks. The position of each resident of the household (up to four), in
up to two rooms that were further segmented individually in Symbolic Locations was
recorded (mostly kitchen and living-room as the majority of user controllable electrical
power consumers were located there). The recording interval was, dependent on the
rate of change of the position data, up to 30 samples per second. In addition to the
position data, the locomotions of each participant and the power consumption of up
to 20 devices were recorded to get a comprehensive dataset for further offline analysis.
Again, the recording interval for the locomotion information was dependent on the rate
of change and the interval for the electrical power consumers was set to one minute. The
field study took place in Upper Austria from Dec. 2009 to Dec. 2010 with non scientific
but mostly technologically interested people.

6.5. Results
The empirical results obtained from the data captured during the conducted field study
are presented in this Section. The analysis of the data using the simulation capabilities
of our implicit energy management system impressively highlight the potential of using
an activity and context based approach to reduce power loss due to standby times of
electrical power consumers. Table 6.1 shows the potential energy savings per household
during the field study. The highest potentials of saving energy can be identified in
consumer electronics and in electric lightning. In these two device categories, implicit
energy management is exceedingly effective in frequently reaching a 50% reduction of
energy loss.
Analyzing the data of the 15 households including the data of the 58 participating
persons during the study (consisting of energy consumption per device, the locomotions
of the persons and their time in the defined symbolic locations), it was possible to
calculate the absolute potential energy savings. The potential average energy saving
over all 15 households in the field study was about 21,5 Watt/hour, respectively 17%.
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0-01-1102
15.5%
0-07-1102
36.2%
0-13-2200
3.09%
Overall
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0-02-1111
0-03-1111
0-04-1110
0-05-1111
0-06-2200
14.7%
19.3%
23.0%
10.1%
22.2%
0-08-1102
0-09-1111
0-10-1111
0-11-1110
0-12-1111
24.5%
21.3%
13.6%
60.8%
8.0%
0-14-1102
0-15-1111
4.8%
13.3%
19.4% (stdev: 14.2%)

Table 6.1.: Potential energy savings in households during the field study using the developed implicit energy management system as described in Section 6.3 and
6.4. Outliners of the field study are highlighted in gray. The Household ID
in form of x-xx-xxxx encodes with the first number that it was a private
household (0), the second number identifies in chronological order the code
of the household, and the last four digits show the number of man, woman,
boys and girls in the household. The energy saving potential relies on the
kind and amount of installed devices in the observed Symbolic Locations.

6.6. Conclusion
Within this work we have presented and evaluated the real-world utilization of the
two-dimensional contextual information containing location and locomotion of persons.
We let the rubber hit the road by focusing on accessing and utilizing this information
in an ”out-of-the-lab” setting of a conducted field study within households in terms
of implicitly optimizing the energy consumption. We implemented a robust system
capable of recognizing the (in-door) location and locomotion information of persons in a
goal oriented manner in their homes, without presumably defining the required sensing
infrastructure. The goal oriented approach lets us be as flexible and robust as possible
by enabling the unobtrusive utilization of on-body and environmental sensor devices to
achieve a high degree of acceptance among the residents.
As we did not aim at changing the residents’ explicit behavior towards a more energyaware operation of electronic appliances, but to unobtrusively assist them in their daily
living, we have defined a rule-based background intelligence that autonomously controls
devices in terms of optimized energy consumption. Input for this background intelligence
is the two-dimensional contextual information (location and locomotion) of the users in
their homes recognized in an opportunistic way. By utilizing a (user-) defined body of
rules, the opportunistic recognition of this information lets us control electrical devices
safely, without decreasing the user comfort. For evaluation purposes we conducted a
field study in private households.
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We deployed our system in 15 homes (with 58 participating persons), and collected
data over two weeks each. We achieved an overall average saving potential of 17%
as further offline analysis showed. This is an impressive result, and there could still be
further potential to increase the saving for a specific household, since the rule-based part
of the background intelligence could be supplementary adapted and improved towards
the specific needs and peculiarities of the residents of a particular household.
We showed that it is possible by utilizing, in a goal-oriented way, already deployed
sensors in smart homes (e.g., smart phones) to infer locomotion and location information
in a flexible and robust way. Utilizing this two-dimensional information we implicitly
controlled the energy consumers in households. Without affecting or changing the level
of living of the residents, it was possible to save, on average, 17% of electrical power.
For the purpose of this thesis, the average saving of 17% is a quite good result, as
the characteristic of saving energy with an implicit, goal oriented Location and Activity
based energy management system is unique. Nevertheless the achieved energy savings in
avoiding standby losses (including background standby, typically unavoidable electricity
use inherent in a number of household products and avoidable standby consumption)
matches the result of a study conducted in 251 owner-occupied households across England from 2010 to 2011 that was recently published1 and calculated an average waste of
energy on standby between 9-16 %. Different Case Studies2 show similar saving results
but are not exclusively focused on standby losses or electric power savings. Being a
quantitativ comparison of what is assumed to be possible to save, our approach achieves
the predicted optimum on average. Concerning the thesis, this quite good result is
just a sideline, as the main purpose was to evaluate the goal-oriented, dynamic sensing
component as a building block for an implicit, smart energy management system.
During the short period of two weeks the user behavior began to change to a more
energy aware behavior. People realized how easy the waste of the scare resource ”electrical power” can be avoided resulting in a more efficient and economical use of electrical
power. Bringing our approach out in the field can be seen as a small step for the residents of the households due to its unobtrusiveness, but as a large step towards reaching
the overall energy saving potentials of 20% on an EU wide scale.

1

Energy Saving Trust, Powering the Nation: Household electricity-using habits revealed, October 15th ,
2014
2
Saving Energy in Europe: 15 Good Practice Case Studies, May 2011
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The question, if an out of the lab, real world setting for implicit energy management
is an Application Case for Goal Oriented Sensing has clearly to be answered with Yes.
Beside the autonomously adaption of the system to the, at each point in time, different
sensing infrastructure, based on the defined goal of saving energy related to Locomotion
and Location patterns, already deployed consumer hardware like smart phones or smart
watches can be easily integrated into the goal oriented sensing framework. Beside the
complex activity, of trying to perform sensing and context recognition out in the field in a
mostly unsupervised way, with the additional complexity of facing unforeseen hardware
configurations and networking issues (no 24/7 stable connectivity), the goal oriented
sensing approach established a stable system setting.
Beside the fact of having limited hardware resources and thus a large set of the same
or similar devices, this could be easily expanded when manufacturers would deliver or
preinstall the needed device descriptions for the sensing capabilities, the applicability
of the goal oriented approach has been practically shown. An future aspect will be
the research of inheritance methodologies like in computer programming to generate
these self-descriptions from already collected ones with similar device specifications (e.g.,
iPhone 5 vs. iPhone 6).
As a concluding statement, the definition of device properties as a service that can
be dynamically combined to ensembles, based on a specific goal, will be the future of
context recognition systems that go beyond the delivered information of a single sensor
or single - multi-sensor platform like the smart-phone or the smart-watch. The more
context information we can gather, the more we can learn about it. This has to be done
with the already deployed sensing infrastructure in households, as users will not accept
specific sensors for each application scenario that they have to deploy, to configure and to
maintain. The goal oriented sensing approach allows, at its current state at least for the
context sensing component, to integrate sensing modalities on a larger scale, without (i)
exploiting the complexity of the configuration itself to users and (ii) making it possible
to use smart sensing gadgets that are already deployed in the homes of users. We see
digital natives that carry a specific, personalized device (these days the smart-phone),
that is customisable like a swiss-knife with different Apps.
In my opinion, this is only the first step, and will go even more than one step further in
the future, by combining the virtual with the physical world like we do it with mostly virtual Apps today. This evolution will result in the building of cyber-physical systems (be
referred to Chapter 7). These systems will be dynamically and autonomously configured
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upon the intent or goal of the users, thus allowing people to achieve their goals by hiding
the complexity of the evolved systems in interwoven, responsive, smart-cyber-physical
environments.

Parts of this Chapter have been published as international conference articles and journal papers (for further details be referred to [Hoelzl et al., 2012b,
Hoelzl et al., 2014b, Halbmayer et al., 2014]).
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Oriented Vision

“I won’t compare ants and people, but ants give us a useful
model of how single members of a community can become so
organized that they end up resembling, in effect, one big
collective brain. Our own exploding population and
communication technology are leading us that way.”
Lewis Thomas (1913 - 1993)
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7.1. Goal Oriented Smart Watches for Cyber Physical
Superorganisms
We didn’t start the fire, it was always burning since technology became integrated into
wearable things that can be traced back to the early 1500s. This earliest forms of
wearable technology were manifested as pocket watches. Of course technology changed
and evolved, but again it might be the watch, now in form of a wrist worn smart watch,
that could carve the way towards an always on, large scale, planet spanning, body sensor
network. The challenge arises on how to handle this enormous scale of upcoming smart
watches and the produced data. This work highlights a strategy on how to make use
of the massive amount of smart watches in building goal oriented, dynamically evolving
network structures that autonomously adapt to changes in the smart watch ecosystem
like cells do in the human organism. It is known from research,

7.2. The Smart* Age?
The uncountable and rising amount of ’Smart-X’ devices (X ∈ {Phone, Tablet, Boards,
Pills, etc. }) peaked in the recent development of Smart Watches [Edwards, 2013]. These
Smart Watches are seen as the ultimate unobtrusive and pervasive devices, as mankind
is used to wear it since ages. The embedded technology in these watches, allows (i) to
use it as an explicit monitoring and controlling unit for various applications (e.g., smart
energy management [Hoelzl et al., 2014b]) and (ii) using sensor technology to infer user
activities and take implicit actions according to the reasoned situation of the user. The
situation of the user itself cannot be sensed with only one, the ’self-worn’ Smart Watch,
rather the Smart Watch needs to dynamically shape connections to surrounding smart
devices in the environment to get the needed information adapted to the situation of the
user.
We envision, that one is moving, one is living, one is acting as usually but in the background automatically and autonomously, the correct selection of information delivering
and controllable devices is done without thinking on it. Being in the smart device age,
not the Smart Phone is the platform that should be used for implementing the activity
and context recognition methodologies to implicitly control the various smart gadgets
surrounding us. We see Smart Watches (as shown in Figure 7.1), that deliver comparable
processing capabilities at a much smaller size than Smart Phones, and additionally being
worn at a fixed position (mostly at the wrist) that positively affects machine learning
algorithms, as the upcoming platform for implementing wearable systems to affect the

7.3. Smart & Goal Oriented Behaviour
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Figure 7.1.: Exemplarily shown distributed Smart Watch ensembles with (i) Iconographic visualization of user controllable household devices and their corresponding realtime electrical power consumption and (ii) visualization of
the reasoned user activities in applying machine learning methodologies
[Hoelzl et al., 2014b].
environment in an explicit or implicit way. Up until now we talk about Smart Watches
but they are more or less feature watches that offer impressive processing power. The
software is missing that bridges the gap to make them really smart. This is true for a
single watch, but even more if we see the already deployed Smart Watches as a complex
organism that can dynamically be used for large scale data acquisition, interpretation
and implicit or explicit actuator control.

7.3. Smart & Goal Oriented Behaviour
The managing of the complexity of nowadays ICT-Systems goes far beyond the administration of individual software and hardware components [Kephart and Chess, 2003].
The integration of a vast heterogeneity of smart devices and gadgets into a large-scale
cooperative network, as everything is accessible via the Internet gets more and more
important. This massive raise of complexity appears to be approaching the limits of
human capability, yet the march towards increased interconnectivity and integration
rushes ahead unabated. Nevertheless, this rally could make the dream of pervasive computing possible [Ferscha, 2012]. Trillions of devices connected all over the world are
accessible using standardized Internet protocols [Mattern and Floerkemeier, 2010]. Systems will become, or are already, too massive and too complex for even the most skilled
system integrators to install, configure, optimize, maintain, and merge. Future systems
have to manage themselves according to stated goals of users [Hoelzl et al., 2013a]. The
common objective is that a goal specifies at an abstract level what the system should
achieve but not how. Multiple paths exist at each point in time on how the goal can
be achieved. New components integrate as effortlessly as new cells establish themselves
in the human body. Especially when we think about wearables like Smart Watches,
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that can appear and disappear dynamically, a goal oriented ensemble formation process
directed by the intent [Heider and Kirste, 2005] of the user or an explicitly stated goal
[Hoelzl et al., 2013b], can be the solution to utilize the possibilities of this large scale
sensor network. The need evolves to deal with self-described Smart Watches that advertise their capabilities (for example (i) raw sensor data, (ii) classified activities and
context or (ii) social relations) as a service delivering entity. These services can be dynamically orchestrated during runtime based on the availability of Smart Watches and
the users’ goals. Orchestrating the needed services dynamically and in an autonomous
manner frees users from the burden to manually configure and maintain all devices and
services they need to achieve their goals. The complexity of large scale ensembles, that
change dynamically in the background can be hidden, and information can be presented
to users in an reasonable style.

7.4. Adaptive Nerve System
Rethinking the traditional bottom-up construction of wearable systems (e.g., body sensor
networks) [Hoelzl, 2011, Kurz et al., 2011b], where application development started with
the deployment of new sensors, we must see the plethora of already deployed Smart
Watches as a chance to bring top-down, goal oriented processes out in the wild. The
missing methodology to realize goal oriented, Smart Watch based networks is to establish
a linking framework that dynamically instantiates pathways to exchange information
between the nodes as exemplarily shown in Figure 7.2. These nerve fibres must not be
static and fixed as they are in the human nervous system. They have to be a set of
flexible, dynamically changing connections adapted to the goals and the availability of
Smart Watch entities in the ecosystem. The configured cells itself behave dynamically
and can expand, shrink, merge, split or dissolve like e.g., community structures in social
networks evolve.
To dynamically build the nerve system, methodologies have to be developed to (i)
being able to annotate the services so that they can be explored by other devices, (ii) to
define interface methodologies to overcome the diverse types of connections (e.g., Cellular Networks, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC), (iii) to define protocols that can handle and
describe the heterogeneous types of data that can be emitted from the Smart Watches
and (iv) to build up a common vocabulary based on ontologies so that the Smart Watches
can understand each other and talk the same language. Beside the pure technological
challenges on implementing the dynamic linking and service orchestration, one has also
to take in consideration the social structures and possible information exchange. Ac-
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Figure 7.2.: Smart Watch ensembles or cells are dynamically configured and adapted
according to persons’ goals and the dynamic availability of Smart Watches
in the environment.
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companying the controllable security concerns, like secure connections and identification
of participating devices, we also have to think about the trustworthiness of devices and
their delivered data. How can we assure that the presented information is not spoofed?

In the future we will see several Smart Watches that offer similar services. To be
able to use them efficiently in a dynamic, human cell based network structure, we need
methodologies on how to identify and to decide which Smart Watches are included in
the cells and which are not. Although the processing capabilities of the formed networks
will be reasonable, they are still limited and have to be used as efficiently as possible.
The selection strategy for including devices into ensembles has to depend on (i) the total
amount of devices that have been identified in the environment that fit the goal, (ii) the
expected quality of the delivered data, (iii) the update frequency, and (iv) the power that
is needed to transmit the data and do the processing and reasoning steps. Especially
the consideration of energy consumption is of highly importance when we talk about a
dynamic network of Smart Watches. Users will only grant access to their Smart Watches
if the runtime decline will be negligible, or is at least not affecting their daily usage.

We envision a goal oriented approach for handling the expected massive amount of
Smart Watches. We have to implement methodologies that break users’ goals down into
the selection of the appropriate Smart Watches or more generally their offered services.
This process offers great flexibility during runtime but consumes processing time during
the setup of the system due to the necessity of goal translation, selection of needed Smart
Watches, establishing of connections and finally setting up needed reasoning techniques
to fuse [Hoelzl et al., 2012a, Hoelzl et al., 2013a] the data.

Even if the Small World Effect, that would allow us to instantiate a connection from
each randomly selected Smart Watch to another randomly selected one with less than 7
hops holds [Leskovec and Horvitz, 2008], we know from studying human cognitive processes [Carruthers, 2008] (be additionally referred to Section 4.5.2) that the combination
of both, the bottom-up, and the top-down approach yields to the best results. We have
to find methodologies on how to collect experience on which goals and connections are
used most often. If we have this knowledge, we can pre-fetch and pre-cache the needed
resources. In doing so, we can combine both, the bottom-up strategy that reacts fast and
in an autonomic manner to different, long term learned circumstances, and the top-down
strategy that adapts to the intent, or more formal, to the goal of the users.

7.5. Scenario: Smart Energy Management
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7.5. Scenario: Smart Energy Management
As a proof of concept we built a prototypical setup for a smart energy management
system to reduce power losses in homes. The reduction of power loss is achieved by
turning devices off that are not used or are in standby mode [Halbmayer et al., 2014,
Hoelzl et al., 2014b, Hoelzl et al., 2012b] (be additionally referred to Chapter 6). As
controlling instance for the users we chose a Smart Watch (as shown in Figure 7.1) that
presents the currently available energy consumers, their realtime energy consumption,
and allows to switch power consumers on and off remotely. Without the need of a central
control entity, thus working in a distributed mode, the Smart Watches detect the useable devices for saving energy dependent on the Smart Watches’ goal to reduce energy
consumption. As one Smart Watch does not necessarily have access to all devices (e.g.,
du to limits in the communication range), information is dynamically shared between
the involved Smart Watches to represent the whole situation. To realize this dynamic
system behaviour, the Smart Watches and the Energy Consumers advertise their services
and can be orchestrated to ensembles or cells based on the collected information. This
overcomes the limitation that each Smart Watch has only a partial view of the system
that is caused by limited communication ranges. The fact that a smart home is of highly
dynamic nature, as people come and go and take their Smart Watches with them (thus
they appear and disappear in an unpredictable way), accompanied by dynamic communication structure changes (caused by transmission channel degradation), underpins the
necessity to handle the cells on a dynamic, adaptive, and goal oriented level.
As this is obviously easy for a ’single’ household with only one Smart Watch, the
handling gets much more complex in family households with four or more involved people
and Smart Watches. Even so we showed the feasibility of our goal oriented solution
in such environments, we see it only as a starting point for a large scale dynamic,
autonomous Smart Watch network for energy management. We see the single Smart
Watch at the lowest level of granularity, that is comparable to a unicellular organism. In
aggregating the unicellular organisms to more complex, multicellular organisms we can
build arbitrary complex organisms. Related back to smart energy management systems
based on Smart Watches, we can see a family household as a multicellular organisms
that is based on simpler unicellular organisms. Developing this idea further, we envision
entire city organisms that are based on house organisms, entire country organisms that
are based on city organisms, and so on. This can finally lead us to a world spanning
super-organism of Smart Watches for energy management based on a goal oriented,
dynamic, and adaptive behavior.
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7.6. Conclusions
The massive amount of available wearables recently peaked in the development of Smart
Watches. To handle this unstoppable, essential, and massive raise of wearables, new
paradigms and methodologies have to be developed. The complexity of the evolving
large scale, globe spanning networks will not be manageable by traditional ones. In this
paper we presented a new, goal oriented, top-down methodology to overcome the limitations of nowadays, mostly static methods, by dynamically and autonomously shaping
and connecting cells and nerves, to build arbitrarily complex organisms. We envision
that the Smart Watch is the upcoming building block for such organisms, accentuated
by the just taking place integration of SIM Cards, leading to network reachability all
over the planet. We presented a Smart Energy Management scenario at household level
that already utilizes the goal oriented approach in combination with Smart Watches
that proved its feasibility. Smart Watches are the upcoming wearable technology that
will expand and enrich today’s available Smart*1 - ecosystem of devices, resources, and
services. To exploit their full potential, we have to investigate into methods that enable
their dynamic, goal oriented, seamless, and effortless integration into large scale vibrant
networks rather than just being standalone entities. Shaping goal oriented multicellular
organisms, that enable a top-down, adaptive and autonomous orchestration and presentation of Smart Watches, is the solution to the overwhelming amount and complexity of
todays available wearables. It allows to identify cells, given a specific goal in the superorganism, and to dynamically reorganise and relink them into new evolving organisms
that fit their purpose best in an autonomous manner.

7.7. Reflective Thoughts
Future recognition systems will include multiple, autonomous (in terms of individual
properties, objectives and actions), collectively acting units that will gain increased
interest especially on a (very) large scale. A core observation is the fact, that the
decision making process will be highly dispersed (be referred to Section 1.2), and local
interaction between the units may lead to the emergence of new or unexpected behaviour
and phenomenas. The local interaction between the nodes will be a result of their
individual goals. These systems will follow an open world assumption. Nodes or entities
can enter or leave the collective at any time. The entities themselves will be of highly
heterogeneous nature (comprised of e.g., ICT-devices, humans, agents, networks, etc.)
1

term evolved based on self*-capabilities of sensor-networks [Dressler, 2007, Boonma and Suzuki, 2008].
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each operating at different temporal/spatial levels with potentially conflicting objectives
and goals. We will see systems of systems whereas each system can consist of many
subsystems, each of which can again be seen as a system in itself. The definition of
what a system is, and what a subsystem is, is not clearly identifiable as at any point in
time a system may be integrated / or removed into / from others, forming a new system
incorporating the goals of all. There will be cooperation and adaption based on the
nodes’ goals and environmental stimulus arising out of interaction between the individual
nodes. The explicit formulation and processing of the goals for the single nodes will be
the challenge to exploit phenomenas of superorganisms [Zambonelli, 2012] to overcome
situations unsolvable by an individual alone. The vision of having autonomous sensing-,
or cyber-physical components on a large scale that can arbitrarily organise themselves
into ensembles only based on a common goal, is one of my visions for the future of
activity- and context aware systems. Up until know we have a lot of smart devices
that are out there, but they do not build an intelligent super-organism. What they do
is to build up a large data collection ecosystem that streams the data into a pseudo
distributed system designated to as “the Cloud”. This, more or less centralised system,
that is mostly built on distributed servers- or datacenters, in my opinion is no selforganised network. For a self-organised network, we need methodologies that are not
based on the help of external entities that build up the network structure. Up until
now we do not have self-organising components and thus cannot build a self-organised,
distributed system. I see the use of a goal-oriented metaphor as a promising solution to
guide the self-organizing capabilities of each component autonomously. This can result
in unforeseen connection topologies between the involved sensing components being only
based on the local knowledge of each component and the goal. The dynamic orchestration
of various heterogeneous components, that head towards achieving one common goal,
will possibly result in establishing new services out of other ones, that can be seen as
an output of a newly established super-organism. The orchestration is based on the
local knowledge of each component or cell and the respective goal. This may result in
super-organisms that are as impressive as it can be found in nature if you take the ants
and their pheromone based food-route optimization as an exemplarily manifested super
organism. It establishes a highly competitive super organism based on a defined goal,
being so self-organised that they, as a community, end up in one big collective brain.
Parts of this Chapter have been published as international conference articles and
journal papers (for further details be referred to [Hoelzl et al., 2014a]).
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“Begin at the beginning and go on till you come to the end;
then stop.”
Lewis Caroll (1832 - 1898)
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8.1. Relevance and Limitations
The developed concepts and methodologies within this thesis contribute to the scientific
field of Activity- and Context recognition. Being more precise, it incorporates ideas of
a goal oriented, self-adaptive, dynamic system configuration into the respective research
area of extracting patterns of human’s Activity and Context from sensor data. Being
based on a dynamic, goal oriented combination of machine learning and pattern classification methods, in conjunction with reasoning techniques, the power and flexibility
of the approach heavily depends on the accuracy of the defined models. From a computer science perspective, where arbitrarily complex objects can be built out of small,
abstracted and interwoven components, it has to be seen different to the case of modelling and reasoning Activity and Context. The level of uncertainty of the delivered and
interpreted sensor data makes it highly complex to combine them at different levels of
semantic abstractions (e.g., raw sensor data, activities, context, social relations, etc.).
As long as there is a 1:1 match of the specified goal to available sensors in the ecosystem
of the user, they can “just” be taken to recognize the stated goal, given, a perhaps against
ground-truth evaluated, accuracy. Although there is evidence to suggest a close to 100%
accuracy of trained recognition models, given static and mostly scripted datasets, realtime and real-world experiments have shown that this is more a wish than a fact.
Things get even more complex when it comes to goal processing, semantic matchmaking, and the later combination of sensors that have diverse label sets. As it is even
difficult to achieve acceptable recognition rates with a static setup, the top-down reasoning approach adds a second dimension of complexity when no 1:1 match between sensors
and goals is given. The principles of a dynamic, top down configuration of machine learning and reasoning models, that try to overcome the 1:1 matching necessity, were shown
and evaluated in this thesis. The evaluation showed that the approaches are applicable
for goal oriented Activity and Context Recognition systems but as always, although the
datasets and real world evaluation scenarios are supposed to be representative, they can
only capture a limited model of the world.
As a concluding statement, I have to cherish the approach of dynamically building
and configuring Activity and Context recognition systems. The approach definitely
has major benefits when compared to the traditional bottom-up design approaches and
outperforms them. Concerning the goal oriented sensing approach, and as a lesson
learned throughout the thesis, I have to state that it all depends on the models the
system is expected to work with. The closer the model fits the application domain and
reflects the domain knowledge, the more beneficial the goal oriented approach becomes.

8.2. Outlook and Future Work
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8.2. Outlook and Future Work
Working over a long period of time on a challenging topic like goal oriented sensing in
pervasive computing, new ideas and thoughts originate over time. With each prototype
that is designed, built, and evaluated, deeper insight is generated that raises new inspirations. I see this thesis as a starting and influencing, visionary approach of how future
pervasive systems that build on context awareness should be designed. As “prediction is
very difficult, especially about the future1 ”, I am focusing only on four major, important
and timely close aspects related to the goal oriented sensing approach.
• A crucial point for selecting and configuring sensor ensembles is a metric to predict
the accuracy of the ensembles without the need to evaluate them against groundtruth. This metric is essential to rank and optimize ensembles. Although first
approaches exist with sensors having the same set of labels, no work is done until
now in predicting the accuracy when combining sensors with different label sets.
• The ontology that builds the common knowledge base for the goal oriented sensing
system has to be extended to reflect larger application scenarios and communities.
Crowed sourcing the collection of concepts may yield to a stable set of terms and
relations that are accepted by the community. Adaptions and changes in the concepts
can be incorporated faster into the ontology, thus ensuring a timely knowledge base.
Creating an integrated tool that allows the crowed sourced collection of concepts
and their evaluation, will simplify the maintenance of the ontology.
• The transfer of knowledge and experience between sensors has to be optimized. We
are facing a world with billions of smart devices that can be used for Activity and
Context Recognition. Methodologies from computer science, like inheritance, may
be used to generate and transfer models from already collected experience. It will
not be possible in the future to manually identify and train each smart device that
can collaborate to a stated goal. This goes along with the necessity of a dynamic
adaption to the changing activity and behaviour patterns of users. Static trained
models do not fulfill this requirement.
• Finally, goal oriented systems have to be seen and defined on a larger scale. Inspired
by collective adaptive systems research, methodologies have to be developed that
allow smart devices to instantaneous connect to share capabilities and knowledge,
evolving in a vibrant goal oriented organism that adapts to the given goal and the
changing circumstances over time.
1

Niels Bohr, Danish physicist (1885 - 1962)
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A. Appendix
A.1. Simple Goal Description
Besides the syntax of how a goal can be formalized and stated to the Framework as a
recognition goal (see Section 4.2), there is the need for representing a goal internally in
the Framework for processing it.
This internal representation is done using an XML-data structure that holds the information for a given Goal Request that defines which goals need to be detected and
whether they are mandatory or not. This description is built upon the standardized
SensorML [Inc., 2007].
The stored information contains in detail:
• The ID of the GoalRequest. As there can be multiple GoalRequest running at the
same time, there is the need to distinguish between the goal representation of each
GoalRequest.
• A GoalList that holds the information which goals have to be detected to fullfill the
GoalRequest and if they are mandatory or not.
The example in Listing A.1 shows the internal representation of the goal description for
a GoalRequest with the ID: LOCOMOTION and a list of goals it has to be sensed for
(only LOCOMOTION in this example) and their using types (only uses) .
Listing A.1: An Example for a single Goal Request (LOCOMOTION ) presented in the
internal XML-based Goal Representation.
<?xml v e r s i o n =”1.0” e n c o d i n g=”UTF−8”?>
<SensorML xmlns=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t / sensorML / 1 . 0 . 1 ” \ \
xmlns : x s i =”h t t p : / /www. w3 . o r g /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t a n c e ”\\
xmlns : swe=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t / swe / 1 . 0 . 1 ” \ \
xmlns : gml=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t /gml ”\\
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xmlns : x l i n k =”h t t p : / /www. w3 . o r g /1999/ x l i n k ”\\
x s i : schemaLocation=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t / sensorML / 1 . 0 . 1 \ \
h t t p : / / schemas . o p e n g i s . n e t / sensorML / 1 . 0 . 1 / sensorML . xsd ” \\
v e r s i o n =”1.0.1” >\\
<member>
<System>
< c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s name=”GoalRequest”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”ID”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >LOCOMOTION</swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”G o a l L i s t”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”Goal”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”GoalName”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >LOCOMOTION</swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”usingType”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >u s e s </swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</ c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s >
</System>
</member>
</SensorML>
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As the refinement process can split up the given goal into subgoals, and satisfy these
subgoals instead of the given goal to full fill the GoalRequest, the goal list can have as
many entries as the refinement process states to be necessary to achieve the GoalRequest.
Listing A.2 shows an outline of the goal description for the subgoals of LOCOMOTION
derived from the refinement process out of the ontology ((be referred to Figure 3.3b))
after the first run if no sensor is found that matches LOCOMOTION.
Listing A.2: An Example for the first level of the related Sub-Goals for Locomotion
presented in the internal XML-based Goal Representation.
...
< c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s name=”GoalRequest”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”ID”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >LOCOMOTION</swe : value >
. . . SHORTED FOR BETTER READABILITY
<swe : f i e l d name=”G o a l L i s t”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”Goal”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”GoalName”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >LIE</swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”usingType”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >canuse </swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”Goal”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”GoalName”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >RUN</swe : value >
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</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”usingType”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >canuse </swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
. . . SHORTED FOR BETTER READABILITY
The GoalRequest still holds the same ID (LOCOMOTION ) as before the refinement
process took place, so it belongs to the same GoalRequest, but the goals to be satisfied
in the goalList and their usingType have been altered (LOCOMOTION → LIE, RUN, SIT,
STAND, WALK) according to the semantic relations of the goals stored in the ontology (see
Section 3.2.1) as shown in Figure 3.3b.

A.2. TexTivity Approach
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A.2. TexTivity Approach
The example presented in Listing A.3 shows the Internal, XML-based, Framework representation of the TexTivity-Predicate to detect Locomotion after the first reasoning step
for related Activities (LOCOMOTION → LIE, SIT, STAND, WALK) according to the semantic
relations of the context literals defined in the TexTivity-Ontology (see Section 3.2.2) and
shown in Figure 3.4. Additionally, an optimization constraint is stated, defining that
the maximal power consumption of the used sensing entities must not exceed 1.5 watt.
Listing A.3: Internal Framework representation of the TexTivity-Predicate based on
SensorML-XML definition [Inc., 2007].
<?xml v e r s i o n =”1.0”?>
<SensorML xmlns=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t / sensorML / 1 . 0 . 1 ”
xmlns : x s i =”h t t p : / /www. w3 . o r g /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t a n c e ”
xmlns : swe=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t / swe / 1 . 0 . 1 ”
xmlns : gml=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t /gml”
xmlns : x l i n k =”h t t p : / /www. w3 . o r g /1999/ x l i n k ”
x s i : schemaLocation=”h t t p : / /www. o p e n g i s . n e t / sensorML / 1 . 0 . 1
h t t p : / / schemas . o p e n g i s . n e t / sensorML / 1 . 0 . 1 / sensorML . xsd ” v e r s i o n =”1.0.1” >
<member>
<System>
< c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s name=”G o a l D e s c r i p t i o n ”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”ID”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >GoalRequest 1 </swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”T e x T i v i t y P r e d i c a t e”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”ID”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >1</swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”S u b j e c t”>
<swe : DataRecord>
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<swe : f i e l d name=”Person”>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=” A c t i v i t y ”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”LOCOMOTION”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”LIE”> </swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”SIT”> </swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”STAND”> </swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”WALK”> </swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”Context”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=””>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”TexTivity”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=””>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”C o n s t r a i n t ”>
<swe : DataRecord>
<swe : f i e l d name=”power”>
<swe : Text>
<swe : value >1.5</swe : value >
</swe : Text>
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>

A.2. TexTivity Approach
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</swe : f i e l d >
<swe : f i e l d name=”T e x T i v i t y P r e d i c a t e ” >
</swe : f i e l d >
</swe : DataRecord>
</ c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s >
</System>
</member>
</SensorML>
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